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How Do You Handle 
DTV Surround Sound 

and TV Stereo 
at the SAME TIME? 

withONE FINGER! 
Whcctfton 
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The TV -1000 Live Television Audio Console 
from WHEATSTONE CORPORATION. 

With 5.1 + 2 Surround Sound. 

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 
tel 252- 638 -7000 /fax 252-637-1285/sales ttwheatstone.com 
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We provide total DTV product solutions. 
Not that the GM needs to know that. 

If, in meeting all of your DTV needs, we happen to lighten your load a bit, so be it. 

We'll keep it our little secret. Harris is your most experienced, most reliable choice for 

proven digital solutions at every point in the air chain. We've delivered more DTV 

transmitters, encoders, PSIP and monitoring systems than any of our competitors. 

And now Harris offers MASTERplus '`', software -based HD master control that actually 

replaces 13 pieces of equipment, and LINKplus ", an ATM STL. Simple, cost -effective 

solutions. Like our modular encoding systems and DATApIus for maximum use of 

your bandwidth. Future -proof DTV products. Your choice of migration paths. The 

industry's best support. From Harris. All of a sudden, work's much easier to swallow. 

1- 800 -4- HARRIS ext.3037 www.harris.com /communications 
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next level solutions 

WIRELESS 

BROADCAST 

GOVERNMENT 

NETWORK SUPPORT 
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DSR-70 Jog /Shuttle Dial Operation 
Frame Accurate Editing 

Versatile Interface Options: SDI. SOT! (OSDI"M). 
I. LINK and Analog Component 

6.4" LCD Monitor and Audio Speaker 
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The ideal all digital, take -it- anywhere DVCAM'" production system for tht 

road warrior is here. Combining the imaging power of the DSR -500WS with the field editing 

performance of the DSR -7o, this cost -effective solution offers incredible flexibility from field 

acquisition through editing and transmission. This complete, all digital field edit package delivers 

Critical to emergency situations. 
Like tight deadlines, for example. 

wide -screen operation for the DTV era, laptop VTR to VTR editing capability and Advanced 

Digital Signal Processing. And all you need to get up and running is a single i.LINK'" 

cable. So when you put it all together, you've got a 'shoot & cut' solution capable of rescuing 

the story. For more information call t- 800 -472 -SONY, ext. 70, or visit www.sony.com /professional. 

DSR -7o 
Laptop Field Editor 

DSR -5ooWS 
Camcorder 

We're ready. Are you? 

DSR-500WS 
i.LINK Interface (IEEE 1394) 
PowerHAD" Widescreen 

F11 ® 2000 Lux CCD 

Up to 184 Minute 
Recording per Cassette 

Pool Feed Operation (Optional) SONY 
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The most complete broadcast enterprise -wide solution is Louth. 

mandate for seamless and scalable automation. It's why were constantly adding to an already comprehensive menu of broadcast 

solutions. Like GMT;" our Global Media Transfer solution that captures the capabilities of video and networking technologies to get 

media exactly where you need rt. Or, our DTV Manager '," an innovative tool to effectively manage your DTV needs through the entire 

transmission chain. Visit our website at www.louth.com to see why leading broadcast organizations count on Louth to be a key 

ingredient to their broadcast strategies. Louth. It's the one way to satisfy your appetite for success. 
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ON THE COVER: Engineers face 

the challenge of upgrading their pro- 

duction vehicles as the demand for 
digital video, and production units 
such as BET's O8V, increases. 
Photo courtesy of Communications 
Engineering Inc. 
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We asked readers to predict 
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OnCE YOU CHOOSE A "CL 0 SED" 
DTV SYSTEM, IT CAn [3E UIFF[CULT TO 

LET 
DIVICOR7 DTV SOLUTIOnS FOR ATSC 

ARE TRULY OPEïl ArlD FLEXIBLE. 

DTV is in its infancy. As the market matures, you're going to want the flexibility to 

grow with it. Choose a rigid, proprietary solution and you're stuck. However, with 
our open MPEG -2 solutions, you'll remain free to evolve your systems and services 

by integrating best -of -breed elements to meet your future needs. 

The powerful hardware architecture of our MediaView family of SD and HD encoders 
enables you to meet future requirements through software upgrades. Should you later 

offer new services to generate additional revenues, our iigh- performance MPEG -2 

compression technology enables you to better utilize existing bandwidth while 
maintaining optimum signal quality. 

As the leaders in open solutions for digital television, we offer a robust portfolio of 

encoders, multiplexers, data broadcasting products, network management systems, 
DSNG /ENG solutions, and flexible integration and support services. If you're ready 

to get into DTV and know you're going to need the freedom to move with the market, 

call your DiviCom representative today or visit our web site. 

.e II rEV:ary s!:-73E ... _ 
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www.divi.com 
North America -1 408 944 6700 
Eurcpe /France +33 1 4862 9212 

Eurcpe/UK -44 1753 714 367 
Latin America -1 561 692 1131 

Asia Pacific /HK -852 21921799 

DIVICOM 
.¡.er..=.,.cnT_.,. b.pvc: leiersror 

DVB ATSC HDTV SDTV 4.2:0 4:2:2 
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Editorial 

New Year's resolutions 
Are you one of those types who sets New Year's resolutions? I'm not. Oh, I give some thought to 

a couple things I could work on: I'll run an extra 500 miles this year. I promise to take most of my 

vacation instead of giving back three weeks like I did in 1999. Maybe I'll even decide to return to school, 

maybe work on a Ph.D. 
In the end, I'll think about these and other issues, but I won't do anything about them. Sort of like 

many stations with DTV. 
At the recent DTV99 conference in Chicago (sponsored by Broadcast Engineering) an unscientific 

poll was taken on the number of stations that had begun the conversion to digital. Before I give you 

the results of that poll, here's some background on why the results are so important. 
Michel Proulx from Miranda was discussing the issues surround- 

ing a digital infrastructure, and he reviewed his company's experi- 

ence in surveying image quality from HD stations. In one U.S. city, 

four DTV stations were on the air and each claimed to be transmit- 
ting HD signals. To protect the guilty, I won't identify the city or 
stations. 

Miranda identified local viewers in the area with HDTV sets. They 

were contacted and asked a series of questions about the image 

quality they were getting from each of the four DTV stations. The 

results should shock those station engineers planning on upconvert- 
ing NTSC to HD. 

In every case, viewers perceived the images upconverted from 
NTSC to HD as inferior to images upconverted from the two 
stations with a digital infrastructure. In other words, NTSC to HD 
was perceived as inferior to a CCIR 601 upconverted image. Duh! 

Unfortunately, the shortcuts taken by these two stations (and 

many others in other cities) will hurt the perception that HD brings 

an improved image quality to the viewer. You can't transmit multichannel yet, so what have you got 

to position your station above the competition? Nothing but image quality. 

If you attempt to transmit HD signals, you better be sure that they really are HD signals. Consumers 

with those $4000 TV sets are going to be critical. If you don't deliver, they'll notice it and turn elsewhere. 

Admittedly, there aren't a lot of choices right now, but if you don't do better than a $300 DVD player, 

your viewers won't stay tuned. DirecTV, EchoStar and digital cable will snatch them away. 

And the results of Mr. Proulx's audience survey? Based on my quick tally, the audience response to 

his question regarding the number of attendees who had a digital infrastructure was only about 10 

percent. That means there are a lot of stations, perhaps as many as 90 percent, with plenty of upgrading 

to do. 
So, while you're planning for 2000, perhaps focusing on that DTV RF system, don't forget that you 

need to feed it. Think digital from source to transmitter. Upconverting never twice the same color will 
never be HD. To paraphrase Abraham Lincoln, you can fool some of the people all of the time with 

fake HD, but you can't fool all the people for very long with upconverted NTSC. 

Brad Dick, editor 

Send comments to: 
direct: brad_dick @compuserve.com 
website: www.broadcastengineering.com 
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The imagine Series Of Digital Video & Audio Interfaces 

Expanding Hnrizons At... 

NBC 

PBS Public Broadcasting Service 

WFLD FOX -32 

WTOG -TV 

WOOD TV 

MTI /The Image Group 

Behaviour Communications Inc. 

Optimus 

Charlex Inc. i TVA 

- - KNTV Inc. 

European Broadcasting pion 

IIME\ MÑgic Media Con any J 
Ir TF1 t 

Fuji T @vision NettO In 

Korean !roadcassin ste 
<< I 

l Bekabo - 

/O Total Simplicity 
15 independent modules in a Symphonie frame 

/O Total Integration & Modularity 
Install any video and /or audio module 
it any Symphonie slot 

/O Total Breadth Of Range 
Oxr 40 video & audio interfaces to choose from 

/O Benchmarked Performance 
Clasen in evaluation after evaluation 

/O Field Proven 
Over fifteen thousand units sold 

/O Easy. To Manage 
Advanced management and control 

Modular GRU frame 

Mix up to 16 video /audio modules 

Built -in reference distributan 

Built -in serial port remote control 

Hot- swappoble ædundant power supplies 

www.miranda.com 
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D g tal video /audio 
encoders, decoders, converters, DAs 

Logo Generators 

MUX/DEMUXs 

Frame Synchronizers 

Tel. 514.333.1712 
Fax. 514.333.9828 
Sttaurent,(Ut) 
Canada 

IVI i r a ri c!d a 
Miranda Technologies inc. 
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Don't change ATSC specs 
As far as I understand, the current 

transmission system was designed to 
deliver HD and DTV signals to a con- 
sumer at home, in a process that started 
over a decade ago. Now, in a classic 
example of Monday morning 

quarterbacking and 20 -20 hindsight, 
we have a manufacturer complaining 
that he cannot use the system to surf the 
web, answer his email and make phone 
calls. Nor can it program his micro- 
wave oven or bake bread. It wasn't 
designed to do that. Mobile application 
is another matter altogether, and there 
are already transmission systems and 
spectrum space allocated for that func- 
tion. 

Unfortunately, the "rules" are chang- 
ing faster than anyone can keep with 
them, especially a political animal like 
the FCC. There is an old maxim in the 
engineering design world that says by 

the time you are finished with your 
design and have built the first model it 
is already obsolete. But if we keep chang- 
ing our design to stay with current 
developments, then nothing will ever 
get built. 

CHARLES REPKA 

ABC LAB ENGINEER 

NEW YORK CITY 

Charles: 
You're right with respect to what the 

original (ATSC) system was designed to 
do. However, I submit, the arena has 

changed. If television broadcasting is to 
survive and profit, then the rules ap- 

plied "today" must meet the business 

needs of "today." 
If that's the case, then maybe it's time 

to be sure that the rules allow stations to 
survive, even if that means changing 
them so new services can be provided. 

BRAD DICK 

EDITOR 

Everyone's an expert 
As a 16 -year member of the Audio 

Engineering Society, I must take excep- 
tion to your editorial in the November 
1999 issue of Broadcast Engineering 
magazine. 

I do not doubt that you have encoun- 
tered some "experts" who would argue 
they can "hear the differences in wire" 
and debate endlessly on how they can 
actually "feel the difference" in sound 
between 48kHz and 96kHz sampling 
rates for digital audio. It has been my 
experience that individuals such as these 
rarely have a high level of training or 
experience. I do, however, object to the 
condescending manner in which you 
put them in the same category as all 
other AES members, some of whom 
have been responsible for the most sig- 

nificant advances in the professional 
audio standards that we all take for 
granted today. Now in its fifth decade, 
and with sections in 47 geographic re- 

gions around the globe, its membership 
of leading scientists and engineers has 
earned the AES acceptance as the lead- 
ing organization dedicated to the ad- 
vancement of audio technology. Inter- 
ested parties can learn more about the 
AES at its web site, www.aes.org. 

As someone with extensive experi- 
ence in recording studios as well as 
video facilities, I read Broadcast Engi- 
neering because I continue to strive to 
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broaden my knowledge of the indus- 
try. I find useful articles in almost 
every issue. Your editorial has served 
no purpose that I can see and almost 
certainly has tarnished your image to 
other serious audio professionals and 
AES members. 

Sincerely, 

SAL CHANDON 

Another viewpoint on 

experts 
As a long -time member of AES, let me 

say that your editorial in the November 
issue of BE is right on! Whenever I 

attend the AES show, my biggest fear is 

slipping on the snake oil that seems to 
be all over he floors. I too have heard 
the Golden Ears talking about how DC 
to light isn't enough bandwidth for 
REAL audiophiles. (It does puzzle me, 
though, that an entire other set of snake 
oil vendors are insisting that we must 
return to amplifier designs of 60 or 70 
years ago if we want REAL quality, but 
that's another story.) I get a real kick 
from the "audiophiles" who write let- 

ters about how they replaced all the 
nasty old Mylar capacitors in theirThun- 
derboomer 1000 with caps using beat- 
en yak hide dielectric or whatever and 
the sound improved 1000 percent! 
That's the main reason I still subscribe 
to Audio Electronics (the old Audio 
Amateur). 

Anyway, keep up the good work and 
thanks for the laughs. By the way, I 

know you're not kidding about the 
RLT, BLT and GLT. I was at the latest 
show, too. 

Best Regards, 

Louis BROWN 

SENIOR TELEVISION SYSTEMS CONSULTANT 

SOLUTIONS BUSINESS GROUP 

STORAGETEK 
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Modular Products 
TBCs & Transcoders 

. From Post To Broadcast DPS Has the Digital Video Tools You Need 
For performance, features and value, DPS 

leads the pack. We offer the industry's widest 
assortment of TBCs and synchronizers, 
including the immensely popular "everything 

in and everything out" 
DPS- 470AV, the preferred 

choice of networks, 

broadcasters and 
mobile operators. 

iir Full Line 
.'italog is yours 
of the asking. Order oi1iuie 
1 rall800- 775 -3314 The DPS logo and DPS 11.' : I 

DPS non -linear editing and animation prod- 
ucts, available as card -based or turnkey sys- 

tems, are second to none. Other products 
include our incredibly affordable DPS 

Whiplash slow motion system, remote con- 
trols and test equipment. 
For complete details, 
visit DPS online or 
call 800 -775 -3314. 

,t Digital Processing SV''' 
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Beyond the Headlines 

News 

DOD wants public debate on 8VSB 
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD 

In early December, the Department 
of Defense announced it wants pub- 

lic discussions and new tests com- 
paring the ATSC modulation stan- 
dard 8VSB and the alternative 
COFDM standard. The announce- 
ment came after the DOD conduct- 
ed its own tests of the two modula- 
tion standards, and months after a 

group of television stations, led by 

Sinclair Broadcasting, petitioned the 

FCC for multiple DTV modulation 
standards. 

Stephen Long, chairman of DOD 
U.S. Imagery and Geospatial Services 

Video Working Group, raised con- 
cerns about potential problems with 
the 8VSB standard as mandated by 

the FCC in their Fourth Report and 

Order. The Video Working Group 
(VWG) was chartered to establish vid- 
eo imagery and related standards for 
DOD and address the long -term fidu- 
ciary responsibilities broadcasters 
have to their communities and their 

ability to respond in times of emer- 

gencies. This comes under the all - 
familiar heading of the Emergency 

Alert System (EAS). 
Long said there are "concerns about 

during emergencies. Those antennas 

would be among the first things likely 
to be destroyed in adverse weather 

conditions, natural disasters and "oth- 
er hostile propagation environments." 

The DOD noted that 8VSB's reliance on large, 

highly directional antennas for over -the air 

reception may jeopardize the ability to 

communicate with the public during 

emergencies. 

our national capability to employ dig- 

ital television broadcast systems to com- 
municate with the public during civil 
and defense emergencies." The DOD 
noted that 8VSB's reliance on large, 

highly directional antennas for over - 

the air reception may jeopardize the 

ability to communicate with the public 

FRAME GRAB 
A look at the issues driving today's technology. 

Station equipment inventories decline 
Are stations holding back purchases until DTV? 

$5,000,000 

$4,000,000 -1u270.456 

F t 

$3,000,000 

Broadcasting Cable Production Weighted Total 

SOURCE: Intertec Research Department 
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In its statement, the DOD notes, 

"The COFDM digital modulation sys- 

tem appears to be a robust modula- 
tion system, which would significant- 
ly improve the ability to guarantee 
reception in routine and national emer- 

gency environments. It has been im- 
plemented by a majority of other coun- 

tries around the world and provides 
digital television broadcast capabili- 
ty, including the ability to use small, 
portable and mobile antennas." 

"I was told by one DOD source that 
DOD had performed similar tests to 

those Sinclair had performed in Balti- 

more and had obtained similar results, 

which caused them (DOD) concern," 
said Mark Hyman, vice president of 
corporate relations for Sinclair Broad- 

casting. 
Sinclair Broadcasting spent months 

conducting a series of test comparing 
8VSB and COFDM in Baltimore, with 
preliminary results showing COFDM 
provided better reception particular- 
ly when dealing with multipath is- 

sues. But Sinclair's petition stopped 
short of calling for the replacement 
of 8VSB, with the signatories asking 
the FCC to allow COFDM as an 

alternative modulation scheme. 
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New Rules (all for New Tools 

MediaStream 1600 MediaStream 700 - Thunder iThund 

interconnect 

Pinnacle Systems introduces the most comprehensive line of Broadcast Video Servers yet! 

Content manipulation high on your list of needs? Thunder excels 

Need mission -critical reliability to support your ploy -to -air? MediaStream delivers 

Planning to re- purpose content for the Internet? iThunder rocks 

Our wide range of server options result in quality productions, proven reliability, tighter integration and increased 

flexibility. Plus, our world -class support and services organization will keep you on -air. Now you can pick the best 

server for each of your server needs. And because we partner with the best, choose your favorite automation software. 

Affordable. Reliable. Upgradeable. That's Pinnacle Systems ... 

f (((((( The Better Way toBroadcast ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 

Call today for complete Product or Demo information on our line of Broadcast Servers: 1(800) 963 -3279 
Or visit our web site at www.pinnaclesys.com/broodcast 
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P PINNACLE 
SYSTEMS 

The Choice for Digital Video' 
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I. 

You know digital is arriving. 

But you're waiting for a solution 

that is open, flexible and 

covers both DTV and HDTV. 

You Could: 

A) Choose the wrong platform. 

B) Go Panasonic. 
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Panasonic's digital solutions 

provide everything you need 

today - without locking you 

out of what you need tomorrow. An example is our new AJ -HD150 

DVCPRO HD recorder. The only VTR which plays existing Mini -DV, 

DVCAM, DVCPRO and DVCPR050 format cassettes in 1080i or 720p 

high definition, as well as NTSC standard definition. Now you can 

shoot inexpensive DVCPRO digital programs today, and be ready for 

HDTV transmission tomorrow. Call us today at 1-800-528-8601. In a 

digital world where there 

are no limits, the future is 

as wide open as Panasonic. 

Panasonic® 
Open systems. Open minds' 
www.panasonic.com /open minds 
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The National Guard and other mili- 
tary organizations are nearly always 
called on to assist local, state and federal 

agencies in times of emergency. With the 

charter to provide domestic support in 

times of national emergency, such as 

natural disasters and issues of National 
Security, DOD would want the best way 
to provide communications logistical 

support during these instances. 

It goes without saying that you can 

lose a great deal of picture quality into 
the snow before an analog television 
signal becomes unusable. This is not 
true of digital; either good picture ex- 

ists or there is none, not to mention the 

sound, too. Anything that might jeop- 
ardize over- the -air reception in times 

of emergency is not acceptable. 
DOD is not advocating the abolish- 

ment of the 8VSB standard in favor of 
COMM. Instead it simply wants a pub- 
lic debate, and recently announced 8VSB 

receivers "are welcome and encouraged" 
so the improved 8VSB receivers can "he 
fairly evaluated as part of the proposed 
open, public debate." 

TV stations make 
HDTV visible 

While small market television is won - 
dering how it's going to implement 

and pay for the basics of a digital televi- 
sion plant, approximately 100 televi- 
sion stations have made the leap into the 

DTV arena. Most are in the midst of a 

major effort to find anything that will 
get not only digital television off the 

ground but also the chief enhancement 
of that service, high definition. 

The burden of getting digital and 
HDTV off the ground and into the homes 

of the American -viewing audience does 

not rest solely on the shoulders of broad- 
casters. It must he a cooperative effort 
with every link in the television chain 
from stations to the set manufacturers 
and the very stores that sell them. 

In addition to the many enhancements 

that digital television brings with it the 

next step is to get it all before the public. 
If presented properly, each participant 
in the public DTV/HDTV displays should 

leave with the idea that they must have 

a new digital -ready TV set. 

When color first came on the scene, 

color TV sets were placed in showroom 
windows, bars and other public venues 

of all sorts, sizes and description, al- 
most any place of easy public access. 

The same was true of the large screen 

TV sets when they came out. Not ev- 

eryone has purchased a large screen TV 
set, but those somewhat predisposed to 
do so were certainly a lot closer once 

exposed to the real thing. 

ABC affiliates have been promoting 
HI) and "Monday Night Football" in 

restaurants and sports bars in Georgia, 
California, Oregon and Florida cov- 
ered by an ABC station. 

As of last month, CBS had more HDTV 
programming on the air, weekly than 
the rest of the networks combined. CBS 

averages 13 hours of HDTV weekly, if 
you include an occasional movie of the 

week and the occasional specials. 

Steve Panosian of Samsung said his 

company recently did a joint promo- 
tional event with CBS that included the 
placement of 55 -inch HDTV sets in 12 

relations promotion in the King of Prus- 

sia Mall. The station has "about two 
dozen monitors inside, with four or five 
on the outside and one HDTV off the 

air, on which passersby can watch the 

Sunday night lineup, like Disney and 
Monday Night Football." Gilbert said 

estimates show about 1 million people 

a month pass by and see what they are 

doing. 
The King of Prussia Mall venue, per- 

haps the largest mall on the East Coast, 
also serves WPVI as a news bureau 

location, with camera. They have a 

fiber hack to the station that can carry 

The burden of getting digital and HDTV off the 

ground and into the homes of the American - 

viewing audience does not rest solely on the 

shoulders of broadcasters. 

different Hard Rock Cafes across the 

country. The occasion was the airing of 
a recent rock 'n roll revival show. When 

asked if the sets were still there, Pano- 

sian said that interest was there on 

Hard Rock's part. Samsung appears to 
he serious about this kind of thing. 
They not only put out the dozen HDTV 
sets; they also underwrote a portion of 
the show. 

Jim Gilbert, chief engineer of WPVI in 

Philadelphia, said the station opened 

the "6 ABC Studio Store" as a public 

news inserts or other types of feeds. 

Two fibers from the station feed weath- 
er information and other public service 

material for the two dozen monitors 
located throughout the mall. 

Sim Kolliner, director of engineering at 

\VCAU -TV, told us of a fitness festival in 

Philadelphia where his station went all 

out with a 63 -inch Sharp HDTV set with 
an AC -3 sound system that was all fed 

from a server. Kolliner said, "The re- 

sponse from the approximately 5000 
people who saw it was tremendous. " 

TV via the Internet 
Oune ., Diego -company sees the In- 
ternet and PCs dominating the pro- 

duction, distribution and delivery of 
digital and high- definition video in the 

near future. 
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"The future clearly shows a converg- 
ing path between the Internet and video 
delivery," said Dr. Ronald D. Fellman, 
president & CEO of San Diego -based 

Path 1 Network Technologies Inc. "At 
some point in the future, the consumer 
will expect video content to he deliv- 
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Bred via the Worldwide Web." 
Fellman see a very bright future for 

television, the Internet and in the choic- 
es viewers will have. The hundreds of 
channels of programmed entertainment 
will be replaced with even more video 

selection choices, with much of that 
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power. station 
The power behind Editbox FX is Quantel's dedicated 

processing, dedicated diskware and dedicated software. 

multiple bandwidths 
Multiple bandwidths supply enough power to handle 

over 70 layering processes simultaneously. And you 

can still carry out background 

network transfers at 

the same time. 

background power 

Editbox FX processes plug -ins in the background 

leaving the editor free to concentrate 

on the job in hand. It is all done 

on an open render engine that's 

more powerful than most other 

edit systems' main platforms. 

..-..ie_3fi' 
F. :"" i[' I' r 

I ..0 
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fast, easy user interface 
The user interface is entirely designed for the job. 

With an array of operating 

interfaces that adapt to 

the editor's natural way 

of working. 

engineered for on -line power 

Editbox FX is built for optimum performance in the on -line world 

of broadcast and post. Every disk, chip and card is checked. 

then checked again, every solder joint is x -rayed individually. 

This all adds up to supreme reliability. And in the event of a 

power failure it will get you back to exactly where you left off, 

fast. It's a package. designed for more editing, less worry. 
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power. ools 
Editbox FX has everything you'll ever need for any editing job, and more. All the 

elements of Editbox FX are developed together to work together - editing, six 

superlayers, keying, effects, paint, tracking, color correction - the lot. 

history at work 
Directors change their minds, so do their clients. Any 

element, in any layer, can be instantly changed at any 

time - without a laborious re- build. 

fix it 
Editbox's powerful fix -it tools have made it the director's 

best friend - the best keying, color correction, paint and 

DVE in the business. 

With Editbox FX, 

problems become 

creative opportunities. 

ergonomic audio 
The audio tablet and jog /shuttle wheel give familiar tactile 

control, complementing the intuitive pen and tablet interface 

and eight channel 'pick and place' on- 
444444±.!.!., 

screen display. It's a great way 

of working with sound and 

pictures together. 

24fps 

Simply soft -switch your Editbox FX into 24fps 

mode and you're ready to produce single 

standard masters for international distribution 

connect.power 
Editbox FX offers unmatched openness. That means ultimate connectivity, 

putting Editbox FX right at the heart of the whole post production process. 

OMFI 

Editbox FX will take and conform all the useful off -line 

information using OMFI from Avid and other systems leaving 

the editor free to concentrate on the creative on -line tasks. 

'on the fly' working 
Timecode out allows any 

timecode triggered device to 

synchronise its features and capabilities to Editbox FX. Editbox 

FX can control anything from audio multitracking devices to 

character generators. and its DSK delivers real -time titling. 

Maya on Quantel 

Integrate the world's best 3D system 

with the world's best on -line editing and 

the results are impressive. Quantel and 

Alias I Wavefront present new ways of 

working that dramatically enhance the 

workflow between 2D and 3D. A l i a s wai efiunt 

clipnet 
Editbox FX is fitted with Ouantel's 

Clipnet gigabit networking connection - 

the ultimate in connectivity, which offers 

the ultimate in productivity. Transfer material 

to and from Editbox FX in the background while 

editing continues. Based on gigabit Ethernet and 

using NFS. Clipnet is totally open. 

total recall archiving 
Editbox FX has total recall archiving - so every facet and set 

up of every element of a job can be quickly and efficiently saved 

to tape and M /O, and re- loaded. It also means you never have to 

turn short -deadline work away - simply archive off the current 

job to finish later. 
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contact forfree.vd 

To get a first hand look at the awesome power 

of Editbox fx, take a look at our special edition 

dvd /tape. It's packed with information and inno- 

vation on all aspects of the editing process. 

To request your dvd, tape or demo go online: 

www.quantel.com/fx 
e-mail us. 

fx@quantel.com 

1.800.218.0051 
or tax: 

203.656.3459 

get it now.numbers are limited 
w w w. q u a n t e l. c o m 
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power. ffects 
The enormous built -in effects power of 

Editbox FX combines with plug -ins to 

create the most potent creative force in 

effects editing. 

Amongst the hundreds of plug -ins at your fingertips you'll find the 

very best including GenArts' Sapphire and 5D monsters. And because 

the Open Render Engine processes plug -ins in the background you edit 

while they process. 

Abi 

pr 

I . 

ti 
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Editbox FX gives you the power advantage over any other 

editing solution. That power translates into faster throughput, 

better effects, total connectivity and very impressed clients. 

For post houses, Editbox FX means more high quality work 

in less time. That's great news for the bottom line. 

power. dvantage 

For broadcasters, Editbox FX means a better look on -air, 

closer to air - the kind of quality and flexibility that wins 

and retains audiences. 

Editbox is already the premier, 

highest earning on -line non -linear 

system. Editbox FX adds more 

power, productivity, functionality 

and connectivity - making it 

the right choice for all on -line 

finishing. Don't settle for less. 

EDITBOX FX 
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Exhibits April 10 -13 ta-s- Vegas, Nevada USA 

1. 

11)!..J JPPJf:JJJ1.J 
Your future will be significantly impacted by the convergence of electronic media: 
television, radio, satellite, multimedia and the Internet. is the single most 
important event for electronic media communications industry professionals, and 
there's no better way get a 360° perspective on key issues impacting the convergence 
marketplace than by attending both the conferences and exhibits. Register for the 

to ensure your access to: 
More than 150 
The Exhibit Hall, featuring more than 1,400 exhibits 
and hands -on demonstrations 
All Keynote Addresses 

essíons and Workshops 

JIJJ! i JJ Jí.)f,_JJU;J s.li_3JJ 
production, post production or multimedia professional, sign up for 

Production Workshop Package (already included when you register for 
the Full Convention). This package includes the two -day Digital Video Production 
Workshop, produced in partnership with DV.com, full access to the exhibit hall and 

©V admission to the Super Session entitled "The Convergence of Entertainment 
& Technology: A View from the Year 2010 ". Gain the practical techniques, 

COfl1 solutions and insight you need to secure your place in the digital future. 

NAB2000 
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This is the one chance to see cutting -edge technologies that will change your industry, 
network with players on a global level - and discover new strategies for success 
in this highly connected world. 
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PMMI1 
NMS PMM11 

NMS 

Real 
Time 
Editor 

Effects 
Station 
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Operatic) 

TrueCircuit 
Network 

using Path 1 

switches 

Edit Bay 

Edit Bay 

Studio 
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Deck 

Compressor Transmitter 

Decompressor Receiver 

Figure 1. A studio production environment tied together with a TrueCircuit -equipped 
Ethernet/IP network. In thefuture, audio/video production equipment will also tie together 
all other existing IP equipment such as the studio website, data server, desktop PCs, IP 

phones and other Internet equipment. 

entertainment being interactive 
In the past, video over the Internet has 

been of poor quality with jerky, post- 
age -stamp size pictures. But Fellman 
and others say improvements in band- 
width, networking and distribution will 

ensure the adoption of Internet proto- 
col delivered video. 

In the future, Fellman says, video will 

be scripted on an IP- enabled computer, 
recorded with an IP- enabled (digital) 
camera and transported via IP net- 
works through every stage of editing 
and distribution. While distribution has 
be the obstacle toward adoption of IP 

distribution, Fellman says developments 
in IP networking ensures a rapid pro- 
gression toward increased bandwidth, 
reduction in both costs and size, alter- 

native modes of transport and guaran- 
tees in the areas of Quality of Service. 

Fellman says the increasing bandwidth 
"to gigabit and 10Gb will give the 
capability of transporting uncom- 
pressed HD video." He added that the 
reductions in cost and size will come 
from single chip interface devices, cur- 
rently either on the market or underde- 
velopment, that will ensure "even the 
lowliest devices are network enabled." 
When asked about the alternative modes 
of transport, Fellman said RF will in- 

crease adaptability and will enable real - 

time services via isochronous channels. 
An isochronous channel is one that is 

capable of transporting real -time, peri- 
odic signals. 

Digital television facilities regularly 

transport video material with upwards 
of several gigabits between various ar- 

eas of their plants as we speak. It is 

when this bandwidth -hogging material 
leaves their facility that concerns most 
broadcasters. Stating what appears to 
be the key and most obvious, Fellman 
says that his company's QoS technolo- 
gy solves this challenge for IP networks 
by providing time- interactive video 
transport with negligible added latency 
or jitter, while retraining fully compat- 
ible with existing standard QoS Inter- 

net protocols. 
There is no question that other ap- 

proaches are available to address these 
issues. So why stay with the older tech- 
nology? Fellman says: "Internet Proto- 
col (IP) has the ubiquitous advantage of 
being in nearly every computer and 
throughout the Internet. These new 

advances in 1P technology are currently 
pushing IEEE 1394, FibreChannel and 
specific digital video transport schemes 
to the brink of extinction in the sanie 
way that AppleTalk, 11)DI and SNA 

have fallen. The impetus comes from 
the vast nntnetary and human capital 
behind IP networks." 

Dan Firef, director of set -top box mar- 

keting at All Technologies, sees Inter- 

net broadcasting coining like a freight 

train. "It's quite clear to me that people 
will want this and they'll find a way. No 
one is doing it now, but when someone 
does it right, everyone will want to 
cmulare them." Others at ATI have said 

broadcasters are really moving slowly 
to integrate these auxiliary services. 
There's no question that any delay could 
be costly. Eiref said that in his personal 
opinion, "TV broadcasters are losing 

viewers to the Internet." 

Translators: The 
forgotten TV service 

As smaller market stations begin the 

transition to digital, many see vast 
parts of their audience being taken 
away through the lack of FCC atten- 
tion to translators and other auxiliary 
methods of delivery. 

These auxiliary services include thou- 
sands of devices serving a very large 
part America and output anywhere from 

a few watts to a kilowatt. The FCC 
rules currently governing "secondary 
services" encompass low power televi- 

sion (LPTV) facilities found in many 
metropolitan areas and thousands of 
translators. 

The locations of LPTV facilities are 
fairly evenly spread across the country, 
but translators appear to be a phenom- 
enon limited to the western United 
States. Some broadcast directories in- 

clude the number of translators each 
station has in addition to information 
regarding resources, personnel and the 

number of cable systems that carry a 

given station. Nielsen even sees this as 

an important reporting factor in view- 

ing audiences. 
In speaking with the National Trans- 
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lator Association, engineering manag- 
ers responsible for large numbers of 
translators and equipment manufac- 
turers, it appears that the FCC seems to 
have neglected addressing this part of 
the television industry. Iwo concerns, 
which have not been addressed, facing 
broadcasters who rely on translators 
are the role these devices will play in 

digital television and how the Satellite 

Hume Viewers Act will impact over - 

the -air reception. 
David Hale of Larcan I I C says there 

is a lack of understanding about TV 

translators and what they do. "Trans- 
lators provide the lowest cost method 
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et ho a a ry the power of Maxell's professional range of digital media. Maxell offers the latest in technology and the 

ultimate in rehab' ity and p rformance. Were the leaders in introducing products such as DVCPRO and D -5 media and offer a full line of digital recording media 

such as Betacam SP Digital Betacam, D -2, D -3 and DIT. When you combine Maxell's history of delivering peak performance and outstanding reliability with our 

technological leadership, it's no wonder we've been the industry's choice for over 30 years. Take your digital media to the power of Maxell. 
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of off -air signal delivery in areas not 
reached by primary channels." In addi- 
tion, they "provide the link between 

major population areas and smaller 
cities/towns and are the cable feed for 
these areas." 

R. Kent Parsons, vice president of the 

National Translator Association said 

translators have been around deliver- 
ing local television programming since 

1955. The current numbers (see Table 

I.) show just how far they've grown, 
according to the FCC, in their efforts to 
provide "non- subscription signals to 
rural communities in this country." 
Parsons said, "While it is desirable to 
have access to satellite -delivered local 

signals, it must be noted that many 
small independent stations are not avail- 
able on the dish. Also, out in these 

remote rural areas, cable systems rely 

on translator stations for their local 
programming sources." One cable com- 
pany in Utah distributes to a small 
community after receiving their signals 

at the end of six translator hops. 

Translators are a natural extension of 
the free over- the -air concept of broad- 
casting. Replacing the current transla- Currently there are not DTV rules 'or trans - 

lator sites such as this one near Salina, UT. 

tor delivery with satellite's local -to- 
local is not feasible on a not- for -profit 
basis. In addition to this, both DirecTV 
and EchoStar, the two major players in 

the direct -to -home (DTH) satellite ser- 

vices say there is no way, currently, 
they can provide 1616 local television 

stations to all local markets. 

"It should be kept in mind that areas 

with TV service primarily via transla- 
tors are usually not as affluent as urban 
areas," says Hale, "and the monthly 
cost of having a satellite dish is a luxury 
that is view as a not affordable or 
necessary by most households." 

John Webber, chief engineer of KTVQ- 
TV in Billings, MT, paints a very dim 
picture for the future of television in 

general in his neck of the woods. "How 
am I, a small- market television station, 
ever going to recoup the cost of the 

DTV transmission system I'm forced to 

have on the air by mid- 2003 ?" Webber 

said. "I'm not going to get any more 
eyeballs with it ... in fact, I stand to 
eventually lose half of my present audi- 
ence altogether because of the current 
non -plan for DTV translator service. 

At best, I'll simply fragment my exist- 

You can't do Sports Venues without Fiber...I 

and you can't do Fiber without Telecast 

On the field, on the 

track, on the green, or on 

the slopes ... wherever 

your game is played, 

fiber does it better. 

Only fiber can take all of your 
signals any resolution, any 

bandwidth, any format as tar 

as you want. And for HI) IV fiber 
is essential. 

Whether you're doing the drstatue 
for hruadç4st, taking HDIV horn 
the stadium, or sharing Loge screen 

control tenters between campus 

facilities, the answer is fiber. 

Afera/ Si ::h '111,5. IIG' 
Telecast 

he world leader in fiber 01aó. for broadc.t.t produrrón 
( 508) 754 Is,S www.telecasr- Iihrr....m 
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A video file server so advanced, 

it looks like something you've used before. 
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The look and feel of a VTR. the benefits of nonlinear disk storage. 

It's the Sony MAV -555, the MPEG -2 video file server with an interface you 

already know. So now you don't need to learn a whole new system to get networkable 

transfer of video file material. And with its four interface ports, it allows for 

simultaneous editing and recording. It's as easy to systematize as a VTR -- simply 

plug and play. The MAV -555. The video file server you already know. For more 

information, visit www.sony.com /professional or call 1-800 -635 -SONY. ext. 555. 

We're ready. Are you ? "" 

Digital Jog Sound 
Up to 10 Hours of 
RAID -3 Storage 

AN Split Editing 
MPEG -2 4:2:2 

Profile at Selectable 
Bit Rates 

HDTV Ready SONY 
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TV for the blind 
ihe FCC has proposed a rule mandat- 

ng TV stations devote their second- 

ary audio program channel to "audio 
descriptive services" for the blind. 

The commission has set into mo- 
tion their rule- making process that 
will require the top- network affili- 
ates in the top -25 markets to carry an 

"audio descriptive service" for the 
blind on their secondary audio pro- 
gram (SAP) channel. Comments on 

MM -99 -339 were due on Jan. 2 of 

this month; the reply comments will 
be due Feb. 23. 

According to the American Founda- 
tion for the Blind, there are 1.6 million 
blind people in the U.S., but as many as 

9 million with vision problems who 
could benefit from this kind of televi- 
sion services. 

WGBH in Boston has been narrat- 
ing such shows as "Masterpiece The- 
ater," and "Nature" since the mid - 
1980s and has done some additional 
descriptive services for some older 
movies, which can be seen on "Turn- 

HDTV I. Q. Test 

Find the true ?5 ohm 
digital connector 

Don't be fooled into believing that yesterday's BNC's are 

up to the demands of digital broadcasting. You need the 

true 75 ohm connection that you get with the new sleek, 

black UPL2000 from Trompeter. It is the only BNC 

designed for high bit -rate digital video signal transmission 

and offers significant performance advantages over 

standard BNC's (01.485 Gbps >8db return loss improve- 

ment). Built rugged to deliver reliable performance over 

time, the UPL2000 is priced right and available today. 

Don't compromise your signal with yesterday's connectors. 

Do digital right with the sleek, black UPL2000. 

uvLx000 Return Loss o,i 

Straight. 45 and 90' models. Various dia. cable sizes tuT R O M P E T E R 
support broadcast, post- pnxluctiun and CATV hcadends. 

E L E C T R O N I C S I N C 

GET QUOTES FAST... VISIT OUR WEBSITE TODAY! www.trompeter.co00 982 -2629 
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er Classic Movies." There are many 
PBS stations that already offer this 
service on a regular basis, but the 
Federal Communications Commis- 
sion (FCC) is looking at a more aggres- 

sive approach than just the occasional 

cable, satellite or PBS offerings. 
According to WGBH, the costs rang- 

es upwards to $5000 per hour to add 

this kind of descriptive enhancement. 
And yet, the Narrative Television Net- 
work, who has done thousands of hours 
of this kind of thing for nearly every 

venue of television distribution, says it 
costs them about half that much. "When 
these figures are compared to the total 
cost of production, they are only a very 

small fraction of the overall costs," 
said Charlie Crawford, executive di- 
rector of the American Council of the 

Blind. 
As beneficial as this service will be, 

there are, none -the -less, a few inconsis- 

tencies in this new rule making. First, 
this is relatively easy to implement in 

digital television, but the FCC says 

they plan to require it only of analog 

stations. However, the FCC also asked 

for comments about an "audio descrip- 

tive service" for the blind in the digital 
service as well. 
Many stations currently use their 

SAP channels to serve large parts of 
their market with dialogue in other 
languages. This is particularly true 
in markets like Los Angeles and New 
York with large Spanish -speaking 
populations. Some stations have 
agreements with other service pro- 
viders and use their SAP channel to 
deliver totally different program- 
ming than is being broadcast by the 

television station. One example is 

how one television station in San 

Francisco uses their SAP channel to 
extend the range of a classic music 
FM station. 

In any event the proposed rule, a part 
of a broader FCC effort to make tech- 

nology more reachable to people with 
disabilities, will take several months, 

if adopted, before it would go into 
effect. 

Larry Bloomfield is a former chief engineer and 
industry consultant located in Morgan Hill, 
CA. 

SENO 
Send questions and comments to: 

larry_bloomfield ®intertec.com 
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FCC proposes use of video descriptions 
BY HARRY MARTIN 

he FCC is proposing that commer- 
cial television broadcasters in the 

top -25 television markets and the na- 
tional TV networks introduce video 
descriptions in their transmissions to 
allow persons with visual disabilities to 
better follow the visual action in televi- 
sion programs. 

Video description involves the inser- 

tion into a TV program of narrated 
descriptions of settings and actions that 
are not otherwise reflected in the dia- 
logue, such as the movement of a per- 
son in a scene. Video description is 

typically provided through the use of 
the Secondary Audio Programming 
(SAP) channel so that it is audible only 
when that channel is activated through 
a TV set or a VCR with SAP capability. 

The Commission said video descrip- 
tion would make television program- 
ming more accessible to the more than 
eight to twelve million persons with visu- 

al disabilities as well as one and a half 
million children between the ages of six 

and 14 with learning disabilities. It also 
said there could be a secondary audience 
for persons without disabilities who are 
doing several things at once, who need to 
attend to something during a program, 
or who leave the room during a program. 

The Commission said that the pro- 
posed video description rules are gener- 
ally modeled after existing closed cap- 
tioning rules, but that because video 

Dateline 
Television stations in the 

following states must file their 
biennial ownership reports on 

or before February 1, 2000: 

Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Nebraska, New 

Jersey, New York and Oklaho- 
ma. Commercial stations must 
use the new Form 323 which 
seeks gender and race informa- 
tion on persons with attribut- 
able interests. 

description technology is not as devel- 
oped as closed captioning technology, it 
would proceed incrementally to imple- 
ment video description requirements so 

as to not impose a significant burden on 
video programming distributors. 

In the NPRM, the Commission said that 

and TV translator stations. 
The benefits of the new system include 

the fact that it will provide information 
about existing stations and electronic 
representations of granted construction 
permits, licenses and authorizations of 
license assignments and transfers of con- 

Due to the many complaints received concerning 

its current dial -up system, the Commission has 

decided that it will move to what promises to be 

an easier Internet -based system. 

it is proposing to initially limit video 

description rules to analog broadcasters, 
but that it intended to apply the require- 
ment to digital broadcasters in the future. 
It said that the flexibility inherent in digital 
technology may make the provision of 
video description even easier and less 

costly. However, it said that the conver- 

sion from analog to digital television broad- 
casting is currently in transition and that 
it did not wish to wait for the digital 
transition to be complete before adopting 
video description requirements. 

The Commission also asked for com- 
ment on eventually applying video de- 

scription rules to all video program- 
ming distributors, including TV broad- 
cast stations, cable operators, direct 
broadcast satellite operators, home sat- 
ellite dish providers, open video system 
operators, satellite master antenna tele- 
vision operators and wireless cable op- 
erators using channels in the multi- 
channel multi point distribution service. 

BAPS replaced /online filing 
The Commission has replaced its old 

Broadcast Application Processing Sys- 

tem (BAPS) with a new computerized 
record -keeping system known as the 
Consolidated Database System (CDBS) 

for mass media applications. The new 
CDBS contains application data for AM, 
FM, FM translator, TV, DTV, LPTV 
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trol. In addition, CDBS will provide 
information as to the status of pending 
applications for new stations, modifica- 
tions, and assignment and transfer of 
control applications, as BAPS did previ- 
ously. CDBS will not be available on line 

until the first quarter of 2000. 
The Commission also has announced 

that it is making changes to its Universal 
Licensing System (ULS), which is used 
for applications in the Wireless Telecom- 
munications Bureau. This Bureau han- 

dles all microwave auxiliary applications 
and tower registrations. Due to the many 

complaints received concerning its cur- 

rent dial -up system, the Commission has 

decided that it will move to what prom- 
ises to be an easier Internet -based system. 
The staff hopes that this system will be 

available in the first quarter. 
The Commission's staff also is anticipat- 

ing that electronic filing for broadcast appli- 

cations will be an option by the end of 

January 2000. The Commission's staff has 

stated that use of the electronic filing system 

will significantly reduce processing times 

for modification applications. Once the 

electronic filing system is in place, there will 

be a six -month period during which its use 

is optional. After that time, electronic filing 

will become mandatory. 

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, 
Heald it Hildreth, PLC, Arlington, VA. 

Send questions and comments to: 

harry_martin@intertec.com 
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Should've gone with 
ADC Superjacks. 

Future -proof yourself and your network with the only 
video jacks for uncompressed HDTV 

Broadcasting has never experienced greater uncertainties than its move to digital. Even relatively minor components 
like video jacks could have major repercussions down the road if you pick the wrong ones: shutdown costs, 

recabling, lost time. That's why we developed ADC Superjacks -the only video jacks with enough bandwidth 
for any digital format. How much is that? As the formula below shows, you'll need at least 2.228 GHz to 

comfortably handle HDTV Easily accommodated by both our SVJ -2 and our MVJ -3 Super Video Jacks, the 

only jacks to surpass SMPTE 292M standards. And both function at 

true 75 ohm impedance over the entire bandwidth. Is it worth it to ADC Superjacks 
do,take a chance with cut -price jacks? ADC Telecommunications. Why take chances? 

We've got answers before you have questions. Call us at 

Min. bandwidth 
for HDTV = 

D2R 
(x 3)= 1'485 = 742.5 MHz (x 3) = 2.228 GHz 

3rd Harmonic = 2.228 GHz DR = data rate 

Do the math: the equation for figuring out the bandwidth you'll need to broadcast HDTV 
No matter how you figure if it adds up to ADC Superjacks. 

) I')99NK felecornrnunrtJlunn 
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1-800 -726 -4266 
for more information and a free booklet: 
"How to Build Your Digital Infrastructure." 
Or visit us at 
www.adc.com/Products/AVproducts/index.html 

PTelecommunications 
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The risk of delaying your digital buildout 
BY JIM SALADIN, SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

So, you've decided to wait. Join the 

club. With the November deadline 

having come and gone, the FCC's num- 

bers say that while about three -quar- 

ters of commercial stations in all mar- 

kets have filed for DTV construction 
permits, of that number, only 84 are on 

the air. Granted, not every station is 

required to be on the air, but the num- 

bers say that a significant segment has 

decided upon a wait- and -see policy. 
With DTV's significant risks and un- 

certainties, it's certainly plausible that 
wait- and -see is the correct attitude. 
Transitioning to digital is undeniably 
expensive, and unless your station has 

infinitely deep pockets, do you really 

want to risk your budget on a broad- 

cast chain that is in a relatively early 

stage of its evolution? What if the FCC 

does decide to take another look at 

modulation? Do you go multichannel? 
What if you bet the farm on HD and 

viewers don't buy it? On a technologi- 

cal timeline, a year is a long time and 

two might as well be twenty. You could 
know everything you need to know if 
you can just wait a little longer. 

So, what are the risks if you decide to 
wait? Knowing that will at least help 

you calculate the costs. We've asked 

Andres Gonzales of Andrew Corpora- 
tion and Tom Canavan of A. F. Associ- 

ates to offer some guidance on this 

important issue: What are this risks of 
delaying your DTV buildout? 

VENDOR 

For hundreds 
of broad- 

casters, delaying 
the DTV buildout 
is certain to 
present a barrage 

of setbacks. The- 
oretically a station 
can lose its digital 
license, or worse - imagine at- 

Andres Gonzales, tempting to buy 
your own license 

back at an FCC auction simply because 

you filed late. A straightforward techni- 

cal advantage of having filed early (or 

even on time) is the ability to optimize 
coverage, because late filers will be faced 

with a greater number of interference 

issues. As a colleague of mine put it, " It's 

like the land rush to the West; the early 

settlers got the Ponderosa, the late claim- 
ants got the desert." 

"Bonanza" aside, as the DTV consum- 

er market develops, it's possible that 
viewers will form viewing habits early. 

Consumer growth is already exceeding 

expectations. According to the Consum- 

ers Electronics Association (CEA), fac- 

tory sales of digital television sets to- 
taled 21,432 units for October, bringing 
1999 year -to -date sales to 74,847 and 

total units out -the -door to 88,023 units. 

Over- the -air broadcasts are now avail- 

able in more than 71 markets and satel- 

lite and cable companies are galloping 
into the arena. At the end of the day, 

Andrew Corporation 

stations that delay their buildout could 
miss out on ratings and revenues. 

Filing early is planning ahead. With all 

the equipment needed for DTV transi- 

tion, there clearly will be a proportional 
correlation between increased demand, 

tighter deadlines, and higher prices. For 

example, as of November 1999, only 35 

percent (600) TV stations had filed DTV 
construction permit applications and 

only 220 had been granted permits. Late 

corners will be at a disadvantage when 

negotiating production slots and prices. 

What about available tower space, or 
the need for a new tower? We already 

know that there are major group own- 
ers holding signed deals for the best 

remaining vertical real estate, and con- 

tracts with reputable tower manufac- 

turers and installation companies that 
will control a large amount of their 

capacity through until 2002. Inexperi- 

enced installers, as most of us know, 

generally cost more money in the long 

run. And that's just the towers. 

Budgets affect every broadcaster. In 

particular, small to medium group own- 
ers, public/ETV groups and indepen- 

dents face the compounding burden of 
obtaining finances, since these business- 

es rely on smaller amounts of capital. 
For commercial stations, capital is de- 

termined by market size. For Public/ 

ETV stations, capital comes from gov- 

ernment funding. Advanced planning is 

particularly critical for this group. 

The DTV transition will escalate de- 
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mand for property, buildings, anten- 

nas, or even studio equipment, and 

many manufacturers will be at or near 

production capacity for these products 
and services. As the deadline gets clos- 

er, the ability to negotiate prices dimin- 
ishes. And, of course, the above scenar- 

ios deal only with the controllable fac- 

tors of DTV transition. You've then got 
to add to the mix uncontrollable fac- 

tors, such as snow, wind or hurricanes. 

What's a station to do? 

I recommend filing as early as possible 

and that you should carefully select your 
vendors. Select a manufacturer (be it for 
tower, transmitter, or antenna and trans- 

mission line suppliers,) then sit down 
with their representatives and work out 

mutual commitments. Reputable manu- 

facturers' representatives will appreci- 

ate your schedule and help you to create 

realistic plans. They are honest about 

their capacity and ability to meet agreed 

dates. Can your chosen manufacturer 

provide tried and tested solutions that 

are DTV proven? That's important, too. 

The good news is that it's not too 
late to "stake your claim." There are 

reputable manufacturers who are 

eager to work with you to create a 

successful, innovative solution that 
will bring your DTV requirements 
home and on schedule. 

Andres Gonzales is an applications engineer 
with Andrew Corp., Orland Park, IL. 
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Send us your tired, 

your low capaciy, 

your non -working, 

your old DDRs 

Remember When... 

._tlucuc;l InfiUxc,ttull)I)li 
W:U iv( .1 $40,0(10 

tl .ti dIN :. ,I i or; it: 
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Anc we'll give you 
up to $20,000 
in trace -in on a now 
Sierra )osign La osl)D 
Over the years, Editors, Telecine Operators, Animators and 
Graphics /Effects Artists have understood the advantages of 
owning a Digital Disk Recorder. The past few years, performance, 

capacity and usefulness increased and prices have gone way 
down. Now Sierra DDRs are the essential tools that everyone 
can afford. And to sweeten the pot, Sierra is now offering up to 
$20,000 in trade -in value on those old DDRs you have sitting 
in the back room. Call for details and diskcover The New 

Generation of DDRs from Sierra Design Labs. 

THE FINE PRINT: Get $5000 trade -in value for your old 
DDR on a new Quickframe, $5000 each for up to 4 old DDRs 
on a new HD1.5PIus and $2500 for an old DDR in trade 
for a new Diskcovery. Qualifying DDRs include Abekas' 
A60, A62, A64, A65, A66 and Diskus,' and Accom" 
RTD 4224 and WSW' Offer good through 3 /15 /C)O. 

Contact Sierra for details. All of the above listed products 
are the registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

And Now... 

...the cost of a 
Sierra Design Labs 
DDR can be under 

- Mil 
$412 /minute 

NU7.6lYr1' 
...capacity is unlimited 
...Ultra SCSI and 

Fibre Channel are 
available 

3427 Goni Road, Carson City, Nevada 89706 USA 
Voice: 775.886.5050 or 800.400.8002 
Fax: 775.886.5060 www.sdlabs.com 
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Solutions 
M-DTV- Module 

Affordable 

Easy Integration 

Fast Time-to-Market 

Complete with ATSC Software 

Migration Path to 

Higher Performance 

0 Motorola. Inc 1999. Motorola is a demark and The Hoart of Smart. DoptaIDNA. M DTV and ihn Dcp1.11DNA Imp are trademarks of Motorola. Inc. '1r 
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M -DTV :M If the ease -of -use 

doesn't convert you, 
the picture will. 

e' Digital DNA 
from Motorola 

THE OF SMART :" 

It's here. A smart, simple solution that can turn your analog design into a digital TV 

in a flash. It's our new M -DTV module, yet another example of DigitatDNA' technology 

from Motorola - chips, systems, software and the ideas of thousands of innovative 

engineers dedicated to helping you get cutting -edge products to market as fast as 

possible. How does it work? Advanced software enables reception of ATSC signals for 

processing and display on your current NTSC TV system. Third -generation Motorola 

MCT21C0technology provides enhanced reception. Plus, the affordable M -DTV module offers 

seamless integration, with minimum changes to your existing chassis design. So come 

check out M -DTV. And we'll make you a believer. w..rr.w51lawua.uiuwiuia.LOfil¡dN 

M O T O R O L A E M B E D D E D S O L U T I O N S 
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EXPERT 
Tom Canavan, A.F. 
Associates 

Federal dead- 
lines not- 

withstanding, 
broadcasters stand 

to lose out on the 

many benefits of 
goingdigital if they 

delay. Server - 
based systems 
bring with them 
many productivi- 
ty and efficiency 
improvements 

over tape -based systems. Nonlinear edit- 

ing creates clip -sharing abilities that al- 

low operators in different edit suites to 

access the sanie material without having 

to duplicate or exchange videotapes. 

Multiple versions of stories can be 

created quickly and easily, and last- minute 

changes can be accommodated without a 

complete re -edit session. Bar coding or 
material IDs enable asset management 

systems to store find and transfer clips as 

needed. Even where a digital signal is 

converted on the receiving end, the high - 

resolution capture of a digital recording 
improves the picture and sound quality. 

Program providers can maximize band- 

width on transmission delivery systems, 

especially satellite bandwidth capacity, 

by taking advantage of digital compres- 

sion and multiplexing practices, and there- 

by opening new revenue sources. Digital 

transmission techniques deliver a signal 

that is much more resistant to interfer- 

ence, and digital encryption is more se- 

cure than its analog counterpart. The 

structure of the digital signal permits the 

detection of many problems at an early 

stage, as well as some automatic backup 

of the signal to correct the problem. 

Most broadcasters do not have the fi- 

nancial wherewithal to build brand new 

digital facilities, and converting to digital 

in an existing facility still involves consid- 

erable expense. The investment is not 

only in dollars, however, but in time as 

well: for planning, design, implementa- 

tion, installation and training. The more 

thought that goes into a phased -in transi- 

tion process, the more likely a facility 

would operate reliably and adaptively 

over the long term. Budgetary consider- 

ations often begin with a new antenna 

and transmitter. Then, plans have to be 

made to convert studio equipment to 

digital in stages, to make costs, as well as 

operational disruptions (installation and 

training) as manageable as possible. 

Broadcasters need to define the core 

areas of their operations and prioritize 
according to which areas can benefit the 

most from going digital. The first priority 
is often the master control and/or techni- 

cal infrastructure (such as routing, distri- 
bution, signal monitoring, etc.). Other 

considerations are the condition of exist- 

ing analog equipment: how long can they 

physically - and economically - last? 

When will the station have to pass through 
a network HD signal? Does local materi- 

al need to be inserted over that network 
signal? Is reducing operating costs a ma- 

jor concern? 

The business advantages of converting 
to digital are vast, but as such, they need 

to be managed as expertly as possible. 

Broadcasters need to stay on the air, 

improve quality and efficiencies, and 

capitalize on revenue -enhancing oppor- 

tunities. System integrators are ideally 

positioned to offer the optimum design, 

transparent installation and acute dead- 

line and budgetary responsiveness re- 

quired to make each of these things 

occur successfully. 

Ton, Canars,,, is president of A.F. Associates, 
Inc., Northvale, NJ. 

'Casting new 
fight on 

optical fibre 
transmission 

Digital fibre optic transmitter and receiver cards 

If you've ever experienced optical fibres 

accidentally breaking where they emerge 

from the front panel of your router or 

transmission system, you'll 

appreciate the Axon FOT-100 

transmitter and FOR-100 receiver 

40 

cards. Because they feature an innovative contact 

block that puts the optical connectors at the 

rear where they really belong. Out of potential 

danger yet able to perform in accordance with 

proposed SMPTE standards for digital fibre 

transmission. These cards are designed to handle even 

difficult pathological test patterns without problems. 
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THE MARK OF DIGITAL ACHIEVEMENT 

AXON DIGITAL DESIGN BV 

THE NETHERLANDS. PHONE: +31 (0)13 511 6666. 

UNITED KINGDOM. PHONE: +44 11 89 21 3700. 

U.S.A. PHONE: (212) 265 6865. 
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Wouldn't it be nice 
to get a server that 

doesn't FORCE you to 

acquire new skills? 

I ,41''- Introducing 
the Abekas 6000, 

the server you 

already know 
how to use. 
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Accom 

If you want a flexible, scalable, 
exceptionally versatile digital 
audio video server that will help 
you well nto the next century and 
gives you the control you want 
without so much as a whimper, 
look at the Abekas 6000. 

. R 

www.accom.com /6000 
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PSIP table editing 
BY BRAD DICK, EDITOR 

wilding a Program and System In- 
formation Protocol (PSIP) table isn't 

something to be undertaken lightly. You 
need both the program information data 
and some method of assembling it into a 
coherent form for processing by the mul- 
tiplexer -and then the viewer's receiver. 

Stations may elect to develop that infor- 
mation in- house, or contract it to an 
outside firm, much like described else- 

where in this article. Developing the ATSC 

PSIP can be handled by several vendors. 
The hardware is usually referred to as a 
PSIP Table Editor and Injector. 

The produced signal not only allows 
receiver IRDs to automatically tune to 
desired services, but more importantly, 
allows services broadcast to be grouped 
together into categories along with rel- 
evant schedule information. Combined, 
this information then becomes the ba- 
sis for the development of Electronic 
Program Guides (EPGs) by third par- 
ties. While stations need not concern 
themselves with this aspect of DTV 
services, let's look closer at the sub 

systems in a PSIP editor. 

System components 
The ATSC -PSIP signal is described in 

ATSC document A/65, which is avail- 
able at: www.atsc.org/Standards /A65/ 
. It provides, in minute detail, the char- 
acteristics of the PSIP signal that all 
terrestrial (and cable) broadcasters must 
provide. Typical information to be 
transmitted includes: channel designa- 
tion, start/stop times, service provider, 
classification, even program ratings. 
The PSIP signal forms the very basis for 
proper tuning of your viewers' receiv- 
ers and the development of Electronic 
Program Guides (EPG). Specifically, A/ 
65 describes six tables, which carry this 
information: 

The Master Guide Table (MGT) de- 

fines the type, packet identifiers and ver- 

sion for all other PSIP tables, except for 
the system time table, described below. 

The System Time Table (STT) pro- 
vides current date and time of day. 

The Rating Region Table (RRT) de- 

FRAME GRAB 
A look at tomorrow's technology. 

Need for uncompressed storage unclear 
TV stations not sure about the need to store uncompressed video 

47% 

Yes 

33% 

No Don't Know 

SOURCE: SCRI International Iwww.scri.mml 
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fines the TV parental guideline system. 
Virtual Channel table (VCT) de- 

fines the MPEG -2 programs embedded 
in the transport stream. 

Event Information Table (EIT) de- 
fines information such as title, start/ 
length for a defined virtual channel. 

Extended Text Table contains ad- 
vanced textual descriptions about chan- 
nels and events. 

Organizing the contusion 
Just getting this information together is 

a challenge. Even if you have it, getting it 
into a compatible form for transmission 
is another matter. This is where you need 
a PSIP table editor and injector. 

A PSIP editor typically includes a graph- 
ical interface allowing the user to verify 
the data obtained from other sources 
(program name, length, etc.) and then 
enter user -specific information like VCT 
on which the program will be carried. 

PSIP editors typically provide several 
types of edit windows because the data 
editing has to he carried out in different 
formats. An edit window may show the 
main values of any selected table item. 
The operator can then tab to the cor- 
rect field and change any desired data. 

Key to a good working solution is a 

Global View window so operators can 
verify that each table is correctly linked 
to its parent /child table for proper pro- 
gram identification and control. Other 
windows may provide selected editing 
functions combined with importing fea- 
tures so the tables can he edited with 
relative ease. 

Data verification 
I he final task of any PSIP editor is to 

verify the data is correct. Typically two 
types of verification take place; intra- 
analysis and inter -analysis. 

Intra- analysis will confirm that the 
data entered, either by the operator or 
imported from external sources, con- 
forms to the standards for that panic- 
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INTRODUCING THE 

011111e011 VIDEO AREA NETWORK. 

ONCE AGAIN, YOU'LL GO 

PLACES YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE. 

L- 
. , 

1 

ShutIlewoflh Museum 

Amazingly, a single notion created 

possibilities that were previously 

unimaginable. The Omneon VIDEO AREA 

NETWORK is destined to do the same for 

the evolving television industry. Reaching 

far beyond the content production and 

distribution capabilities of existing systems, 

the Omneon VIDEO AREA NETWORK 

supports a wide range of digital services 

from television to the Internet. In fact, 

the 0mneon VIDEO AREA NETWORK is the 

only system offering it all -- integrated 

networking and storage, scalable 

architecture, data -type independence. 

Get ready to explore new possibilities. 

www. Ornneon. corn 
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ular table. For instance, text data would 
be acceptable for a program name, 

where numeric data would be required 
for a program length field. More so- 

phisticated checks are also performed. 
Inter -analysis checking verifies con- 

formance and consistency between all 

table files. Any mistakes will be flagged 

and the operator can make the neces- 

sary corrections. 

PSIP coding has yet to become a fact - 
of -life for many DTV stations. At the 

recent Broadcast Engineering DTV99 
conference, a check of five DTV sta- 

tions showed that only two were even 

transmitting PSIP information and only 
one had made a serious attempt at 

being sure it was consistently accurate. 
The others could he described as far 

short of a working solution. 

For now, stations should budget for 
PSIP insertion equipment while consider- 

ing, perhaps, a larger -scale solution to the 

task of data generation. The answer for 
many stations may be third -party solu- 

tions, where economy of scale overrides 

the advantages of being able to make last - 

minute "tweaks" on their datastream. 

Send questions and comments to: 

brad_dick@intertec.com 

Program System Information Protocol 
BY MARVIN BORN 

PSIP is a substream of the auxiliary data channel in 

the ATSC's Grand Alliance DTV transport data- 

stream. One only need look at one of the DTV services 

automatic program guide or a local program listing to 
see PSIP's end result. PSIP is the electronic program 
guide of DTV. 

Stations compile their program information, either from 
log information or manually input data. This data is then 

formatted into the PSIP protocol, fed to the DTV encoder 

where it is multiplexed into the digital TV broadcast data 

and then sent out to the world. From this datastream, 

ATSC -compatible receivers make a table of program 

information that typically contains about 14 days worth of 

program information. How the information gets into the 
system is one story and how it gets to the home is another, 

more technical story. 
The general steps for an NTSC station's listing in print 

media are deciding what's going to be on, getting that 
information to program information clearinghouses, 

and then waiting for the information to appear in print. 

Digital means change 
With DTV and its multichannel and /or HD capabilities, 

most stations will eventually have to do two or more 
program listings. That means an even greater demand on a 

manpower pool that, because of the other demands of 
DTV, is already frighteningly shallow. To make the system 

successful, engineers need to embrace a functional system 

that is a minimum drain on the station's bottom line. 

There are two ways to program PSIP equipment. The 

local method would be to install a PSIP embedder in your 

ATSC encoder and feed it via a PC server. A computer 
workstation running compatible software can be used to 
manually enter the list and then, via a station's LAN, feed 

the PSIP server. This information could be updated as 

often as desired, from every hour to once in a blue moon, 

as dictated by changes in programming and station -by- 

station judgements as to the value of accurate informa- 

tion vs. the cost of updating. Designers and manufactur- 

ers of such equipment who can minimize the cost of 
operation will be the winners in this market. Equipment is 

a one -time capital cost, while manpower is a reoccurring 

fixed cost. For most stations, providing PSIP data is a 

manpower- intensive process, involving spreadsheets and 

fax machines. As such, it is expensive and time-consuming. 

PSIP works, but there has got to be a better way. 

The better way 

Harris, along with Lucent and Tribune, is developing a 

fully automatic PSIP system called PSIP Plus 

(www.psip.com). 
In the Harris system, station information is collected as 

usual and sent to Tribune. If there is a separate HD/ 

multichannel program listing, that too is forwarded. 
This information is then compiled into a separate 
program guide for each subscriber and that guide data 
is file transferred through psip.com . The station 
retrieves the information and loads it automatically into 
the PSIP server and finally into the Lucent encoder 
where it is loaded into the datastream and sent to the 
home. The last step, a method of compiling logs for 
their eventual contribution to program information 
clearinghouses, is in the works. 

A local station is capable of generating its own 
program guide. The station traffic system would be 

programmed to search for and copy the program 
name, start and run times from the log into a file. This 

file can be edited manually if desired or simply forward- 
ed electronically to a clearinghouse company. That 

clearinghouse would then compile a composite PSIP 

datastream for each TV market in the country. That 

composite PSIP stream could then be downloaded to a 

local PC server and fed to the PSIP multiplexer in the 

encoder. The system is as automatic as the station 
needs it to be, with no need for local intervention 
unless there is a change. Updates could be done locally 

as often as necessary. For those stations wanting a high 

level of accuracy, last minute changes or pre -emptions 
could be promoted via the PSIP within minutes. 

At first glance, promotion on the PSIP guide would 
look awkward; however, people will learn to click on 

the guide for program information rather than go to 
the trouble of finding a printed guide and looking up 

the information for the evening. For those of you who 
don't believe viewers will use PSIP, just look at the 

guide button on the typical DSS remote. The guide and 

channel buttons are the shiny ones. 

Marvin Born is vice president at WBNS- AM /FMITV in Columbus. 
OH. 
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As far as servers go, Leitch's VR® is a completely different animal. 
Leitch's VW' is a rare breed, bringing together for the first time the key 
elements of size, speed and reliability. It's the only video server with 
our exclusive VR Technology which combines distributed video 
servers for redundancy with direct, unrestricted access to shared Fibre 
Channel storage. The result is simultaneous, real -time access for as 
many as 30 channels. VR Technology reigns supreme. von d,m'l 11.1,0 

to worry about copying video, transferring files, or wasting disk space. 
And with VR Technology's redundancy software, you needn't be 
concerned about disk drive failures or hardware controllers. You'll see 
That 'rare bre.,l" is .m understatement - the VR 
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Comsuters & Networks 

Datacasting 
BY BRAD GILMER 

e DTV standard allows broadcast- 

ers to transmit data as much as 1200 

times faster than VBI technology. That 
rate can be raised even higher if one is 

willing to sacrifice picture quality. With 
this capacity, new applications for broad- 

casting data become feasible. This month 
we will look at one such application, 
caching webpages to a user's PC. 

Offline and on -air 
Here is the proposition - for a fee, 

you are going to send the top 50 web - 

sites to subscribers' PCs. The pages will 
be stored locally, allowing almost in- 
stantaneous retrieval. What are the steps 

you would need to take to do this) 
What hardware would you need? 

The first step in the process is to 
retrieve the data from the Web and 

store it locally for broadcast. Second, 

the data is scheduled for transmission. 
Third, the commonly used TCP/IP pro- 
tocol must be translated to UDP/IP, a 

multicast address must be set, and for- 
ward error correction (FEC) must be 

added (more on these steps later). 
Fourth, an ATSC program identifier 
(PID) must be assigned to the data 

channel. Finally, the data must be add- 

ed to the ATSC bitstream. 
Let's take a moment to examine some 

of the issues surrounding protocol con- 
version for data broadcast. 

Most traffic on the Internet uses trans- 

mission control protocol (TCP) running 
on top of Internet protocol (IP), some- 

times written as TCP/IP. TCP has two 
characteristics that make it very desir- 

able for the Internet, guaranteed deliv- 

ery and point -to-point communications. 
TCP guarantees delivery by using a 

two-way connection between computer 
systems. The computer sending the data 

packet receives an acknowledgement that 

the packet has been properly received. If 
it does not receive this message, it tries 

again until the packet gets through. The 

broadcast environment is different. It 
consists of a single sender connected to 
hundreds or even thousands of receivers. 
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Figure 1. Over time, the number of bits used within the ATSC bitstream varies. Using 
variable bit rate (VBR) compression, complex video scenes require more bits than simpler 
scenes. The unused bits (shaded) can be used for opportunistic data. A specified portion 
can also be set aside for data if desired. 

It is impossible for TCP to verify that all 
of these receivers received the data pack- 

et intact. One solution is to use user 
datagram protocol (UDP) running on 

top of Internet protocol, commonly writ- 
ten as UDP/IP. UDP supports multicast, 

an addressing scheme that allows point- 
to-multipoint broadcasting in an IP envi- 

ronment, and it does not require a return 
path from the receiver. While UDP re- 

solves the issue of multicasting, it does 

not take care of errors. If the data is 

corrupted on its way to the receiver, the 

receiver has no way to request that the 

data be resent. One way to address this 

problem is to use forward error correc- 

tion (FEC). FEC deals with errors by 

repeating data packets a preset number 

of times, giving the receiver several chanc- 

es to receive the data intact. The data is 

transmitted with a checksum so that the 

receiver can determine if the data was 

corrupted during transmission. If the data 

was corrupted, the receiver throws out 
the data and waits for it to be sent again. 

By reading this column regularly, you 

know that specific vendors or model num- 

bers are rarely mentioned. In this case, 

however, it may be useful to cite specific 

hardware. 
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SkyStream of Mountain View, CA is a 

manufacturer of data broadcast tech- 

nology. Harris Broadcast is the exclu- 

sive distributor for SkyStream prod- 
ucts for broadcast. Their product, Jet - 

Stream is a combination of software 
packages that allows the broadcaster 

to collect and transmit all sorts of com- 

puter -based information. 
JetWeb is an application used for 

retrieving Internet information and stor- 

ing it locally. The user can select target 
websites and set the level of pages 

within the site to be retrieved. The 

software also modifies the URLs so 

that the pages are properly reconstruct- 
ed for local browsing. 

JetQueue is an application used to 
transmit scheduled services to the home 

PC. It can transmit any file including 
webpages, Java applets, and banner 

advertising. In an interesting twist to 
the new Emergency Alert System (EAS), 

the system can also be programmed to 
pop up emergency warning messages. 

JetControl is an application that is 

used to schedule tasks for the other 
programs. JetControl is similar to the 

front -end of an automation system. 

Running a play list, it directs which 
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streams of data should be played out at 

what time, and when data should be 

retrieved from the Web. 

The SkyStream DBN -25 takes TCP/ 
IP output of the JetStream server and 

translates it to UDP/IP and adds FEC. 

The DBN -25 then inserts the data into 
the ATSC stream for broadcast. 

There are two ways to get your data into 
the ATSC stream. One is to make room 
for it within the ATSC multiplex and the 

other is to wait for available bits and 

insert the data as these opportunities 
come along. Figure 1 illustrates both of 

these concepts and is a representation of 
the 19.39Mb/s ATSC bitstream over time. 

At the bottom, a portion of the band- 

width has been reserved for both data and 

audio. This bandwidth is guaranteed and 

will not change. The video is being com- 

pressed using MPEG -2 in Variable Bit 
Rate mode or VBR. VBR allows the 

transmitted bit rate to vary with program 

content - complex scenes require more 

bandwidth, simple scenes take less band- 

width. The shaded area above the com- 

pressed video represents opportunistic 
data space. When a simple scene comes 
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along, there is unused bandwidth avail- 

able at the output of the ATSC encoder. 

Most encoders pad the output with null 
packets to increase the output hit rate to 

the required I9.39Mb/s. (Null packets 

are packets that contain no data.) 
SkyStream has created a smart device 

that looks at the output of the ATSC 

encoder. It detects null packets and replac- 

es them with packets from the JetQueue. 

Every ATSC program stream contains 

a PID. The PID is used to make sure that 
video, audio and any associated data 

remain together as a complete program. 
In our example, Web data is broadcast 
separately from video or audio that 
happens to he being transmitted at the 

same time. For this reason, the data 

broadcast must have a different PID 

from the television program. The DBN - 
25 takes care of this PID assignment. 

Packet reception 
Now that the DTV signal contains 

your Web data, what do viewers need 

in their PCs to receive the datacast? 
First, viewers will need a DTV tuner. 
Tuners are available from a number 
of manufacturers including Haup- 
pauge, LGC, TeraLogic, Zenith and 
Philips. Next, client software such as 

the JetStream Client from SkyStream 
will need to be installed. Finally, for 
this application, a Web browser is 

needed to view the cached files. 
The client software runs in the back- 

ground downloading information from 
your datacast. Once the user is sub- 

scribed to your data service, files are 

cached to a directory the user selects, 

usually the cache directory for the Web 

browser. When the user starts the Web 

browser and selects a cached site, it 
appears almost instantaneously. Sites 

that are not cached are downloaded via 

the Internet, with its attendant delay. 

This is just one example of how this 
particular technology can be used. The 

same approach could be used to stream 

video or audio to a PC or to stream 

interactive data to an intelligent televi- 
sion. There are a lot of ideas floating 
around, but one thing seems clear. In- 

ternet users seem willing to pay for 
immediacy, whether that is in terms of 
performance, e- commerce, or the abil- 
ity to find information quickly. 

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer and Associ- 
ates, a management and technology consulting 
firm. 
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Ask Dr. Digital 

Customer service makes a difference 
just ask Avid 
BY STEVE EPSTEIN, TECHNICAL EDITOR 

I've recently been read- 

ing about the financial 
problems being encoun- 
tered by the Avid Compa- 
ny. It is a shame that a 

producer of such excellent 
equipment should be in such 

fiscal straits, but I think I 

know why. As an owner of a Media 
Composer there have been times that I've 

needed a question answered, and do you 

know that Avid will not talk to you on 

the telephone without a several thousand 
dollar service contract? They will not 
even give you the time of day. If you buy 

a new Avid, you only have 90 days to ask 

questions before they shut you down. 
I go back to the days of the Ampex 

Editor, Editec, RCA TEP, CMX, and Con- 

vergence editing systems. It seemed that 
back in those days, the equipment ven- 

dors were your partners in success, active- 

ly supporting both you and their equip- 

ment. What a shame; Avid is the progen- 

itor of its own demise. What a shame! 

Patrick O'Brien 
Chief Engineer 
KATC -TV3 
Lafayette, LA 

13c 

Icouldn't agree more. 
I had hoped to in- 

clude a response from 
Avid, but as of press 

time, they had not re- 

sponded. I suppose that 
shouldn't have been much of a surprise. 

Times have changed and customer service 

has been forgotten (or simply avoided) by 

many of today's companies. That very fact 

is much of the reason behind this column. 

I am here to help you get the kind of 
support you need to keep your facilities 

running smoothly. At the 1995 and 1997 

NABs I presented papers on customer 

service and included in those papers were 

warnings about dealing with companies 

that were new to, or did not understand, 

the broadcast industry. Many of those 

same companies were manufacturers of 
nonlinear equipment that had come out 

of the computer industry - many of those 

same companies are no longer around. 
For companies coming from the com- 

puter industry, I think the problem is 

two -fold.First, they do not understand 

the 24 -7 nature of the broadcast business. 

Software is an 

interesting product in 

that you can sell it, and 

you still have it to sell 

again. 

Second, in the Mac and PC worlds, the 

concept of simply rebooting the system to 
fix problems seems to be acceptable. That 
concept is not universal within the corn - 

puter industry as evidenced by the grow- 
ing popularity of Linux and open source 

software. 
Hardware is one thing, software is some- 

thing else entirely. Software is an interest- 

ing product in that you can sell it, and you 

still have it to sell again. Some have com- 

pared it to prostitution. A very good book 

"Code Complete" by Steve McConnell, 

states that good software is never finished. 

Features can always be added, and the 

code can always be tweaked. All of us 

have gotten used to installing patches and 

upgrades to software. For those seriously 

into computers, upgrades can become an 

almost daily passion. From the manufac- 

turer's side, constant code revision and 

support are very expensive. The same is 

true on the customer side, however, on the 

consumer side, you can add lost time, 

revenue and the cost of making the re- 

pairs/upgrades. Is it worth it? I don't 
know, but I am beginning to have my 

doubts. The problem gets worse when 
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software 
companies 
see those revi- 

sions as a lucrative market that can be 

used to keep, and milk, customers. 

All the time I save using computers 

seems to disappear when I have to spend 

the weekend rebuilding an ailing system. 

The more systems 1 have, the more likely 
I am to spend a weekend rebuilding one of 
them. Good backups can make the task 

quicker, but it does not eliminate the need 

to do it. Depending on where the problem 
is, the backup may simply reinstall the 

problem on the system. 

Maybe though, there is light at the end 

of the tunnel. With the potential breakup 

of Microsoft looming and the downsizing 

of companies that have not provided sup- 

port for their customers, maybe the rest of 
the companies out there will get a clue. 

Our IS department has recently begun 

treating us as customers rather than 

annoyances. Last week they waited to 

take down the servers (and stop produc- 

tion) until 10:00 p.m. rather than doing it 

at 4:30 p.m. the way they used to. How's 
that for customer service? 

Next time before you buy a piece of 
equipment, call the manufacturer's cus- 

tomer service number on a weekend or 
at 8 p.m. on a Friday -plenty of time 

before the 10 p.m. newscast, and see 

what kind of response you get. Do some 

digging, talk to current customers and 

find out how well they are supported. 

Certainly the up -front cost of broadcast 

equipment is substantial, but in many 

cases, it is minimal compared to the costs 

involved after the sale. Consider how 

much it will cost to replace that piece of 
gear if it has to be thrown away because 

it is no longer supported. 
As always comments and questions are 

welcome. Send them to drdigital 
@compuserve.com. Or, if you simply 

want to place a vote of no confidence in 

the computer industry, 9800 Metcalf, 
Overland Park, KS 66212. 
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Mark Stolnitz and Ken Spickler 
Odyssey Network is a 24- hour -a -day program service that provides a diverse slate 

of high -quality, family entertainment programming to a national audience of 
nearly 30 million subscribers. When The Jim Henson Company and Hallmark 

Entertainment became new partners in Odyssey in November 1998, joining Liberty 
Media Corporation and the National Interfaith Cable Coalition, the company planned 
a rebirth with a revised program schedule that debuted on April 4, 1999. 
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Odyssey 
Network 

Odyssey seized this opportunity to 
establish its own in -house post produc- 
tion facility at its headquarters in Stu- 

dio City, CA. The essentials would 
include a tape library, offline edit suites, 

graphics and effects platforms, an on- 
line bay and central machine room - 
all the usual suspects for a complete 
post production capability. In this case, 

however, the timing of the installation 
was such that Odyssey could take ad- 

vantage of the latest advances in desk- 

top post production for editing, graph- 
ics, effects and digital storage and 
networking to create a state -of- the -art 
facility that would be a showcase of 
economy and efficiency. 

Mark Stolnitz, Odyssey's director of 
creative editorial services, selected 3 

Point Digital, the Burbank -based re- 

seller for Avid Technology systems, to 
specify the equipment packages and 
provide the integration services. The 
design team chose three Avid Media 
Composer 1000s for offline editing. 

An online editor at the controls of Avid Symphony on Windows NT. Photo courtesy 
of Odyssey Network. 

Two Avid Softimage Media Illusion 
suites would feed the offline bays with 
graphics and effects. These bays in turn 
would feed an Avid Symphony for 
uncompressed online finishing. A cen- 

tral machine room, networked to each 

of the graphics and edit bays via digital 
routers, would house the tape decks and 

digital storage. Finally, Odyssey re- 

quired a linear online bay 

for formatting shows from 
their vast library of tape - 

based programming. 

The unseen art of systems integration: rear of the Philips 
Venus router. Photo courtesy of Odyssey Network. 
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A seamless transition 
With the basic elements 

decided, the task now was 

to accomplish the build - 
out without interrupting 
Odyssey's normal opera- 

tions. In preparation for 
the transition, 3 Point 
Digital set up the three 
Avid Media Composer 
1000s and the Avid Sym- 

phony off -site so that cre- 

ative services could be- 

gin building program- 
ming in preparation for 
the April 4th deadline. 
Ken Spickler, 3 Point Dig- 
ital's senior systems engi- 
neer, created the central 
machine room layout in 
VidCAD and duplicated 
the floor plan in 3 Point 
Digital's Burbank facili- 
ty. Racks were situated 

based on the schematics. The routers, 
VTRs, patch bays and other hardware 
were all inserted and cables were cut 
to fit. Meanwhile, the electrical con- 
tractor installed the wire ladders and 

troughs at Odyssey's Studio City loca- 

tion. 3 Point Digital cable installers 
then began pre -wiring the bays to the 

machine room. The Avid suites and 

the machine racks all converged at the 

new site over a long April 2 weekend. 

By April 4 the reborn Odyssey cable 

television network debuted its new 
schedule and the technical transition 
was seamless. 

Offline 
The centerpiece of each of the offline 

bays is an Avid Media Composer 1000 

with serial digital I /O. The Media 
Composers are each equipped with a 

Tascam DA60 DAT with timecode, the 

Digidesign audio plug -in suite and a JL 

Cooper Fadermaster enabling the edi- 

tors to create finished audio tracks. All 
VTRs are housed in a central machine 
room along with fiber channel storage 

networked to the Media Composers 

via Avid MediaShare/FC. A Blue ICE 

board in each system accelerates graph- 
ics rendering. 

Graphics 
The two graphics suites, featuring 

Avid Softimage Media Illusion and 

Marquee, are powered by SGI Octane 

systems. The Media Illusion, a nonlin- 
ear, tree -based graphics and effects 
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Odyssey 
Network 

platform and Marquee, a 31) titling 
package, provide finished graphics 
and effects to the off -line and on -line 

bays. The Media Illusion readily im- 

ports timelines from the Media Com- 
poser projects, and automatically con- 

forms and recreates the effects from 
the original uncompressed sources. 

Online 
An Avid Symphony, running on Win- 

dows NT, anchors the three off -line 

rooms to provide an uncompressed dig- 

ital on -line finish. The nonlinear online 
capability of the Symphony makes it an 

ideal platform for re- versioning. When 

the original promo is completed, Stolnitz 

archives to Digital Betacam several ver- 

sions at different levels for use later if a 

program comes hack for a rerun. The 

first is a fully mixed submaster, but 

without the topical audio or graphics. 

Rather than having to rebuild the entire 
project all over again, the editor redig- 

itizes the promo at full res into the 

Symphony, puts on the new tags, then 

outputs it again. Another submaster 

actually consists of two tapes, a Digital 
Betacam and a DTRS multitrack audio 
cassette, via a Sony PCM -800. The 

PCM -800 gets a full eight -track split 

audio and the Digital Betacam gets 

just the picture without any graphics. 

Keep it central 
Sharing resources between creative 

services and operations was one of the 

primary objectives 
in the design of the 

facility. Rather 
than set up each of 
the nonlinear hays 

as a standalone 
edit hay with its 

own VTRs, the cen- 

tral machine room 
was designed 
around eleven Dig- 
ital Betacam VTRs 
and a Philips Ve- 

nus routing switch - 
e r. 

Because opera- 
tions use VHS for 
doing dubs, the 
router needed to handle analog com- 
posite video as well as analog audio. 
A Philips router with multiple levels 

that could accommodate serial digital 
video, analog composite video, ana- 

log audio, as well as machine control, 
provided the solution. Four channels 
of digital audio were handled by a 

pair of NVision NV3064 75 -ohm AES 

routers. Bittree patch bays provide 
complete backup for the routers, should 

they ever become disabled. 
180Gb of shared fiber channel stor- 

age is networked via Avid MediaShare/ 
FC to the three Media Composers. 
Controlling the Avid media by fiber 
channel provides the flexibility to go 

from room to room without having to 
lay anything off to 
tape. Offline mate- 
rial is digitized at a 

low resolution of 
AVR3s, which al- 
lows nearly 30 
hours of storage. 
The graphics suites 

and the Avid Sym- 

phony also have fi- 
ber channel storage 
in the machine 
room. Locating the 
storage in the ma- 

chine room reduces 

the noise level pro- 
duced by drives and 
fans in the edit hays. 

Desktop online and 

graphics suites coupled with 

shared storage and 

networking solutions enable 

broadcasters like Odyssey 

to create a highly efficient 

infrastructure that may be 

the blueprint for the future 

of post production. 

180Gb of shared fiber channel storage in the central machine room. Photo courtesy 
of Odyssey Network. 
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Managing the media 
Centralized storage also eliminates 

the nightmare of sneaker- netting re- 

movable drives, not to mention the 

additional personnel that would be 

needed to keep track of the drives. Each 

of the editors manages the media from 
their own desktop. Managing this vol- 

ume of data requires a simple scheme of 
creating profiles in the Avid for the 

drives. One profile is for month "A" 
and a second for month "B." Loading 

up profile "A" allows access to speci- 

fied drives. When month "B" comes 

along, new material is digitized to that 
profile. Month "A" just keeps getting 
older and older. When it comes time to 

use that space again, month "A" media 

is wiped out, the drives are restriped 

and ready for loading the third month's 
worth of material. 

How sweet it is 

The finished audio tracks are com- 

pleted right in the Media Composer 

1000s. Eight tracks of digital audio, in 

and out in real time, coupled with 
audio plug -ins from Digidesign, en- 

able the editors to create sophisticated 

sweetened audio finishes. For exam- 

ple, the Focusrite ds plug -in helps a 

voice -over pop out over the background 

without losing the background. Music 

is imported from compact disc via the 
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FIFTY YEARS AGO, 

TEKTRONIX DEVELOPED TOOLS 

THAT LET ENGINEERS CREATE 

A FUTURE KNOWN AS 

TELEVISION. 

511 First Triggered 
Oscilloscope 

514D Oscilloscope 

1959 

526 Vectorscope 

19r 

527 Waveform Monitor 

529 Waveform 
Monitor 

520 Vectorscope 

1968 

528 Waveform Monitor 

196 

140 Series Test Signal 
Generators /Inserters 

1480 Waveform Monitor 1900 Series Digital 

Half -rack Monitoring Generator 

Solutions 

1420 Waveform 110 Series 
Monitor/Vectorscope Synchronizers 
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Tools to create the future of television 

From the world's first triggered oscilloscope in 1947, 

Tektronix has produced a constant stream of measurement 

and monitoring products that have helped the world move 

from radio to television, and from black and white to color. 

Today, Tektronix continues its tradition of video innovation 

with tools that enable the transition from analog to digital, 

and the creation of expanding satellite and cable networks. 

Tektronix Video Quality of Service (VQoS) solutions 

provide the only practical way to objectively monitor picture 

quality, and dynamically allocate bandwidth to ensure optimal 

FORTUNATELY, quality across many channels. Tektronix solutions let you 

SOME THINGS monitor MPEG streams for conformance to all system standards, 

NEVER CHANGE. generate test signals and transport streams, and monitor both 

analog and digital signals for standard 

In the fast changing world 

of television, it's reassuring to know 

that Tektronix is committed to 

keeping you in front. For information 

on the complete line of Tektronix 

measurement and monitoring 

solutions for television, visit us at 

www.tektronix.com /mbdL037 

Or call us at 800 -426 -2200, ext. 3037. 

and high definition TV. 

Leading -edge solutions for TV: 

1. PQM300 Program QoS Monitor 
2. MTM300 Multistream 

Transport Monitor 
3. WFM1125 High Definition 

Digital Waveform Monitor 
4. VM700T Serial Digital Video 

Measurement Set 

5. AV601 Digital Audio /Video 
Monitoring System 

1984 

Emmy for Outstanding 
Achievement in 
Engineering 
Development 

1985 

WFM300 CAV 
Waveform Monitor 

TSG300 CAV Signal 
Generator 

1986 

1700 Series Waveform 
Monitors 

1987 

VM700 Video 
Measurement Set 

1988 

Emmy for Outstanding 
Achievement in 
Engineering 
Development 

1989 

TSG1000 Series HD 
Generators 

1991 

Emmy for Outstanding 
Achievement in 
Engineering 
Development 
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WFM601 Series Serial WFM90 Waveform/ MTS100 Series MPEG WFM1125 High 
Component Monitor Vector /Picture /Audio Test System Definition Digital TV 

Monitor Waveform Monitor 

PQA200 Picture Quality 
Analysis System 

PQM300 Program 
Quality of Service 
Monitor 

MTM300 MPEG 
Multistream Transport 
Monitor 

Emmy for Outstanding 
Achievement in 
Engineering 
Development 
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CREATE THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION WITH TEKTRONIX MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING SOLUTIONS 

Picture Quality 
PQA200 Picture Quality Analysis System 
PQM300 Program QoS Monitor 

MPEG 
MTG Series MPEG Transport Generators 
MTM300 MPEG Multistream Transport Monitor 
MTS200 MPEG Test Systems 

Modulation Analysis 
2715 Spectrum Analyzer 
DMA120 Series Digital Modulation Analyzers 
RFA300 Measurement Set 8VSB 
TDS500D /700D Series Digital Phosphor Oscilloscopes 
U3661 Spectrum Analyzer 

Handheld 
SDA601 Serial Digital Analyzer 
TFS3031 TekRanger'2 Mini OTDR 
TSG601 Serial Component Generator 
TSG95 Pathfinder PAL /NTSC Signal Generator 
TV220 CableScout' TDR Cable Tester for CAN 
TV90 CableScout'' TDR Cable Tester for CAN 
WFM90 Series Waveform/Vector /Picture /Audio Monitors 

HDTV 
764 Digital Audio Monitor 
1735HD Multi- format HD Waveform Monitor 
AWVG1 Analog Wideband Video Generator Module 
ECO422 Changeover Unit 
HDVG1 HDTV Signal Generator Module 
SPG1000 HDTV Sync Generator 
TG2000 Signal Generation Platform 
WFM1125 HD Digital Waveform Monitor 

SDTV 

1740A/50A/60A Waveform/Vector Monitors 
760A Stereo Audio Monitor 
764 Digital Audio Monitor 
AV601 Digital Audio/Video Monitoring Systems 
ECO422 Changeover Unit 
SPG422 Component Digital Master Sync Generator 
TDS3000 Series Digital Phosphor Oscilloscopes 
TG2000 Signal Generation Platform 
TSG422 Digital Component Generator 
VM700T /SDTI Serial Digital Video Measurement Set 

VmtWin Remote Control Software for VM700T 
WFM601 Serial Component Monitors 

Tektronix i 
www.tektronix.com /mbd /3037 

800 -426 -2200, ext. 3037 

Copyright c 1999, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A. TEKTRONIX, TEK and TekRanger are registered trademarks, and 
CableScout is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc. 
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C gy 

All tech. 
All the time. 

February 1 
_ 

- 20, 2000 
PALM SPRINGS HYATT SUITES, PALM SP 

Register online at www.itsnet.org 

Presentations, panels, & 

discussions may include: 

Understanding color space 

DVD production, encoding, 

and authoring 

DVD /DTV Audio issues 

Inter -systems networking 

Choices in DTV formats 

Consumer perception of 

video formats 

Metadata and incorporating 

metadata into the stream 

DOD presentation 

Producing for multiple 

formats and aspect ratios 

Multi- channel Audio 

FCC Update 

Electronic Cinema 

Early Adoption of Technology - 

the pros and cons 

Display technology 

Broadband interconnectivity 

Bit budgets and signal 

integrity 

HD Conversion update 

What is the "Striped Shirt" of 

the compressed world? 

Technology changes: directio 

How does it all impact 

Get answers at ITS 

ns. 

tomorrow? 

O. 

Broadcaster panel: who is using what format and why. 

Audio Debate: 5.1 vs. Stereo. 

Computer operating systems panel: compare me 

Windows NT, Macintosh, and Unix/Irix/Lin 

...and much more! 

Be a part of this vital event, and take home meaningful 
information to use right away. 

REGISTER NOW -SPACE IS LIMITED! 

Register online at 

www.itsnet.org 
Or call ITS Conference Director 

Nancy Zern at 

703 -319 -0800 
for forms and information. 

The Association of 
Imaging Technology 

and Sound 
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Odyssey 
Network 

CPU's CDROM drive, and is stored 
as a computer file. Since CDs lack 
timecode, redigitizing from specific 
in and out points would be nearly 
impossible. Importing audio as a 

computer file guarantees accuracy 
every time. 

The editors output the audio as a 

finished two -channel full mix to Dig- 
ital Betacam, which is then digi- 
tized into the Symphony. Using the 
original project file created on Me- 
dia Composer as an EDL, the pic- 
ture is digitized uncompressed and 
married to the audio, then output to 
the master reel that goes to New 
York for playback. 

Linear backs into the future 
While nonlinear is the backbone of 

creative services, there is no escap- 

ing the simplicity of a linear bay 
when it comes to formatting. Signif- 
icant portions of the facility's opera- 
tions are devoted to reformatting 
programs from Odyssey's extensive 
libraries for broadcast. What began 
as a bare -bones suite for punching 
black holes into programs swiftly 
evolved into a more fully equipped 
edit bay as Odyssey's program edit- 
ing needs became more complex. 

An Abekas 8150 switcher, Sony 
BVE -9100 edit controller, Graham - 
Patten D /ESAM 230 audio mixer, 
Videotek color corrector, along with 
a Pinnacle Deko 100 character gen- 

erator, completed the linear online 
edit bay. 

In addition to formatting, opera- 
tions also needed the ability to time 
compress or expand some show seg- 

ments to match the programming 
slots. For this, Odyssey added So- 

ny's Program Play board to one of 
the facility's Digital Betacam play- 
back VTRs. 

Since the facility integration was 
completed in April, some additions 
have been made. An internal CATV 
distribution rack was added, send- 
ing network satellite and router feeds 

to office televisions. A fiber connec- 
tion to a local satellite uplink facili- 

ty was also added, enabling last - 
minute projects to be beamed to New 
York without the need of a courier. 

Odyssey recently upgraded the 
Avid Media Composer 1000s to the 
new Meridian -based Media Com- 
poser 1000XL. Since the Meridian 
takes in uncompressed video, this 
makes each of the three offline bays 

an online bay. The editor who starts 
the project now finishes the project 
himself, further streamlining the 
workflow. There is no potential for 
anything being lost in the transla- 
tion between the offline editor and 
the online editor. The time savings 
more than compensates for the sin- 
gle- stream capability of the Mac - 
based Meridian system, which must 
render any transitions. Additional- 
ly, the MediaShare /FC storage sub- 
system has been upgraded to the 
new Avid Unity MediaNet, which 
allows greater control over media 
management, as well as integra- 
tion with Avid Symphony in an 

upcoming release. 
The Odyssey Network is an early 

adopter of new technologies that 
enable broadcasters and production 
companies to take control of their 
costs by bringing post production 
in- house. Desktop online and graph- 
ics suites, coupled with shared stor- 
age and networking solutions, en- 

able broadcasters like Odyssey to 
create a highly efficient infrastruc- 
ture that may be the blueprint for 
the future of post production. 

Mark Stolnitz is director of creative edito- 
rial services, Odyssey. Ken Spickler is se- 
nior systems engineer at 3 Point Digital. 

System Design 
Team: 
Mark Stolnitz, Director of Creative 

Editorial Services, Odyssey 
Warran Kaplan, Operations 

Consultant, Odyssey 
Charles Zabilski, V.P. of Opera- 

tions, Odyssey 
Claud Ferguson, V.P. of Engineer- 

ing, 3 Point Digital 
Ken Spickler, Sr. Systems Engineer, 

3 Point Digital 
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System 
Integration Team: 
Craig Frieman, Systems Integra- 

tion Manager, 3 Point Digital 
Rick Purvis, Integrator, 3 Point 

Digital 
Greg Laurichesse, Integrator, 3 

Point Digital 
Ryan Philips, Integrator, 3 Point 

Digital 
John Svetlik, Systems Engineer, 3 

Point Digital 
Patrick Bravo, Avid Engineer, 3 

Point Digital 
Shaun Dow, Avid Engineer, 3 

Point Digital -San Diego 
Jeff Quayle, Avid Engineer, 3 Point 

Digital 
Sean Yarbrough, Avid Engineer, 3 

Point Digital 
Billy Woody, SCI Engineer, 3 Point 

Digital 

Equipment list: 
Sony DVW -A500 Digital Betacam 

VTRs (7) 

Sony DVW -A510 Digital Betacam 
VTPs (4) 

Sony SVO -1620 VHS VCRs (9) 

Sony PCM -800 8 ch. Audio Tape 
Recorder 

Sony BVE -9100 Edit 

Controller 
Abekas 8150 Digital Switcher 
Tektronix WFM -601A waveform 

monitors (6) 

Tektronix WFM -601M waveform 
monitor 

Tektronix 764 -02 digital audio 
monitors (8) 

Tektronix SPG422 master sync 
generator 

Avid Media Composer 1000 
NLEs (3) 

Avid Symphony NLE 

Avid Soft lmage Media Illusion 
workstations (2) 

Pinnacle Deko100 character 
generator 

Videotek SDC -101 serial digital 
corrector 

Graham Patten D/ESAM 230 
digital mixer 

Philips Venus 4 -level 32x32 
router 

Philips Jupiter control system 

NVision NV3064 64x64 AES 

routers (2) 

Tascam DA60 Mkll DAT (5) 

Tascam CD- RW5000 
recordable CD 
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LC Fiber Optic Connector Products Angle Polish Connectors MP "' Connectors MP to MT Hybrid 

Methode Fiber Optic products 
manufactures a complete line of LC 
connectivity products for voice, video 
and data applications. The LC 
brochure details product specification 
and performance standards of this 
small form factor solution. 
Singlemode and multi -mode 
connectors, adapters, simplex and 
duplex patchcords, and cabling 
hardware are now available. 

Methode Electronics, Inc. 
Fiber Optic Products 
7444 West Wilson Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60706 
(800) 323-6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621 

Circle (122) on Free Info Card 
Quick -Cure" Connectors 

Broadband Applications require the 
back -reflection reducing 
capabilities of Methode APC Angle 
Polish Connectors. Available in FC, 
SC, and LC configurations. 

Methode Electronics, Inc. 
Fiber Optic Products 
7444 West Wilson Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60706 
(800) 323-6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621 

Circle (125) on Free Info Card 

The Methode MP Ribbon Connector 
System offers a 12 fiber capacity in 
a miniaturized footprint patterned 
after SC styles. The MP is ideal for 
high -density LAN and data center 
applications. 

Methode Electronics, Inc. 
Fiber Optic Products 
7444 West Wilson Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60706 
(800) 323-6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621 

Circle (126) on Free Info Card 

The Methode MP to MT Adapter 
provides ribbon fiber compatibility 
between existing systems 
architecture, enabling seamless 
transition for the MethNet System. 

Methode Electronics, Inc. 
Fiber Optic Products 
7444 West Wilson Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60706 
(800) 323-6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621 

Circle (127) on Free Info Card 

Stratos fiber optic 
connectors work where 

others fail. 

The Methode ST® and SC Quick 
CureTM system combines patented 
polymer ferrule technology with a 
rapid cure adhesive. The pedestal tip 
reduces fiber breakage, and the 20 
second curing interval decrease field 
termination procedure time. 

Methode Electronics, Inc. 
Fiber Optic Products 
7444 West Wilson Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60706 
(800) 323-6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621 

Circle (123) on Free Info Card 

SC Fibre Channel Loopback 

Methode offers several loopback 
products to test a variety of optical 
network and basic transceiver 
operations. Fibre Channel System 
(FCS) compatible loopback 
connectors are available with 
several attenuation levels. 

Methode Electronics, Inc. 
Fiber Optic Products 
7444 West Wilson Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60706 
(800) 323-6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621 

Circle (124) on Free Info Card 

Expanded Beam technology lets your broadcast go through no matter what. 
Whether you're Icing to communicate through dirt. mud, 

water. ¡rm.- or even explosions - Methode new Stratus fiber 
optic connectors can do the lob. That's because the use 

Expanded Ream (ER) technology for unsurpassed perfomtu¢e 
ht harsh environments. 

Machined from advanced materials. Whale's Stratus ER 

connectors are easy to clean and easy to mate Toy haie the 
optical characteristics of the high.perfomunce fiber optic 
connectors you'd find in a nice. clean computer room - 

but with the ability to handle any unprotected environment no 

matter how rough. 

MI Stratus ER connectors are supported he Methode Fiber 
Optics offices and personnel located all over the world. Its lust 
what you'd expect from Methode Electronics, a 0410 million 
company and doselopers of the advanced MP and QuickLure- 
co necors 

(Al I -$0- 323 -bol8 today to learn more - or to plan 
your order - for Methode Status ER fiber optic connectors 

HODE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
f oh, Uptn' Products 

Methodr rlerlrwnirs.Inc. 'FH W Ave Chkagn.IL 60706 I.80042345x F.Ax.l '08-x6T9621 Nn'.medmdr.rwn fagnfo( nKdiodecan 

ST® is a trademark of Lucent Technologies Circle (128) on Free Info Card 9219 -2 
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Transmission & Distribution 

Keeping it legal 
BY DON MARKLEY 

Now that the holidays are over and 

the bills paid (or at least considered 

thoughtfully), it may he time to revisit 

the transmitter site and check on a few of 
the basics. One parameter that is of great 

significance to any operation is the oper- 

ating power into the antenna. When it is 

too cold to do much outside in a large 

part of the country, read the regulations 

regarding power measurement (hope- 

fully not for the first time) and check to 

see both that the power output is correct 

and that the method of power measure- 

ment being used is also correct. 

Power calibration 
For television power calibration, the 

preferred method is the use of a calo- 

rimeter with a station load. The rules 

specify the type of modulation to be 

used during measurements. For those 

who have forgotten their high school 

physics or for those who's class was 

somewhat lacking (this author's high 

school physics wasn't totally convinc- 

ing in even such basics as "the earth is 

round "), a review of the principles in- 

volved might be in order. The calori- 
metric method simply uses a flow meter 

to measure the rate at which coolant is 

passing through the load. Laboratory 
grade thermometers are then used to 
measure the temperature of the coolant 
going into the load and leaving the 

load. When the temperature difference 

and flow rate are known, the amount of 
heat supplied to the coolant from the 

load, as supplied by the transmitter, 
can be calculated as modified accord- 

ing to the type of coolant in use. 

The principle is simple. By definition, 
one calorie is the amount of heat that 
must be supplied to one gram of water 

to raise its temperature one degree Cel- 

sius. Next, 14.33 calories are equal to 

one watt. With lots of conversion fac- 

tors, a constant will be found that 
directly correlates flow rate of the wa- 

ter in gallons per minute and tempera- 

ture change to watts. The one kicker 

FRAME GRAB 
A look at the consumer side of DTV. 

Consumers still confused about DTV. 
While cable users know of DTV, few will pay for it. 

'Survey based on Internet users 

Would pay up to $9 extra for DTV 

27% 

Would probably subscribe to DTV 

36% 

Do not know if their cable offers DTV 

Heard of DTV 

Think DTV has better quality 

72 °a 

SOURCE: PC Data Online 
n w n..prdataonline.eum 

90% 
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here is that the specific heat of the 

coolant will not he equal to that of 
water if antifreeze has been added. The 

solution is simple. Check two areas. 

First, check the antifreeze used. The 

specific heat should be given in terms of 
the mixture that is being used in the 

transmitter. That can then be used to 

determine the correct conversion fac- 

tor from the information contained in 

the instruction book for the calorime- 
ter. If in question, call the manufacturer 
of the calorimeter and tell them what 
type of chemicals you are using and 

what the percentage of that chemical is 

in the coolant. They will then be able to 
supply the correct conversion factor. 

Transmitter power should be cali- 
brated from 80 percent of authorized 
power to 110 percent. If the transmit- 
ter can't make 110 percent of autho- 
rized power, a not unusual occurrence, 

the meter is to be calibrated at the 

highest possible power and that value 

is to be marked on the meter. If the 

station should subsequently be found 

to be operating with an indicated pow- 
er greater than that value, it would be 

cited for overpower operation even if it 
doesn't appear to be greater than nor- 

mal tolerances. The aural transmitter 
output meter can easily be calibrated 

using the calorimeter. The modulation 
type or amount is not significant as the 

FM aural signal power doesn't change 

with modulation (if it does, you have a 

real problem in the transmitter). 
There are some fairly obvious re- 

quirements. This includes the fact that 

the load is to have the same impedance 

as the transmission line. That refers to 

the transmission line supplying energy 

to the load, not the one on the tower. 

Many stations use 5052 line around the 

transmitter and filters, changing to 7552 

line or waveguide after the patch panel. 

In some cases, the dummy load may be 

supplied energy via waveguide. Yes, 
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Tr._[c 
1400r, NO Vsa RFMOD 200 8 -VSB DTV TRANSLATOR 

ROWER 

RX CH TX CH 

PATENT PENDING. 

Teili 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
5501 SF Mission Blvd. Ste 100 Mission Hills CA 91345 USA ph. (818) 361 -2248 lax. (818) 270 -2010 web. www.klechtelecom.com e -mail: salesklechlelecom.com 02000 kram (plerrm All ',q',r. 

Circle (134) on Free Info Card 

KTech's 8 -VSB DTV Translator receives an 8 -VSB signal via on -air 
or cable, de- modulates to baseband data, corrects multipath errors 
by Forward Error Correction and Equalization techniques, and re- 
modulates the baseband data into a new 8 -VSB signal. 

A fresh copy of the original DTV signal is reproduced to extend 
your DTV coverage area. 
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waveguide loads are manufactured and 

they are quite good. However, they aren't 
nearly as much fun as coaxial loads as 

they aren't as spectacular when they 

burn out. This brings us back to the first 

and most important point in the use of 
water -cooled dummy loads. Please, turn 
on the water before you turn on the 

transmitter. Or better yet, having an 

interlock to ensure this is a good idea. 

First for the AM station which is 

usually ignored as long as the pattern, 
if directional, doesn't vary more than 

can be excused by weather. Power for 
non -directional antennas is simply mea- 

sured by the square of the antenna 

current times the antenna base resis- 

tance. The resistance value is shown on 

the license and is to have been deter- 

mined by measurement with an imped- 

ance bridge. As long as nothing has 

been changed on the tower, the resis- 

tance can be considered to be constant. 
Any change will first show up as a 

change in the apparent transmitter ef- 

ficiency and by a change in the trans- 
mitter tuning. If such a change is no- 

ticed, power should be measured by the 

indirect method until the base imped- 

ance can be remeasured and the anten- 

na tuning unit readjusted. This is cov- 

ered very clearly in Section 73.51 of the 

Rules. The critical point here is that the 

direct method is always to be used 

unless an obvious problem exists. Steps 

are then to be taken to return to the 

direct method as soon as practical. 
Directional AM stations are different 

in that the power is determined at the 

input to the phasing equipment at the 

location known as the common point. 

That is the input to the initial impedance 

matching network that matches the in- 

put impedance of the power divider(s) 

to the coaxial line from the transmitter. 
Again, this can be assumed to be a 

constant as long as the parameters of the 

array are constant. As with the non - 

directional antenna, a change in the 

common point impedance will first show 

up as a change in the apparent efficiency 

of the transmitter and/or a change in the 

transmitter tuning for normal opera- 

tion. If a dummy load exists, a first 
check should be to operate the transmit- 
ter into the load to determine if the 

change has been in the common point 
impedance or in the transmitter. 

The thing that makes AM so easy 

with regard to power measurement is 

that good RF ammeters are readily 
available. While thermocouple meters 

are certainly acceptable, the toroidal 
current meters such as those from Del- 

ta Electronics are preferable, as they 

are much less susceptible to damage 

from lightning. 
FM transmitters can be operated by 

either the direct or the indirect method. 

When the transmitter first comes from 
the factory with the meter nicely cali- 

firming the power into a dummy load 

unless indirect power measurement is 

used. For those stations co- located with 
a television transmitter, it is advisable 

to plumb the FM into the load occa- 

sionally to be able to maintain direct 
measurement operation. Again, it's all 

covered in the rules. 

For television stations, the rules are 

very specific with regard to visual pow- 
er and lacking in detail with regard to 

This brings us back to the first and most 

important point in the use of water -cooled 

dummy loads. Please, turn on the water before 

you turn on the transmitter. 

brated, the direct method is applicable. 
However, unless the station has a dum- 

my load and either a through -line pow- 
er meter or a calorimeter, the station 
will have to revert to the indirect meth- 

od whenever anything occurs which 
might affect the accuracy of the output 
power meter. This is discussed in Sec- 

tion 73.267 of the rules for both com- 

mercial and non -commercial stations. 
The only way to calibrate the power 
meter is through the use of a dummy 
load. The rules state that the load must 

be essentially resistive and have imped- 

ance equal to that of the transmission 
line. The problem here is that the dum- 
my load may actually be further from 
5052 than the antenna if the antenna 

has been properly field tuned. If the 

station has a load, have it checked the 

next time your consultants are on site 

with a network analyzer to determine 

its accuracy as that directly affects the 

overall accuracy of the final output 
power meter adjustment. 

Note one item when reading the rules. 

For FM, the meter is to be calibrated 
from 90 percent of power to 105 per- 

cent of authorized power that covers 

the normal operating tolerance. 

Most FM stations do not have a dum- 
my load. Therefore, most FM stations 

will find themselves eventually operat- 

ing by the indirect method when it 
becomes apparent that the output pow- 
er meter no longer is totally accurate. 

While the output power meter will 
always have a calibration adjustment, 
it should not be tweaked without con- 
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the aural signal. The output power meter 

is to be calibrated when the transmitter 
is initially installed and as necessary to 

maintain the correct operating power. 

The requirements are a bit more de- 

tailed than for FM and are found in 

Section 73.664 of the rules. One point 
here is that there no longer is a specific 

period for meter calibration. The old 

requirement of every six months was 

eliminated in one of the deregulation 
rule makings. But, like many of the 

other deregulation changes, the station 

still is responsible for the accuracy of the 

metering system and a citation will still 
be issued if the station is found to be 

operating outside of the authorized pow- 
er values as found in Section 73.1560. 

There is a saying among pilots who fly 
retractable gear aircraft. There are pi- 

lots who have landed with the gear up 

and there are pilots who will someday 

land with the gear up. There are no other 

kinds (except for your author who wise- 

ly quit flying before that costly mistake). 

A similar saying could be applied to 

station technicians. Forgetting to turn 
on the coolant to the dummy load will 
happen someday. Therefore, a wise pre- 

caution is to keep a spare load element 

on the shelf so everything doesn't grind 

to a halt in the middle of the night as a 

strange smell wafts through the trans- 

mitter building. 

Don Markley is president of D. L. Markley and 
Associates, Peoria, IL. 

Send questions and comments to: 

don_markley @intertec.com 
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Production Clips 

DVD production systems 
BY UWE SPERLING 

VD is a major breakthrough for 
LN video quality delivered directly in 

the homes of the end users. It has never 

been easier to operate and use a medi- 

um containing the highest quality au- 

dio and video. The biggest advantage 
of DVD is the fact that the user doe not 
have to turn the disc. Both DVD and 

CD have the storage capacity for a 

movie or an album on one side at only 
a fraction of the physical size of their 
predecessors. Home theaters benefit 
from this technology by generating pic- 
tures for screen sizes up to 180 inches 

that matching the image quality of 
average movie theaters. However, DVD 
does not mean high quality pictures in 

general, and the quality can be even 

worse than VHS -copies. 

Source material dependent 
The impact of the source material qual- 

ity is dramatic and really makes the 

difference between a high -end DVD prod- 
uct and something that is inferior to 
anything seen before. The major Holly- 
wood companies' nightmare of a garage 

DVD production facility copying major 
film releases and producing illegal copies 

may come true. That garage will be 

equipped with a VHS -tape recorder, a 

macrovision decoder and the cheapest 

MPEG -2 encoder available, possibly an 

offline software encoder. The resulting 

copies produced in some garages in the 

Far East are re- entering the market in 

lower qualtiy than the original VHS tape - but it is a DVD. 
The highest quality DVDs can be 

achieved with film -based source mate- 

rial due to the high resolution of 
2000x2000 pixels of modern telecines 

transfers. The 35mm film material for 
today's transfers is of high quality and 

does not need extensive preprocessing 
for noise reduction. This is not true for 
older movies where all kind of noise, 

dust grain or mechanical damage to the 

film is present. The quality of these 

DVDs is determined by the used pre- 

processing equipment and the skills of 

35mm 
Teleline 

1 

2000 x 2000 
Pixel 

Video Workstation I 

Video Workstation D -1 or 
Color Correction YUV 
Downconversion 

Direct Transfer 
Software Downconversion 

MPEG Hardware 
ENCODER 

MPEG-2 

DVD Authoring 
System 

DVD File 

4, 

r 

DVD FAB 

Production of film -based DVDs 

the operator. Video processor manu- 
facturers have reacted to this demand 

and offer a wide range of equipment for 
this purpose. The fact that the MPEG -2 

compression algorithm is based on chang- 

es in content from I -Frame to I -Frame 

makes it highly sensitive to noise. Noise 

is random in nature and interpreted by 

the encoder as active programming, 
which is changing every field. Therefore 

the better the noise reduction the better 

the compression algorithm will work, 
resulting in lower bit rate and better 

image quality. Modern MPEG -2 encod- 

ers encode with a variable bit rate, which 
means that the signal is processed ac- 

cording toits complexity. DVD has4.7GB 

storage capacity for one layer and mod- 

em productions use both available lay- 

ers which are specified in the standard. 

At a constant bit rate of 6Mb /s the 

resulting play time for one layer without 
any audio and interactive data would be 

approximately 104 minutes. Dolby mul- 

tichannel audio requires 384kb /s, thus 

an one -layer production does not leave 

any space for featurettes or any other 

popular DVD cookies. There is a freely 

available tool on the Internet at 

www.visualdomain.net for displaying the 

bit rate of any DVD. 
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The newest generation of movies cre- 

ated almost entirely in computers of- 
fers a lossless transfer to DVD which is 

resulting in overwhelming quality ver- 

ified by "A Bug's Life." The high -reso- 

lution animated video is downconvert- 
ed to 720x480 (NTSC) or 720x575 
(PAL) and then software encoded direct- 

ly to an MPEG -2 datastream. No noise 

or any other known analog artifacts of 
moving pictures can be introduced using 

this technology. One advantage of film - 
based source material is the later NTSC 

3:2 or the 2:2 format of PAL. Film has a 

structure of 24 frames per second, which 

must be converted to 50 or 60Hz field 

rates. This transformation results in two 
or three consecutive fields having exact- 

ly the same content thus no encoding is 

required at all. The MPEG -2 decoder 

simply repeats the first field using a 

special flag indicating the similarity and 

then creating 3:2 or 2:2 formats. Home 

theater PCs equipped with graphics 

adapter like the G400 from Matrox or 

the ATI Rage Fury, which are sold with 
Software DVD -decoders like WINDVD 
or Cinemaster, take advantage of this 

described scheme. The playback results 

of these setups while outputting high - 

resolution upconverted video signals at 
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Introducing An Innovative 
HDTV Studio Lens 

At A Breakthrough Price. 

Our New XJ25 Is Big On Specs And 
Performance, Not On Price. 
Canon's XJ25X6.8BIE -D is a remarkable lens 
that combines Canon's industry- standard HDTV 
quality with our breakthrough IFxs technology, to 
produce a lens that features enhanced specs, 
smaller size and a lower price than any HDTV lens 
on the market today. 

Its affordable price allows you to purchase HDTV 
optics today even if you are still using conventional 
NTSC cameras and continue to use these optics in 
the future when you upgrade to HDTV. 

Featuring the shortest MOD in its class (0.6m) 
and a wide range of focal length (6.8-170mm), 

the XJ25 incorporates Canon's exclusive Digital 
Zoom and Focus Servo system with 13 bit 
repeatability, as well as Digital Servo Controls to 
provide the precise focus control required by 
HD systems (since the depth of field is almost half 
that of NTSC). 

Canon's XJ25 features a Crossover option which 
maximizes operation on switchable cameras. 

For more info: Call 1- 800 -321 -4388 
(In Canada: 905 - 795 -2012) 

http://www.usa.canon.com 
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their VGA outputs feeding high- resolu- 

tion monitors or projectors are free of 

any deinterlacing artifacts and produce 
film like images, which are superior to 
any other upconverter technology avail- 

able today. 
The DVDs produced for industrial 

purposes are usually derived from vid- 

eo cameras. Current technology is us- 

ing the interlaced video programming 
from D -1, component, Y/C or even 

composite video sources. The hard- 
ware encoder will have to deal with 
these complex signals and part of the 
DVD quality will be determined by the 
analog processing of the input stage. If 

a D -1 signal is available no other pro- 
cessing than re- equalization and retim- 
ing is required by the electronics. If it is 

a composite signal from a Laserdisc or 
VHS -tape then color blurring and dot 
crawl may be visible later on the DVD. 
The MPEG -2 datastream is component 
in nature so the input stage has to 
transform all signals into a digital com- 
ponent signal like CCIR 656, which is 

then accepted by the hardware encoder 
chip as a valid input signal. 

Authoring 
The encoder hardware or software 

generates a MPEG -2 file that has to be 

processed by an authoring system for 

DVD production. When DVD encod- 
ing is selected in the encoder program 
the process automatically generates a 

seperate audio file which can contain 
up to six channels. Authoring systems 
are usually very complex and difficult 
to operate software packages which 
require specially trained operators. 
They combine the MPEG -2 stream and 
the audio file into a Video Object file, 

which is the actual DVD datastream. 
Many companies have specialized in 

DVD production that focuses on the 

authoring. Interactive DVDs have of- 

ten very sophisticated designs and in- 

teractive menues which have to be 

embedded in the VOB -file, which is 

later burned in the physical device. 

DVDs can have up to 17GB of space 

if they are dual layer, dual sided. Two - 

sided single layer or one -sided dual layer 
DVDs are currently available. Many 
newer movie like "The Matrix" switch 
layers in the middle of the film, which is 

sometimes visible as a small glitch dur- 

ing playback. Usually DVD playback 
devices cannot be positioned on other 
frames than I- Frames which contain all 

picture data, where P- or B- frames only 

represent the changes. The new Pioneer 

Professional DVD 7300D has proven 
the opposite. The unit is recalculating 
the data so each frame of the 25 of PAL 

or 30 of NTSC is available using RS -232 

commmands or the step forward/back 
button, no matter if the selected frame is 

I -, P- or B- Frame. This is was a longtime 

bottleneck of DVDs because the stan- 

dards group never thought that DVD 

would play a major role in the profes- 

sional buisness and, therefore, did not 
implement a frame -accurate timecode 
feature. 

In the future, DVD burners will be as 

inexpensive as today's CD burners, and 
everybody will have a non -linear 
MPEG -2 encoder with a IEEE 1394 
interface to the digital camcorder that 
will give them the ability to produce 
DVDs for their video archives. 

Uwe Sperling is director of engineering for 
Comm-ter Labs and Works 
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Near Video on 
Demand couldn't be 

more simple 
Irdeto Access presents a total NVOD solution in a box 

irdetoaccess@mindpon.com www.mindport.com 
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Finally NVOD isn't complex anymore. 
Irdeto Access introduces Oscar, the 
simplest and most complete NVOD 

solution - in one single box. 

Oscar is a plug- and -play box, filled 
with the latest digital technology. It 
allows you to combine streaming video 
with promotion (EPG) and protection 
(CA). And it offers you a one -stop 

solution for all your NVOD demands. 
All this at unbelievable low cost of 
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By Barry Bennett 

Television stations, Congress, and indeed all members of the broadcast community are wrestling 
with the cost and implementation issues of digital television. Mobile production units, or remote 
trucks, have their own unique issues, which are equally, if not more, complex than those facing 
TV stations. For trucks, the ideal goal is to acquire a signal in the highest quality format, maintain 
that level of quality from lens to I/O panel, and provide a means to get that signal to the point 
of transmission, such as a TV station. That mission sounds pretty straightforward, doesn't it? 
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REMOTE 
TRUCKS 

Well, it is - until one considers that 
the majority of trucks on the road 
today are analog units surviving in 

the new age of digital. Methods for 
upgrading or replacing these aging 
trucks is the topic of this article, 
which looks at this issue from several 

perspectives including technical 
choices in the video systems and the 

physical issues facing a would -be 

upgrader. Marketing needs or de- 

mands, the costs and complexities of 
upgrading vs. replacement, as well as 

the specific digital format required 
or desired will also be discussed. 

Preliminary considerations 
A few thoughts on format issues 

are in order before we proceed with 
the upgrade decisions. In particular, 
there are two issues to consider with 
regards to your present and future 
needs. Those are the questions of 
4:3 vs. 16:9 production and the is- 

sues of true high definition in what- 
ever flavor suits you. For those that 
require either 16:9 or true HD, it is 

unlikely that any upgrade path will 
be suitable. You will he better served 

by building from scratch, at least 

as far as the video system is 

concerned. It even gets a little 
more complex than this surface 
analysis, since you'll be no doubt 
dealing with additional audio 
channels, perhaps even digital 
audio etc. For this article, we 

will be considering a cost- effec- 
tive upgrade path to 4:3 digital 
capability, assuming that a 16:9 

or HD upgrade will require new cam- 
eras, monitors, tape decks, and as- 

sorted other graphics and effects 
devices. In other words, this means 

a brand new, from- the -ground -up, 
mobile unit as opposed to a much 
less costly upgrade of an existing 
one. These two needs, 16:9 and HD, 
requiring a completely new truck, 
are beyond the scope of this article. 
However, you may wish to make 

allowances for a future HD upgrade 
in the design of your new digital 
system. 

When considering an upgrade. consider your future production needs. Upgrading to a 4:3 

digital capability may be less costly and allow you to keep the existing equipment and 

trailer. Photo courtesy of Bennett Systems. 

With acquisition, transmission and 

consumer format issues still not fully 
resolved, what can truck owners and 

operators do during this transitional 
period? As with all issues of this com- 
plexity, it depends. Vastly different up- 

grade paths exist; one is a simple Band - 

Aid approach whereby the older ana- 

log truck remains largely unchanged 

internally and the final output signal is 

simply converted to the desired format 

ably will not succeed. It is also likely 
that the day is fast approaching where 

purely digital trucks are demanded, 

particularly as more of them hit the 

road. Another consideration here is the 

longer -term implications of the digital 
truck. If your budget and schedule al- 

low, a new digital truck may be the only 
solution that makes long -term sense 

for you. But since we are discussing 

upgrading here, a brand -new, from - 
the- ground -up digital unit will not 
be considered. 

There are interim solutions pos- 

sible that can meet both the needs 

of the digital client and the budget 

of the single or multiple truck op- 

erator in this transitional period. 

There are a large number of purely 

analog trucks out there that can- 

not simply be retired. Neither costs 

nor production schedules would 
allow this. Essentially, the decision be- 

ing faced here by the truck owner/ 
operator is to either replace the truck 
or trucks with all new digital units, or 

attempt an upgrade in one of several 

hybrid forms. 

It is likely that the day is fast 

approaching where purely digital 

trucks are demanded, particularly 

as more of them hit the road. 

for transmission and distribution. This 
is not an upgrade in the true sense of the 

word, but may sufficiently meet your 
client's needs for the time being. Al- 
though as with all conversions, there 

will be a signal quality penalty. This 
may he a prudent, cost -effective and 

certainly quick solution for an opera- 

tor of an existing truck or trucks that 
may still he in the middle or late stages 

of debt retirement. 
However, if your clients have told you 

that you must have a digital truck to 

secure their business, this scenario prob- 
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Primary issues 
There are a few primary technical 

and physical issues facing the truck 
upgrader, in addition to those of cost 

and marketability. Technical issues 

include digital video in whatever form, 
aspect ratio (4:3 vs. 16:9), and, of 
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c Nurse, digital audio. This audio ques- 
tion could be (and indeed has been) the 
topic of numerous articles, and will 
n:>t be discussed in detail here. How - 
e,er, it does need to be carefully eval- 
utted and factored into your decision - 
n aking process. 

Che physical decision is deceptively 
simple: do you need an expando or is 

a straight truck sufficient for your 
needs? In essence, you need to deter- 
mine if: (1) the basic existing trailer 
and interior are in sufficiently good 
condition to warrant an upgrade; (2) 
the existing trailer needs to be con- 
verted to an expando, and; (3) is the 
equipment in good enough condition 
tc consider keeping and re -using it for 
a few more years. 

Because the primary focus of upgrad- 
irg the truck is to implement a digital 
video system, let's begin with the tech - 
n,cal issues. The most direct route to 
tF s upgrade is the installation of an 
entirely new digital core. The analog 
video wiring and terminal equipment 
will be removed and a new digital infra - 
st-ucture will be installed to accommo- 
d.to the existing equipment as well as 
pr epare for digital equipment replace- 
ment in the future. Because this is a 
trick upgrade as opposed to a truck 
replacement, most of the major equip- 
ment will be retained and converted to 
digital until such time as your budget 
al ows for major equipment replace- 
ment or you are driven by marketing 
forces to complete the conversion to all 
digital. 

While it is perhaps physically possi- 
ble to retain some of the analog wir- 
ing, experience in rebuilding has 
shown that it is much faster, and 
therefore more cost effective, to sim- 
pl y replace it. Perhaps a few of the 
cable bundles can be retained, such 
as those that run the length of the 
tr ck or those that can be easily 
id . ntified and reused. Of course, you 
m..tst also evaluate the existing wir- 
in.:; for its digital capability, and in 
al likelihood you will be either re- 
pl icing or augmenting the existing 
parch bay with digital bandwidth 
pa lets. 

\Ve will consider that the entire video 
system will be removed and replaced 
by a digital one, retaining whatever 
parts of the analog system are dictated 
by your needs or budget. For the pur- 

pose of this discussion, audio and ancil- 
lary systems will remain essentially un- 
changed, although this would probably 
be a good time to do those little things 
you have been meaning to get around 
to and upgrade the rest of the systems 
at the same time. 

Defining the specifics a little more 
closely, the core digital system will 
include a purely digital signal path for 
all of the primary processing. New 
equipment will include the production 
switcher, which is really the heart of 
the video system, and digital distribu- 

tion amplifiers and processors. The 
router, more or less the circulatory 
system of the truck, should also be 
carefully considered. While the pro- 
duction switcher replacement is nec- 
essary, the router needs to be carefully 
evaluated as to cost, function and fu- 
ture. It will most likely turn out that a 

digital router is required at this time, 
even though for the immediate future 
we are retaining the major analog 
production equipment, i.e. cameras 
and lenses, tape decks, graphics and 
effects devices. 

Analog vehicles should be completely rewired to handle digital video signals. Existing 
equipment can be replaced as client demand and your budget allow. 
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REMOTE 
TRUCKS 
The cameras, tape machines, graph- 

ics systems, still store and other re- 
tained analog devices will be con- 
verted to digital, at both the input and 
output where necessary, and integrated 
with the new digital core. For all in- 

tents and purposes, this is now a digital 
video truck, although digital purists 
may take issue with this concept. Re- 

member, the concept here is to upgrade 
the quality of our truck within a bud- 
get, and allow for equipment replace- 
ment later. 

Wherever possible, the conversion 
to digital will be accomplished in 
the component analog domain, pre- 
serving the highest possible signal 
quality during the conversion pro- 
cess. The converters on the market 
today make this essentially trans- 
parent and cost effective as opposed 
to outright equipment replacement. 
Savings may also be realized through 
the use of cheaper converters for 
some of the non -critical paths, such 

as VHS decks, tuners, timecode burn- 
ers, and other non -critical video 
sources. 

An analog layer will be retained to 
handle monitoring and other utility 
functions such as 
camera return and 
utility feeds. If rack 
space permits, re- 
taining the old ana- 
log router can en- 
hance this upgrade 
considerably, as it 
can be used for 
monitor routing 
and several utility 

These decisions will vary widely from 
truck to truck depending on your exist- 
ing equipment's type and condition, as 
well as your future plans and budget. A 

good example of this type of decision is 

your frame syn- 
chronizers. As 
we're going digi- 
tal, you will need 
to convert at least 
the output, and 
perhaps the input 
as well, of these 
devices. It may 
make more sense 
from a cost per- 

The physical decision is 

deceptively simple: do you 

need an expando or is a 

straight truck sufficient for 

your needs? 

functions. Hopeful- 
ly, the existing router can be con- 
trolled via a common bus with the new 
one. Even if this is not the case, the 
analog router can still serve a useful 
purpose. As the outside world is still 
moderately to severely analog in na- 
ture, interface capabilities must be 
provided for other trucks and systems 
encountered on the road. 

A brief word on conversions, since 
this will be the key to the transitional 
period until you convert all equipment 
to digital. Each piece of equipment 
must be evaluated as to whether it 

makes sense to convert it or replace it. 

spective in this 
particular case to simply replace them 
with multiformat devices, as this will 
also serve to enhance your trucks capa- 
bility. This is only one example of the 
decisions you'll face during the plan- 
ning stages of your upgrade, and each 
decision must include marketability, 
present and future cost, and overall 
function. 

Trailer issues 
Now, let's explore the physical trailer 

upgrade issues. You can either: (1) keep 
your straight truck and rewire it for 
digital video; (2) Convert your straight 

truck to an expando and re- 

wire it for digital video, or; (3) 

Build an entirely new trailer 
with a digital core, and retain 
your cameras, tape machines, 
effects and graphics for the 
immediate future. 

The first big issue to consider 
is the primary question in con- 
sidering an upgrade: "Do you 
need an expando or a straight 
truck ?" This issue will be dic- 
tated both by your clients de- 
mands, and your plans for the 
future of this truck. If you 
currently have a straight truck 
and you need an expando, you 
are facing an another big deci- 
sion - either replace the en- 
tire trailer or attempt to have 
the existing trailer converted. 
The first option is simple, al- 

though the more costly. The 
second option, while less cost- 
ly, is much more complicated. 

If you will in fact be retain- 
ing your straight truck, the 
primary physical issues facing Before beginning an upgrade, carefully considerthefloorplan forthe vehicles trailer. In an expando 

unit, production monitor sightlines must be carefully considered. 
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y, are rack space and the interior 
appearance and ergonomics. As we'll 
h: gutting the engineering or transmis- 
sion area, and perhaps the tape and 
v deo areas as well, it may be a good 
ti ne to do an interior overhaul as well. 
l his could include relocation of some 
r, cks and modification of the floor 
p to if it is required in your particular 
ti .tck. 

You probably will need to make se%- 

ei al compromises in an expando con- 
version, if indeed it proves feasible for 
y, .ur existing trailer as opposed to a 
new build. The existing trailer layout 
a Ad structural strengths and weakness - 
e, will need to be carefully evaluated. 
F ,r instance, if you have to gut the 
entire truck to install this expando con - 
version, it may make more sense from 
b ith a financial and scheduling per- 
spective to simply build a new trailer. 

In addition, is the structure of your 
e >.isting straight truck such that an 
e .pando modification is even feasible? 
As a sidebar to this question, does the 
existing interior layout lend itself to 
h wing an expando section essentially 
spliced in? These structural issues more 
o less underlay the entire decision 
n . arding whether to attempt an ex- 
p ndo modification or build an entirely 
n. w trailer. 

fhe existing floor plan must he 
a alyzed with respect to this 
p oposed expando section. 
A a minimum, the produc- 
ti:rn area of the trailer must 
h. expandable, as that is 
H sere your clients will ei- 
tl,er relax in total comfort 
a d praise you and your 
c, mpany for their consider - 
a ion and thought or scream 
h oody murder at persons 
n al and imagined for "stick - 
ii g them" with this truck. For the 
p irpose of discussion, we'll consid- 
er that only the production area will 
h. converted to an expanding sec- 
ti .m. Each truck being evaluated for 
u grade in this fashion needs to he 
a alyzed as a unique entity. There is 
n one solution for all situations. 
S ructural engineering analysis will 
b, necessary to ensure that the mod - 
if ed trailer can withstand the new 
stresses imposed by having its side 
cut out. In all likelihood you will 
hose some storage space in the lower 

The majority of internal connections are available through patch panels for conve- 
nience and maximum flexibility. 

belly hay due to the necessary steel 
structure. And of course, there is the 
issue of headroom.... An expando 
may shorten your ceiling height, and 
could impact on your air condition- 
ing system. Sightlines for the moni- 
tor wall viewing must he carefully 
considered as well. Depending on 
your particular interior layout, it 
may or may not make sense to in- 
clude other areas of the truck in the 

quality possible. We've retained an 
analog layer for internal utility use 
and external support, and we have 
either substantially upgraded the trail- 
er's interior, appearance and function- 
ality, or replaced the trailer with a new 
one. 

If you have retained your old trail- 
er, this upgrade has been accom- 
plished for approximately 30 percent 
of the cost of a new truck. If a new 

trailer was included, that fig- 
ure may exceed 50 percent. 
Of course, these are esti- 
mates; every upgrade is go- 
ing to be different. The abil- 
ity to simply replace the ana- 
log equipment when the time 
comes is now a transparent 
process; simply remove the 
old equipment and convert- 
ers, and install the new. No 

major rewiring will be necessary, as 
it has all been included and installed 
as part of the upgrade process. 

Your clients will enjoy the benefits 
of digital production, and you have 
not broken your bank with a several 
million- dollar expenditure. You've 
accomplished this while at the same 
time allowing for the final upgrade 
step at a point in the future. 

While it is perhaps physically possible to 

retain some of the analog wiring, 

experience in rebuilding has shown that it 

is much faster, and therefore more cost 

effective, to simply replace it. 

expanding area, although at some 
point the structural integrity may 
not allow further modifications. 

To sum up this process, what we have 
accomplished by this process is the 
conversion of an older, analog truck to 
an upgraded digital video production 
unit within a limited budget. We have 
replaced the switcher, router, proba- 
bly most of the terminal equipment, 
and virtually all of the video wiring. 
We have converted the remainder of 
the major production equipment to 
digital, while preserving the highest 

Barry H. Bennett is president of Bennett Sys - 
tenrs, Sunbury, OH. 
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Post -production facilities, such as Fox Sports Net, should prepare to work with a variety of television formats 
and be able to output to any given format. Photo courtesy of Technical Industries Inc. 
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By Bob Pank 

The changes introduced by the ATSC digital television standard give 
roadcastcrs the freedom to choose video formats. As they select and adopt 
heir entries (sec Table 1), the days of the single U.S. -wide 525/60i at 4:3 
pect ratio picture standard are going fast. Many new production formats 
ill soon be in use nationally and internationally, along with a continued 

equirement to broadcast in NTSC. Format -independent post production 
ims to handle all the various DTV formats efficiently. 
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FORMAT-INDEPENDENT 

POST PRODUCTION 

While computer -based systems may 

offer resolution independence, they typ- 

ically imply a tradeoff of operational 
speed and storage duration from fixed 

resources as pictures get bigger and 
frame rates increase. With the demands 
of HD being six or more times greater 
than today's ITU -R.BT 601 digital sig- 

nals in terms of picture data, some 

predict a swing back to tape -based post 
production and a much reduced toolset 
from today's offerings - especially com- 

pared to those from the more advanced 
nonlinear online editing systems. 

Current dedicated editing equipment 
is designed for 525 /60 NTSC or 625/50 
PAL. However, because many VTRs 
can only operate at a single standard, 
switching between NTSC and PAL may 
be difficult or impossible. Increased 
international demand for programming 
and edit facilities points out a need for 
operation at both 525/60 and 625/50. 
Those with an international view should 
note the formats supported by Europe's 
DVB encompass ATSC's Table 3 and 
adds more - notably a set of 576 -line 
formats as well as 25- and 50Hz frame 
rates. With individual countries select- 

Vertical 
size value 

1080 

Horizontal 
size value 

1920 

Aspect ratio 
information 

A, C 

Frame rate code 

1, 2, 4, 5 

Scanning fob. 
Progressive 

4, 5 Interlaced 

720 1280 A, C 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 Progressive 

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, Progressive 

480 704 B, C 4, 5 Interlaced 

640 A, B 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 Progressive 

4, 5 Interlaced 

Legend 
Aspect Ratio: A = square samples. B 4:3 display aspect ratio, C = 16:9 display aspect rat, 
Frame Rate: 1 = 23.976 Hz. 2 = 24 H.' 4 - 29.97 Hz. 7 = 59.94. 8 = 60 Hz 

Table 1. Video formats included in the ATSC's digital television standard. 

ing a single SD and HD format from the 
DVB set, it is likely that world -wide 
there will he many formats in use be- 

yond the ATSC Table 3. 

True format independence 
Format- independent post production 

should be capable of using any stan- 
dard television format, including HD, 
while operating with the speed and 
flexibility of today's ITU -R 601 resolu- 
tion equipment. The benefits now asso- 
ciated with nonlinear operation, in- 

cluding revising edits at any time, should 
be provided, as should the modern 
toolset including keyers, DVEs, color 
correctors and multilayering. 

Rather than supplying systems that 
can be switched from one standard to 
another according to the particular job, 
a wider goal would be to provide facil- 

Care must be taken when designing production facilitis to keep the number of format 
conversions to a minimum. thus keeping image quality high. Photo courtesy of Sparling 
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ities with the ability to operate effi- 

ciently using any mix of TV- format 
sources, and to output at any chosen 
format. Being able to accept work re- 

gardless of which TV standards are 
used is particularly important for post 
houses wishing to serve a broad range 
of clients working in a variety of stan- 
dards. In addition, the ability to mix 
formats (e.g. between foreground and 
background) would allow free use of 
all program assets. 

Digital delivery systems using MPEG- 
2 compression such as DVD and broad- 
cast, combined with larger, higher -res- 

olution domestic displays, will mean 
the picture quality of finished programs 
will he more evident to viewers. Post - 
production systems must be able to 
deliver the best possible quality regard- 
less of their input and output formats. 

Throughout the editing process, edi- 
tors do not necessarily want to be con- 
cerned with the various formats being 
used as source material. Therefore, there 
should be a default mode that automat- 
ically switches according to the source 
format. The output will be generated in 

one format for any particular program. 
Should there be a need to output in 

another format, it should be possible 
without having to re -edit the material. 

System design 
Nonlinear capabilities are needed to 

offer the broad range of facilities and 
flexibility available in online editing at 
601 resolution. Figure 1 shows the ba- 
sic functional areas of such a system. 
These systems are usually built as inte- 

grated units rather than a collection of 
separate single -function boxes. Video 
is recorded to a disk -based store of 
about an hour in length (.75GB for 
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non-, ompressed), which provides fast 
rand. rm access to material. Minimally, 
the st ore offers a data rate sufficient for 
one continuous, real -time video chan- 
nel 21MB /s. Greater bandwidth will 
impr:rve the speed of functions requir- 
ing access to more than one stream of 
video (e.g. DVE, dissolves, etc.). For 
pica. ^e manipulation, mixes, wipes, 
keyir g, color correction, paint, DVE, 
etc., stored video is sent to the proces- 
sor a ad the result is sent back to the 
disk ;tore as a new clip. For output, the 
edite.l result is played from the store. 

Tht system block diagram of the for- 
mat- 'dependent facility is broadly sim- 
ilar t.r fixed -format systems already in 
use I,ee Figure 2). For the most part 
these systems are comparable, but there 
are great differences in the detail. The 
major new function allows work from 
any -ormat to any format, which re- 
quire'; translation of pictures between 
line r.nd pixel structures - so called 
up -re zing and down -rezing. Without 
changing frame rate, this is pure spatial 
interpolation - resizing. Care in its use 

can riake for better performance and 
fastet operation. 

Resizing is an operation that is al- 
ready commonly available in post pro- 
duction as a part of the DVE - an 
operation of the video processor. Where 
there is a need for resizing(or any pro- 
cessing) for cre- 
ative effect this can 
be linked with any 
requirement for 
source -to- output 
format change so 

that only one, not 
two, size changes 
are used. This 
saves time and 
storage space 
while helping to 
maintain picture 
quality. For mate- 
rial not being giv- 
en DVE treatment, 
up/down -rezing 
can be provided when necessary in the 
output path. As the output is to be real - 
time, this dictates that the speed of up/ 
down -rezing should be the same. 

For example, if output standard is set 
to 1080i, and a 480i foreground is 

chosen by the operator to be composit- 

ed at exactly half -frame height onto a 

720p original background clip, the back- 
ground is resized and interlaced to 
1080i, the 480i foreground is resized to 
112.5 percent (540/480) whilealsocom- 

pensating for pix- 
el aspect ratio 
changes. The re- 

sulting composite 
is stored back to 
the main disk 
store as a new 
1080i clip. (Note 
that the alterna- 
tive of working 
purely in 1080i 
would involve 
sizing all items to 
1080i prior to 
composition, 
with the fore- 
ground being up- 

rezed to 225 percent (1080/480) and 
then resized to 50 percent of that. This 
would use more storage, more process- 
ing time and risk quality.) 
Material included in the final pro- 

gram but not requiring any creative 
processing remains in the store in its 
native format. On replay, all material 
stored at 1080i, including the processed 
clips, passes directly to the output. 
Other material is up -rezed in real -time, 
before passing to the output. It is cru- 
cial that the method used for up- rezing 
and down -rezing produces accurate re- 
sults. At the same time the operation 
will need to be executed in real -time to 
avoid disruption of work flow and com- 
plications of storage for real -time play - 
out. 

At the end of the edit 

session, to a large 

extent, what exists is the 

original material and a 

list of instructions on 

how this should be 

applied to create the 

finished program. 

1 Hour 
Random Access 

INPUT 
VIDEO 
STORE 

21MB s 
OUTPUT 

PROC PROC 

VIDEO 
PROCESSOR 

DVE, color correct, 
keying, dissolves, etc. 

Figur 1. The basic components of an editing system would include storage as well as 
input ind output processors. A video processing unit capable of mixes and dissolves 
woul. be used to manipulate stored video, placing the new material back onto the storage 
syste 1. 

INPUT 
PROC 

VIDEO 
STORE 

1 Hoar 
Random Access 

VIDEO 
PROCESSOR 

Re- sizing 

Up/Down 
Rez 

OUTPUT 
PROC 

Image handling 
Working with a wide range of formats 

requires a highly flexible system able to 
adapt to each format without operator 
intervention and while continuing to 
provide acceptable speed. A top -down 
design approach means that the largest 
picture format is handled at full opera- 
tional speed while smaller formats may 
run quicker. This is favored over a 

bottom -up design which may be ade- 
uate for today's 601 pictures but slow 

for HD. The greatest bandwidth of 
ATSC or DVB is demanded by the 
080x1920 system. With a 4:2:2 sam- 
ling ratio each picture comprises a 

outpt. format. total of 4.l5Msamples (chroma and 

q 

1 

Figur 2. Adding format independence to an editing system can be done by providing 
n intelligent resizing and the capability to translate line and pixel counts to the desired 
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FCNMAT INKPENNENT 
MST MOWN 

luma), and the rate is 124Msamples /s 

for a 30Hz frame rate - six times that 
of 601. All frame buffers, stores and 

buses need to be sufficient to handle 
this data. Bottlenecks must be avoided. 
In particular the high volumes of video 
data requiring fast processing to main- 
tain creative flow point to a hardware - 
based design. 

The video store must be of adequate 
length for post production. With an 

hour of 1080 video requiring half a 

terabyte (0.56TB for 10 -bit sampling), 
size will be limited by economic consid- 
erations. Access to any frame in any 

order at video rate - known as true 
random access - has proven to be a 

great asset to editing at 601 resolution 
and should be perpetuated with HD 
operation. With this capability, reor- 
dering the replay of frames requires no 

copying, is instant and can be revised at 
any time. Such a store can be a develop- 
ment of disk arrays built for 601 video 
operation with true random access and 

RAID protection. While the system 

needs to be engineered to handle HD 
video, it may also use other formats 
from the ATSC and DVB standards. 
These will use proportionally less stor- 

age, effectively extending storage time. 
Non -compressed video in post pro- 

duction produces the highest quality 
results possible for whatever source 

material is used. Compressed systems 

use less storage but may compromise 
quality. Much of the source material 
will be recorded in 
compressed form 
and, assuming only 
intraframe com- 
pression (I -frame 
only) is used, video 
can be cut at frame 
boundaries. Any 
other editing treat- 
ments requiring 
processing, dis- 
solves, wipes, 
DVE, etc., will first 
need decoding to 
baseband. In a 

compressed system, the 
such process would need to be recom- 
pressed for storage - leading to con- 
catenated compression and possible 
quality loss. 

Compression offters the advantage of 
storage efficiency while still maintain- 
ing thebest achievable quality. With 
discretionary compression, the source 

material is stored compressed, ideally 
directly in its native form, and only 
decompressed where processing is re- 

quired. Processed results are stored non- 

compressed and cut into the final pro- 
gram on replay, requiring frame -by- 
frame switching between compressed 

and non -compressed clips. This way 
store time is effectively increased while 
the best possible quality is maintained. 

Post production systems 

must be able to deliver 

the best possible 

quality regardless of 

their input and output 

formats. 

result of any 

Production environments, such as this one at Pinnacle Post Production in Seattle. must 
be capable of handling a variety of input and output formats. Photo courtesy Sparling. 
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Uncommitted 
editing 

Experience with 
online nonlinear 
editing has shown 
the advantages of 
continuing to work 
from original ma- 

terial as much as 

possible through to 
the finished edit. 
Besides quality is- 

sues and savings of 
time and storage, 
it makes revisions 

easier at any stage during the edit, as 

well as later if the piece needs to be 

reworked. This is known as uncommit- 
ted editing. Maintaining this efficiency 
and flexibility in a format -independent 
environment means source material is 

kept and used in its native form right up 

to the replay of the program (except 

those clips requiring processing, as men- 

tioned previously, which can be re- 

accessed and adjusted). Note that little, 
if any, of the program is necessarily 

stored on the system in the required 
output standard - even after the edi- 

tor's work is complete. This means the 

editor is free to make changes at any 

time by referring back to originals. The 

finished program in the required for- 
mat is only produced as a final opera- 

tion during replay. Taken to the limit, 
this would require all editing instruc- 
tions and video re- formatting to be 

executed in real -time - imposing a 

huge technical burden. As already out- 
lined, a practical approach is to com- 
plete creative processing first, leaving 

frame order and video format (up /down- 
rez) to be resolved at playout. 
All parts of the system are required to 

accurately handle different video for- 
mats on a clip -by -clip basis. For this, 

each clip must be identified with infor- 
mation on picture size and aspect ratio 
as well as compression status. All clips 

carry metadata with these details, which 
is used to switch operation for correct 
handling of each clip. 
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Well -ito the future, facilities will need to handle archive footage in analog and digital 
form its. Pinnacle Post photo courtesy Sparling. 

Mull format output and archive 
As 1080 represents the highest re- 

quire dent for output picture size, one 
poss ile system solution might be to 
trail, ate all video to the 1080p /24Hz 
format and down -rez at the output, if 
nece ;ary. This could then be used as a 
univ,'rsal master format 
fror. which all prints 
could be copied. Howev- 
er tht assumption that this 
would satisfy all ATSC for- 
mats is open to question, 
the 710p/60Hz users could 
argue the case of insuffi- 
cient frame rate for fast 
actium. Also, such a 

scheine would have the 
largc;t storage require- 
ment; regardless of out- 
put reeds while imposing up to two 
possible additional format changes to 
the a . itput video. 

At the end of the edit session, to a 

large extent, what exists is the original 
material and a list of instructions on 
how :his should be applied to create the 
finisl ied program. Somewhat more than 
an El iL, this is sometimes known as the 
recip.. New clips may have been creat- 
ed a, a result of processing, but full 
instructions for how these were made 
are so contained in the recipe (set- 
tings for DVEs, color correction, key- 

ers, layering etc.) allowing them to be 
quickly and exactly reconstructed or 
altered. 

A copy of the recipe on removable 
media, along with the original source 
material provides an efficient forni of 
archive. As with a similar scheme al- 

Much modern post production equip- 
ment can operate at both 4:3 and 16:9 
aspect ratios at SD. Generally the sig- 
nal remains the same but images or 
patterns inserted into the pictures, such 
as wipes, text, graphics and DVE moves, 
need adjustment. For operation, it is 

good practice to be aware of letter - 
boxing and window -boxing (16:9 onto 
a 4:3 screen) and vice versa -as each 
removes top and bottom or left and 
right sections of the picture. Careless 
repeated actions could leave little orig- 
inal detail in the remaining picture. 

So far, attention has been focused on 
working with TV formats but there 
.ould be a case for handling larger 
image sources, such as those from high - 
resolution film scans or computer out- 
puts. Handling these in their native 
format would greatly increase the equip- 
ment requirements - and cost - so 
down -rezing at the input to the re- 
quired output TV standard makes good 
sense. The data of the originals is not 
wasted as the large pictures provide an 
over -sampled source. Experience of 
work already completed on 3x2k orig- 
inal digital images from 35mm film, 
directly converted to 480x720 has pro- 
duced pictures of exceptional clarity 
and sharpness. Much of the original 

quality is effectively trans- 
lated to the smaller for- 
mat. 

Format -independent 
post production can be 
achieved at resolutions up 
to HD while maintaining 
all the speed and flexibili- 
ty of today's top -end SD 
facilities. Any mix of TV 
input source formats can 
he composited, edited and 
output at any format with 

the best possible quality, to meet the 
demands of the DTV world. Although 
the outlined system makes much use of 
tried and tested technology, it also re- 
quires new developments for areas such 
as storage and processing as well as 
attention to architecture and software. 
With multiformat outputting and ar- 
chiving included, the scheme offers a 
practical solution for the multiformat, 
DTV future. 

Format -independent post production 

should be capable of using any standard 

television format, including HD, while 

operating with the speed and flexibility of 

today's ITU -R 601 resolution equipment. 

ready used with 601 -format equipment, 
this allows finished programs to be 
adjusted and new versions made after 
the original session has been deleted 
from the equipment store. This may be 
the key to a best- practice route to cre- 
ation of other output formats. Rather 
than re- rezing the edited master, re- 
loading the archive and setting a new 
output standard allows a new conform. 
This makes the best use of the original 
material for the chosen output format, 
without having to re -edit or manually 
re- create the detail of the original work. 

Bob Bank is technical connnnnications man- 
ager for Quantel Ltd. Newbury, England 
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TOC Li ls ( 
camcorders are 
fecw re-itte.d 

By Bennett Liles 

n the quest for an ENG /EFP camera, format selection is the first decision 

and the one that will take you farthest toward your destination. However, 

you must first have a good idea of exactly how your cameras will be used 

and where your material will be edited. 
The most economical format has always been DV. This broad and 
much used term generally refers to products produced by a 

consortium of manufacturers including Sony, JVC, Panasonic, 
Canon and Sharp. Although the DV format was originally 

intended for "prosumer" markets, these camcorders have 
found their way into newsrooms by representing a more 
expendable hardware solution for shooting in tight spaces 

and dangerous, hostile environments. 

Long battery life combined with 
portability make it easy to get 
high -quality video from a variety 
of remote locations. Photo by 
Stan Bunger, courtesy of Sony. 
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CALREC AUDIO 

MANUFACTURE HIGH 

PERFORMANCE 

BROADCAST AUDIO 

CONSOLES. 

IF YOU REQUIRE AN 

ANALOGUE OR DIGITAL 

SOLUTION CONTACT 

CALREC. 

Believe everything 
you hear 

Calrec Audio 

.the right solution 
For Further Information Contact: 
Studio Consultants (New York) 
Tel : (212) 586 7376 Fax : (212) 582 2169 
e -mail : scidoug @aol.com 

Redwood (LA & Nashville) 
Tel : (615) 871 0094 Fax : (615) 872 7080 
e -mail : redwood ®isdn.net 

Circle (149) on Free Info Card 

Calrec Audio Ltd 
tiutcio r ugh 1d J' oden Bridge, 

West Y 8EZ, UK 

Telephone : +44 (0) 1422 842159 

t Fax : +44 (0) 1422 845244 

Email : enquiries®calrec.corn 

Website : wwwcalrec.com 
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Digital 
Camcorders 

The best things about DV cameras are 

the price and the wide compatibility of 
tapes. Here, you're generally in the 

$1000 to $8000 range, and as long as 

material is recorded at standard speed, 

your tapes will play on DV, DVCPRO 
and DVCAM VTRs. For field or house 

editing, the IEEE 1394 digital 110 link 

is included on virtually all DV cam- 

corders. Though you may find it called 

iLink, 1394 or Firewire, this bidirec- 
tional transfer method affords dubbed 
video that is identical to the original. 
The downside of DV, particularly 
MiniDV, is that features such as dis- 

tance- marked focus barrels and manu- 

al color balance adjustments are rarely 

found on such gear. Although many 

cameras can store shot information on 

4kb cassette ICs, camera setup storage 

isn't found until one moves up into the 

DVCAM area with its 16kb tape ICs. 

NOVA has all 
the action. 

frane synchronizer 
ime. base corrector 
. utl. ng switchers 

. ders /decoders 
reduction 

.'.ibution amps 

CALL TO PLACE ORDER 

or for catalog 

SNUNTRON 
1280 Blue Hills Avenue 

Bloomfield, CT 06002 

800 -358 -NTSC www.nova -sys.com 

Circle (150) on Free Info Card 
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Image issues 
The smaller CCDs usually used in DV 

cameras means that most can't quite 
match the minimum light levels used by 

DVCAM and DVCPRO models. Good 
low light capability will cost in the 

form of the FIT (Frame Interline Trans- 

fer) CCDs found on the more expensive 

equipment. Fl l @ 2000Iux is a fairly 
standard spec today. For film folks, 
that's roughly equivalent to ASA 800 

film. 
Another scarce commodity below the 

$8000 mark is a removable lens. These 

generally begin to appear at around 

The term "shoot and 

protect" refers to using 

a 4:3 format while 

shooting for 16:9 and 

keeping all significant 

material within the 

imaginary 16:9 portion 

of the 4:3 picture. 

$10,000 to $12,000 and 2/3" bayonet 

mounts are the standard. A good lens 

parameter is a 14:1 optical zoom. Al- 
though even the DV cameras offer some 

form of digital zoom, use it sparingly. 

The picture quality degrades rapidly as 

the digital zoom is used and it causes 

the same progressively jerky image as 

its optical counterpart. 
Digital (or Electronic) Image Stabili- 

zation is another feature found even on 

many DV, DVCPRO and DVCAM 
models. This detects large -scale move- 

ment (the whole frame) and moves the 

active area of the CCD to compensate. 

A drawback will be occasional blurring 
in the direction of the camera move- 

ment. Some models minimize this by 

closing down the shutter slightly, but 

this results in less light sensitivity on 

the system. This feature can also cause 

problems with intentional moves like 

tilts and pans by grabbing the image 

and then suddenly letting go, causing 

the picture to jump slightly. This inex- 

pensive feature is best used when the 

camera is steady and the subject moves. 
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N 
MEET DIGICART'S 

EW BIG BROTHERS. 
360 Systems' new 

TCR recorders extend a 

tradition that has made 
DigiCart a favorite in 

television broadcast. 

We've added time - 

code, 24 -bit audio, and 
almost unlimited record- 1 
ing time. Not to mention 
9 -pin serial control, VTR 

emulation, and the instant synchronization 
you'd expect from a next generation design. 

TCR recorders provide a great upgrade path from tape. 
Just attach your existing connectors to the rear -panel, 
drop it in and pick up the pace. 360 Systems' TCR" 

Two models let you match TCR's size to your studio needs: Thenext generation prodrrclion recorder. 
TCR4" $5.495.(X) TC'R8' "$6.995.00* 

Our 4 -track TCR4 provides the extra audio tracks that DATs 

and VTRs usually don't have. Plus, the speed and accuracy of a hard disk system. And with TCR, routine 
maintenance is a thing of the past. 

The TCR8 recorder is positioned for the demands of today's taping, post -production, and sports play -out. 
Its eight tracks are also an ideal choice for the surround -sound requirements of DTV. 

Our new family of TCR recorders delivers the broadcast feature set, 
reliability, and sensible price you've come to expect from 360 Systems. 

TCR4 and TCR8 are shipping now. Call us at (818) 991 -0360 to 
receive a color brochure. or to arrange a demonstration at your facility. 

c4f.k+.i 

171 

6 
0 

B iú 

8 
000 

ó - 
DigiCart /II Plus 

The bruadra.ci standard fir quality and 
reliability in digital audio plat' -ord. 

°ROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO 
Circle (139) on Free Into Card 

For more information call (818) 991 -0360 / Fax (8IS) 991- 1 3611 / e -mail: in!i,Ca'360sstents.cunl / \1 ebsile: wwvv.360systems.com 
® 1999 - 360 Systems. DigiCart. TCR TCR8. TCR4 and the 360 Systems logo are trademarks o1360 Systems 'Suggested U.S. retail. 
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Digital 
Camcorders 
Aspect ratio 

Once the step has been made into 
DVCPRO and DVCAM formats, swit- 
chable aspect ratios are available. Al- 
though this feature is advertised on 

some DV cameras, it isn't until you're 
into higher formats and their price range 

that "true 16:9" is mentioned. This is a 

key issue if you intend to do any HD 
shooting. 16:9 CCDs are very expen- 

sive. To cut this cost, most DV cameras 

and some DVCAM models use cheaper 

4:3 CCDs and simply cut off the scan- 

ning on the top and bottom to give the 

simulation of a 16:9 picture. Sadly, this 
method also reduces vertical resolution 
by about 25 percent. 

"True 16:9" requires 16:9 CCDs for 
images. These CCDs have side panels 

that are switched in when the camera is 

operated in 4:3 mode. This adds view- 
ing area when in 16:9 while giving the 

normal viewing area in 4:3 mode. The 

Light weight and low cost allow today's ENG cameras to be carried into a variety of 
situations, including burning buildings. Photo courtesy Hitachi. 

difference is not always stated clearly 
in camera specs. The term "shoot and 

protect" refers to using a 4:3 format 
while shooting for 16:9 and keeping all 
significant material within the imagi- 
nary 16:9 portion of the 4:3 picture. 

For making pictures in- 
volving computer dis- 
plays, there are several 

features available on 
DVCPRO /DVCAM and 
better units. Clearscan or 
synchro -scan are names 

for a feature that matches 

scan rates to eliminate or 
at least minimize flicker. 
Using longer shutter times 

can work here but it al- 
ways helps to shoot a flat 
panel, LCD screen when 
possible. These have less 

flicker to begin with and 

have become a favorite of 
videographers. 

New technologies such as compression have allowed 
cost -effective digital acquisition. Photo courtesy Sony. 
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Easy setup 

One of the most eagerly 

awaited and popular fea- 

tures on ENG /EFP camer- 

as is one that first ap- 

peared on digital audio 
boards and ADAT ma- 

chines. Camera parame- 

ters can now be stored in 

two ways. In one arrange- 
ment, all the setup param- 
eters are transferred to a 

removable RAM card. The card can 

then be used to set up the camera just as 

it was before or to enter an identical 
setting on one or more additional card - 

capable cameras. This is also used when 

several EFP cameras are outfitted for 
studio use. In the DVCAM format, 
engineers have borrowed a slick fea- 

ture from the ADAT recorders. In this 

arrangement, the camera setup fea- 

Format is first. Talk to 

your clients and post 

partners. 

tures are recorded on the VAUX data 

area of the DVCAM tape. When the 

same tape is inserted into that camera 

or another one with the feature, the 

camera setup parameters are "played" 
into the camera for an immediate match- 

ing setup. 
Higher -end camcorders also have a 

remote connector that is RS -232 en- 

abled so that a shooter can manage the 

setup file data from a personal comput- 
er and transfer the data to another 

shooter anywhere. 

Fancy features 

Dynamic Shot Management and Cli- 
pLink are proprietary terms for another 
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E NEWS PRODUCTS SERVICES CONTACT US SITE MAP 

4000 Series frames, 
1 RU or 2RU 

AES analog to digital converters 

AES digital to analog converters 

AES channel swapper/ 
mix module 

SDI embedders and 
disembedders 

AES delay compensators 

SDI fiber optic transmitters 
receivers and transceivers 

HD-SDI fiber optic transmitters, 
receivers and 

Reference generators 

SDI and HD -SDI routing from 
8 x 8 to 256 x 256 [and larger) 

AES synchronous and 
asynchronous from 8 x 32 to 
2048x2048 

Time code from 8 x 32 
to 512 x 512 

Machine control /data routing 
from 64 ports to 256 ports 

ENVY router control system with 
X -Y and Multi- purpose control 
panels and easy -to -use GUIs 

125 Crown Point Court 
Grass Valley, CA v r) 
+ 1 530 265-1 

Fiber Optics 

HD4270 Fiber Optic Transceiver 

Why You Need Fiber 
Distributing SDI and HD -SDI signals via fiber optic cable provides 
several benefits over normal electrical distribution: 

1. Signals can be received at far greater distances. 

2. Fiber optic lines are impervious to EMI radiation and 
interference. 

3. Multiple fibers can occupy the same space as a single coax cable. 

Why You Need NVISION's 
Fiber Products 
In SDI and HD -SDI signals, pathological signal content (long strings of is 
or Os) can cause a DC shift that results in bit errors at the receiver. if the 
pathologicals are not compensated for properly, the results will show up as 
sparkles in the picture. 

1. NVISION has adopted unique circuitry designs that ensure pathological 
content is received correctly, without bit errors. 

2. NVISION fiber optic products provide accurate point -to -point 
signal distribution at affordable cost 

3. NVISION uses industry- standard HD and HD -SDI signal 
formats. 
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Television cameras have been used to cover sports for many years. Today's systems 
provide high -quality images from numerous vantage points on and off the field. Photo 
courtesy Panasonic. 

data -to -tape scheme that dramatically 
simplifies and speeds the editing pro- 
cess. Valuable shot information is re- 

corded onto an IC memory chip incor- 
porated into the DVCAM cassette so 

that the good shots can be pre -selected 
during acquisition. Each first frame can 
be recorded as a thumbnail icon and 
then used for shot I.D. in drag -and- 
drop, nonlinear editing. The in and out 

points are also logged. This capability . 

usually requires the purchase of an op- 
tional board for the camera. On the 
DVCPRO cameras, the feature is re- 

ferred to as "Picture -Link." This is a 

high -end feature that can be found on 
camcorders in the $18,000 range and up. 

One result of communication between 
shooters and engineers has been a very 

nice feature for preserving image con- 
tinuity. Known as Freeze Mix, it in- 
volves storing the first frame of each 
take into memory. But instead of using 
this first frame as an editing mark, it is 

superimposed over the present view- 

finder picture so that a previously re- 

corded scene can be composed very 

closely to the original shot already on 
tape. While it's a handy feature for 
studio cameras, this feature finds its 

primary use in ENG/EFP. 
One of the best examples of how far 

we've come with digital signal process- 
ing in cameras is found on the top end 
models. This feature involves image 
modification and it is referred to as 

"Dual Contouring" or "Skin Detail 
Contouring ". It is, in essence, selective 

2000 NEEDS ARE EXPANDING. 

CAN YOUR STL EXPAND WITH THEM? 
kt/IGITAL TRANSMITTElill 

Its our new 

STarLinkTM Series 
STL /TSL /ICR 

that allows you to go full analog now, 
full digital tomorrow, and in between 

you can do half & half. 

ANALOG 

STUDIO 
BEAUTY SNOT TRAFFIC CAM 

EMBroadcast 
Microwave 

WWWWWW Services, Inc. 

P.O. Box 84630 San Diego, CA 92138 -4630 
http: / /www.bms- inc.com email: sales@bms- inc.com 
Fax: 858.560.1637 Phone: 858.560.8601 800.669.9667 
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Pint Size Serial Digital Cables Go The 
Distance In Mobile Broadcast Applications! 

An extraordinary achievement for such a small cable! 
Only CommScope gives you miniature cables capable of 
transmitting serial digital video up to 720 feet. 

- Series of 75 ohms coaxial cable is less than .159" in 
diameter 

Reduces weight for mobile production trucks 
Reduces clutter and volume of cable 
Weighs only 14.3 lbs. per 1000 feet 

- Gas injected foam technology delivers extremely low 
signal loss 

- Excellent high and low frequency shield effectiveness 
Heavy 34 gauge, tinned copper braid along with full 
shield 

- Meets or exceeds standards 
AES /EBU -3id 
SMPTE 259 
NTSC, PAL 

UL listed type CM 

SMPTE 292M 
- Other Applications 

NTSC video 
AES audio 

All CommScope Digital Cables offer superior quality and easy installation for any 
application. For more information on any of our more than 6,000 coaxial, fiber and 

twisted -pair cable products, contact CommScope at 1 .800.982.1708 or visit our site at 
www.commscope.com. 

(rt 
COMMSCope® 

How Intelligence Travels 

1375 Lenoir -Rhyne Boulevard PO. Box 1729 Hickory, NC 28603 -1729 
Tel 828.324.2200 or 800.982.1708 Fax 828.328.3400 www.commscope.com 

01999 CommScope, Inc. of North Carolina 
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Digital 
Camcorders 
enhancement for a designated area of 
the picture. By softening lines and creas- 

es, this feature offers on- camera talent 
an electronic facelift. It does this only 
in the portion of the frame designated 
with the Area Detection Cursor on the 
viewfinder screen. The rest of the pic- 

ture area remains sharp and clear. Dur- 
ing movement, the effect tracks the 

skintone areas of the shot. 
At the top end of features, picture 

quality and price are the DVCPROSO, 
DVCPRO HD, HDCAM and Digital 
Betacam formats. On most of these 

models you can expect to find all the 

features you'd ever want. Many in- 
clude light metered battery and audio 
levels. One feature of these units, which 
is especially useful for ENG, is a view- 
finder indication of what button the 
user is touching. Backward compatible 
with Beta SP, the Betacam SX models 

Camcorder buyer's checklist: 
Here are a few things to 

remember when considering your 
ENG purchase. Consider your 

s carefully and honestly; 

aving too much camera is 

metimes as bad as not having 
enough. 

pp Format: How will the cameras 
be used? Which format for editing 
and final destination? What do 

icur clients and post partners 

se? 

Cost & compatibility: DV is 

cheapest and (at normal speed) the 

universal format. DVCAM and 

DVCPRO cameras have most 
features for the money. 

Reliability: Slower tape speeds 

mean less head wear and lower tape 
costs. Betacam SX leads here. 

Backward compatible with Beta SP. 

Shooting for HD now or later? 
Cameras with switchable aspect 

ratios have most of the other features 
as well, but the price is high. 

pair with field editing units and use 

slower tape speeds for less head wear. 

There are several parameters to keep 

in mind when shopping for ENG/EFP 
cameras. Format is first. Talk to your 
clients and post partners. Consider the 
number of CCDs. This will be either 
one or three but most of the units 
available today have three. The size of 
the CCDs is the next factor and that 
can range from 1A" to 2/3 ". The third 

factor is the number of pixels per CCD, 
ranging from 270,000 to 680,000. On 
all three of these figures, higher num- 
bers mean better picture and higher 
price. Of course, lenses have a huge 

impact on picture quality and since all 
but the cheapest DV cameras offer 
interchangeable lenses. Finally, fire up 
the camera and look at the picture. 

Bennett Liles is an engineer with Georgia Public 
Broadcasting. 

M4 Messenger Answers the Call 
For High Speed Data 

The M4 Messenger Satellite Phone from LandSea Systems will provide you 

reliable global communications for offshore platforms as well as remote 

mining and exploration. The Messenger via satellite transmits voice, data, 

e- mails, video conferencing and slow scan video at 64 kbps. 

¿LandSea Systems. Inc. TEL: 757.468.0448 
www.landseasystems.com 

COMM UNI CATE WI TH US 
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introducing a breakthrough in digital broadcast technology... 

Fujinon's A22X7.8EVM DIGI POWER LENS. It's the first 

hand -held lens ever developed that ccmbines 7.8mm wide 

angle and 172mm telephoto capabilities. 

Fujinon delivers a full line of High Definition and Standard 

Definition DIGI POWER lenses that comprise the widest, 

tightest, most complete and compatible line of digital lenses 

available in today's diverse marketplace. 

NW One Shot Preset 
Set and recall any zoom position at any time 

Digital Quick Zoom 
Rapid zoom movement to the telephoto position 

Cruise Zoom 
Fixes the zoom speed at the existing rate 

Digital Zoom Speed 
Zoom speed can be user selected in 7 increments 

Aspheric technology (AT2) 
Reduces weight and improves optical performance 

FUJINON 
Broadcast & Communications Products Division 
FUJINON ING 10 High Pont Dr.. Wayne NJ 07470 -7434 (973) 633.5600 
FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL CO., LTD. 1 -324 Uetake. Omiya City. Saoama 330 Japan 
Phone. 048.6E8.2152. FAX 048. 651.8517 

1- 800 -553 -6611 
luicKZoom 

FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE 
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training for 
engineers 

Stephen M. Bauder 

roadcast engineers are facing challenges without comparison in the history of 
irof television. The opportunity exists to implement the revolutionary technologies of 
digital television. The rapid adoption of DTV depends in large part upon a corps of well - 

trained and knowledgeable broadcast engineers, but unfortunately many engineers do not 
have a clear understanding of the skills, abilities, and knowledge necessary to facilitate that 
revolution. In an effort to better understand these issues, a study of the skills needed to become 

a successful broadcast engineer was undertaken in late 1998. 

The Harris /PBS DTV Express visited 40 cities during a 15 -month educational tour of the U.S. The 
technical /operations seminars covered issues allied with multi- and datacasting, interactivity, digital 
production, and transmission. Photo courtesy of Harris Broadcast. 
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FIVE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD 
EXPECT LESS FROM YOUR NEXT ROUTER: 

Grass Valley Group's new 1500 WB Wide Band router is everything you could ever want from you 

1500 WB routes signals from 10 Mb /s to 1.485 6b/ 

module tan handle all types of signals simultaneocsly, 

including 501V, MPEG, or HOMY, giving you total programming flexibility in a single router. 

At just 251Us, the 1500 WB 256x256 occupies about a quarter of the 

rack space of any other high -bandwidth routing solution. 

Competitive unit pricing, less real estate, less power consumption and !ess 

demand for air conditioning dramatically reduce the total cost of ownership. And because the 1500 W 

is a member of the Series 7000 family, you preserve your investment in your current Grass Valley rowing 

router you'll ever need to buy. 

ery aspect of the 1500 WV is designed to ensure signal integrit 

eme irtng se ceta, a -ree be tng at , 11, 210, 360 and 540 Mb /s, and 1.485 Gb /s. Our patent- penoin 

technology reduces the number of internal modules and ensures positive signal connections. And with no 

is streamlined. 

your router is installed, everything is front- 

a including all modules, power supplies and even the fans and filters. Because you have bette 

thin b do than play with cables. 

For more reasons why your next router should be the Grass Valley Group 1500 WB, visit our Web sit 

at www.grassvalleygroup.com. 

` l GRASS VALLEY GROUP 

is number I. 11018. Circle (151) on Free Into Card 
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DTV 
training for 
engineers 

Three DTV engineer skill invento- 
ries were developed: transmission, stu- 

dio /production and core skills. Survey 

participants were asked to rate each 

skill for importance and proficiency. 
The responses were tabulated and each 

of the three inventories was ranked for 
importance and proficiency. 

The gap 
Because many skills that were 

ranked very important were also 
ranked very proficient (e.g. safety 
and best -practices related skills), a 

third set of inventories was derived 

from the importance and proficiency 
inventories in order to provide a di- 
rect measure of the need for training 
for each skill. These are referred to as 

"gap" inventories because they are a 

result of subtracting each skill's pro- 
ficiency mean from its importance 
mean. The resultant "gap" is a sim- 

ple metric that can he used to gauge 

the need for training in a given skill. 
For example, "Able to use precision 
8VSB analyzers /demodulators such 

as the Tektronix RFA 300" was rated 
very important by the respondents 
(mean = 4.33 on a five -point scale 

with five being most important), but 
not very proficient (mean = 2.25 on a 

five -point scale with five being very 

proficient). Subtracting the proficien- 
cy mean from the importance mean 

yields a substantial gap of 2.08. For 
skills with a proficiency mean equal 

Rank Competency 
Importance 
mean ad 

Proficiency 
mean ad Gep 

1 10. Able to use DTV test signal generators 
with digital video generator and analog 
wideband generator capabilities such as 
the TektronixTG2000. 4.41 0.61 2.27 1.20 2.14 

2 9. Able to use precision 8VSB analyzers/ 
demodulators such as the Tektronix 
RFA300. 4.33 0.77 2.25 1.23 2.08 

3 25. Possess working knowledge of ATSC 
certification of consumer -grade DTV 

receivers and set -top converters. 3.06 0.96 2.06 1.13 1.00 

4 26. Possess familiarity with differing 
characteristics of consumer grade DTV 

receivers to tolerate multipath, brute force 
overload, rejection of TV signals on the 
taboo channels, tuner noise figures, and 
tuner sensitivity. 3.29 0.94 2.35 1.12 0.94 

5 11. Able to specify, install, operate and 
maintain digital video and audio microwave 
systems. 3.92 0.79 2.98 1.25 0.94 

6 12. Understands desired -to-undesired 
signal ratios required for digital vs. analog 
modulated microwave systems. 3.71 0.74 2.96 1.22 0.75 

7 41. Able to explain DTV production and 
transmission systems operations and 
technical details to television producers, 
management. lay people, and technical 
people so that they understand how best 
to implement and use digital television 
systems. 4.08 0.95 3.40 1.00 0.67 

8 20. Willing to stay abreast of DTV 

developments by reading trade journals 
and periodicals regularly. 4.55 0.64 3.90 0.78 0.65 

9 42. Able and willing to keep good records 
of installations. maintenance, modifications, 
and test results. 4.50 0.61 3.98 0.70 0.52 

10 37. Able to never lose sight of common 
sense as it applies to problem solving. 4.42 0.70 4.06 0.75 0.37 

Table 1. The 10 core skills most in need of development. For the most part, the skills above 
are a matter of keeping current with industry developments -the most easily acquired of 
the study's skill sets. 
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to or greater than the importance 
mean (i.e. very proficient at a skill 
that's not very important), there is no 

gap and probably little need for train- 
ing. 

Core skills 
Table I shows the 10 core skills with 

the greatest gap between the impor- 
tance and proficiency means. Two of 
the core skills (ranked 8 and 9) proba- 
bly require very little training. You can 

acquire these skills simply by choice. 

Either you will keep up with industry 
developments by reading leading trade 
journals or you won't. The ability to 
keep good records of installations, 
maintenance, etc. is also simply a mat- 
ter of choice. Lack of time is not a good 
enough excuse to shirk either of these 

skills. If you don't choose to make time 
for them, you'll likely be relegated to 
maintaining legacy systems (NTSC sys- 

tems, analog VTRs, etc.) until either 
you or the system retires. 

The 10th core skill from Table 1 is an 

easy one. Either you have it or you 

don't. You likely wouldn't have made 

it to where you are today without it ... 
just be careful not to neglect it. 

Six of the remaining skills in Table 

are objective, "hard" skills, based upon 

facts, technology, and hardware. Learn- 

ing the facts and technology can devel- 

op them. Two of the technology- related 

core skills are directly related to test 

equipment operation (1 and 2) and two 
(3 and 4) are DTV receiver related. 

"Soft" skills 
The seventh -ranked skill from Table 

1 is a subjective, "soft," people /rela- 

tionship -based skill. Other so- called 

"soft" skills from the core inventory 
include "Possess sense of humor," 
"Able to provide service with a smile," 
"Able to project a competent and pro- 
fessional demeanor," and "Ahle to get 

along well with other department per- 

sonnel." Survey participants rated them- 

selves not very proficient at these skills, 

most of which they also rated as not 

very important. Let's face it, some 

engineers are really lousy at these 

skills, perhaps because the skills can't 

be mastered by reading service manu- 

als or spec sheets. These are people 

skills, and some engineers (like those in 

any other profession) aren't "people" 
people. 
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Why do leading mobile production 
companies specify PESA routing 

switchers? Very simply, we listen to 
he needs of truck builders so we can 

handle their tough real -world 
requirements. 

Tiger 144x144 digital /analog router 
acks maximum switching power in a 
limited space. The video matrix fits 

neatly in 12RU, while a two channel 
audio switcher requires only 8RU! 

Talk about compact! 

PESA Switching Systems, Inc. 
35 Pinelawn Road, Suite 99E 

Melville, NY 11747 
Tel: 631 -845 -5020 

800 -328 -1008 
Fax: 631 -845 -5023 

www.pesa.com 
salesinfo @pesa.com 

Circle (152) on Free Info Card 

The 3500PIus is a powerful yet easy -to -use 
WindowsTM based controller that installs 
inside the router frame. You can restore 
multiple setups from disk and tweak 
configurations on -line. And you've got to 
see the selection of programmable panels. 

Our Truck Link interface combines two 
separate routers into one powerful 
matrix. This allows you to keep two 
profit centers rolling and still handle the 
biggest high -profile assignments. 
Now that's a competitive edge. 

Make sure your truck is powered 
by PESA Switching Systems. 

Test drive one today 

PESA 
Switching 
Systems 
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DTV 
training for 
engineers 
Studio/ production skills 

Table 2 lists the 10 studio skills most 

in need of development. Each is an 

objective, hard skill and directly relat- 

ed to the technologies of DTV. Seven of 
the 10 pertain to digital or DTV stan- 

dards and datastream manipulation. 
Virtually none of the 10 existed more 

than a half dozen years ago. The studio 
skills show a much greater need for 
training and development among the 

sample group than either core or trans- 

mission skills. Twenty -seven of the 28 

studio skills show a need for training 
and development among the sample 

group. Furthermore, I S of the studio 
skills show a gap of 1.00 or greater, 

whereas only three core and nine trans- 

mission skills have a gap of LOO or 
greater. The greater need for training 

The classroom settings and seminars provided by several manufacturers and 
universities allow attendees to develop the hard, technology -based skills as well as 
a support community among other, similarly trained engineers. Photo courtesy of 
Harris Broadcast. 

and development in the studio skills is 

likely due to the lack of maturity in 

several of the studio technologies. 
It is interesting to note that the studio 

Rank Competency 
Importance 
mean sd 

Proficiency 
mean ad Gap 

1 58. Able to make and interpret simple 
8VSB analyzer measurements. 4.23 0.78 2.51 1.30 1.72 

2 50. Understands and can compensate for 
audio and video latency. 4.18 0.78 2.78 1.23 1.40 

3 56. Understands upconverslon and 
downcoversion between various 
audio/videoformats. 4.26 0.76 2.86 1.21 1.40 

4 53. Understands metadata as associated 
with the ATSC encoded signal (PSIP, EPG, 
AC -3, etc.). 3.73 0.91 2.37 1.22 126 

5 70. Able to specify, install, operate, and 
maintain digital audio and video storage 
systems including tape, disk, and optically 
based systems. 422 0.77 3.07 1.25 1.25 

6 46. Possess a detailed understanding of 
MPEG -2, including test signals, diagnostics, 
the hierarchy of the transport standard 
(such as main profile/high level), and the 
differences between other levels and 
profiles. 3.82 0.95 2.59 1.02 1.23 

7 55. Understands basics of the 19.4Mb/s 
datastream. 4.17 0.82 2.98 1.30 1.19 

8 54. Understands image artifacts associated 
with various bit rates and formats. 3.93 0.93 2.75 1.24 1.18 

9 48. Understands and can utilize analog 
component and digital 4:2:2 systems. 4.36 0.72 3.23 1.16 1.14 

10 

t1 

47. Possess a basic understanding of 
relevant digital audio and video standards 
and standards setting bodies including 
SMPTE, ITU, AES/EBU, Dolby Digital (AC -3), 

ANSUEIA/T1A. 4.11 0.92 3.00 1.24 1.11 

Table 2. The 10 studio and production skills most in need of development. Because this 
group deals largely with evolving technologies, constant updates in training and vigilance 
with regard to technological development is necessary. 
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skill most in need of development, 
"Able to make and interpret simple 

8VSB measurements" is actually a trans- 

mission -based skill. The expert panel 

thought it was important to include this 

in the studio inventory so that studio/ 
production engineers making measure- 

ments of the demodulated 8VSB signal 

at the studio could perform a minimal 
amount of transmission -system trou- 
bleshooting. The survey respondents 

(who were studio /production engineers) 

agreed. 
Skills 2, 3, 4, and 8 from Table 2 each 

deal with technologies that are not yet 

fully mature. Intimate knowledge of 
these developing technologies is mar- 

ketable and differentiates one as an 

exceptional DTV engineer. It is certain- 

ly worth the effort to stay abreast of 
developments in these areas. 

Transmission 
Table 3 describes the ten transmission 

skills in most need of training and devel- 

opment. As with the studio /production 
skills, these are all objective hard skills 

directly related to the technologies of 
DT Again, none of these skills existed 

until the early 199Os. Four (1, 2, 4, and 

8) are test and measurement skills, four 

(I, 2, 3, and 5) are 8VSB related, and 

four (7, 8, 9, and IO) are propagation/ 

interference related. Unlike the studio/ 

production skills discussed above, the 

technologies related to these 10 skills are 

near maturity (with the possible excep- 

tion of 8). 
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'UARANTEED 
TECHNOLOGY! 

Technology without value is merely talk...and talk is cheap. To be useful, real technology is designed into a 
product with practical features and benefits. 

Our Lifesaver' charging mode eliminated battery -killing trickle charging and made "memory" a myth. ACSx' 
all cell sensing) temperature protection eliminated safety hazards and improved battery life. Impac case 

construction protects cells from the rigors of professional use. Our InterActivex system design, with its 
battery -to- charger communication, employing up to 6 different charging methods simultaneously, improved 
battery performance and service life. Our PowerChargers double as a universal AC mains adaptor. And our 
Interactive Digital Battery, a world first, provided the confidence and accuracy of a fuel gauge directly in 
the viewfinder of every camcorder introduced in the past five years. 
Now the advanced technology of Anton /Bauer InterActive battery systems is backed by the most advanced 
warranty ever. Every PowerCharger, every ProPac, TrimPac and ProFormer battery are covered by our new 
hree year MaxxTM warranty. 

ook for Maxx. 

vtaxx performance. Maxx life. Maxx value. Maxx technology... Its all part of the standard. 

For information contact Anton/Bauer or any Anton/Bauer dealer or distributor worldwide. 
nton /Bauer, Inc. 14 Progress Drive, Shelton, Connecticut 06484 USA (203) 929 -1100 Fax (203) 925 -4988 www.antonbauer.com 

European Office - Anton /Bauer Western Way, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 3TB, England 44 -1284- 756448 Fax 44- 1284 -757929 
Singapore Office - Anton /Bauer 100 Beach Road, # 33 -05 Shaw Towers, Singapore 189702 (65) 2975784 Fax (65) 2975778 
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DTV 
training for 
engineers 

Sixty of the 64 transmission skills 
show a need for training and develop- 

ment among the sample group, with 
nine showing a gap of 1.00 or greater. 

Solutions and strategies 
So far the discussion has been limit- 

ed to a review and interpretation of 
the research as it applies to the survey 

respondents. No individual will have 

the same training and development 
needs as the sample group. Let's shift 
the discussion to your training and 

development needs and ways in which 
you can pursue opportunities to devel- 

op those needs. The first requirement 
in becoming skilled in the skills of 
DTV broadcast engineering is a firm 
understanding that no one else is go- 

ing to do this for you. You've got to 
take the initiative and strike out on 

your own. Don't expect your employ- 
er to provide the resources and time 
necessary for the development of your 
skill -set. Some employers may, but 
most won't simply because they don't 

know your requirements. Do you? 

Set aside an hour or so to evaluate 

your existing skills relative to the skill 
requirements identified by this research. 

Evaluate your need for training and 

development in each skill, keeping in 

mind both your existing proficiency 
and the skill's importance ranking. For 

example, if you don't have a clue as to 
how to read and interpret FAA section- 

al charts but you see that it is ranked 

dead last in importance on the trans- 

mission skill inventory, you may not 
want to devote a lot of energy develop- 

ing that particular skill. 

Identify resources 
Resources for DTV technology- related 

skills are numerous and include struc- 

tured training from equipment manufac- 

turers, literature, structured school in- 

cluding trade schools and universities, 

organizations like, SMPTE, IEEE, NAB 
and SBE, trade journals, symposiums, 

seminars, trade shows, and conferences. 

There are also a wide variety of books 

available from publishers like McGraw - 
Hill, Prentince -Hall, Focal Press and 

Intertec Publishing. 

Resources for the development of the 

people/relationship -type skills are also 

numerous. Taking classes in manage- 

ment, sales, and leadership at your 

Rank Competency 
Importance 
mean ad mean 

Proficiency 
ad Gap 

1 77. Able to utilize 8VSB signal measurement 
techniques. 4.49 0.81 2.46 1.17 2.03 

2 138. Able to measure compliance with the 
BVSBspectralmask. 4.29 0.90 2.59 1.19 1.89 

3 75. Understands 8VSB signal parameters. 4.43 0.66 2.89 1.10 1.54 

4 88. Understands the basics of MPEG -2 

including test signals, DTV demodulators, 
and how to observe test signals. 4.15 0.80 2.65 1.10 1.50 

5 76. Understands 8VSB modulator and 
exciter theory. 4.19 0.78 2.73 1.07 1.46 

6 89. Familiar with the basic ATSC formats 
and their image configurations. 4.03 0.84 2.90 1.05 1.13 

7 139. Understands de minimus interference 
policies as applicable to DTV. 3.56 0.91 2.43 1.12 1.13 

8 90. Able to perform DTV field strength 
surveys taking into account interference 
and noise limitations. 3.74 0.92 2.71 1.21 1.03 

9 137. Able to access and understand 
interference ratios. 3.72 0.81 2.72 1.21 1.00 

10 136. Basic understanding of the principles 
of the Longley -Rice propagation 
methodology as used in DTV allocation 
studies. 3.31 0.86 2.53 0.97 0.78 

Table 3. The 10 transmission skills most in need of training and development. Unlike 
Studio /Production, these skills pertain to mature technologies, so training here is 

likely to have a longer shelf life than in other areas. 
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local community or technical college 

may be a good starting point. Spending 

a bit of time reading good management 

and organizational leadership books 

may also provide the insight you need. 

Create an action plan /timeline 
Once your training and develop- 

ment needs are documented and you've 

figured out what resources are best 

suited to meet those needs, you should 

create an action plan to address those 

needs. The first step of the action plan 

likely should be a request to your 
employer for sufficient funds and time 

necessary to pursue your documented 
training and development needs. Even 

with support from your employer, you 

should still expect a significant per- 

sonal time commitment. 
Other action plan items may include a 

review of the topics covered in upcom- 

ing conferences, seminars, and trade 

shows so you can plan to attend the 

most appropriate events; reviewing your 
DTV Express training materials; at- 

tending Harris' "Introduction to 
HDTV" class; and utilization of other 
resources identified previously. 

Acquiring the skills necessary to 
participate in the implementation 
of DTV may seem like a daunting 
task. The purpose of this article is to 
get you to step two of the somewhat 
tongue -in -cheek (but actually more 

truth than fiction) "Six Steps of 
Knowledge" model: 

1. Not knowing you don't know. 

2. Knowing you don't know. 

3. Knowing you know. 

4. Not remembering you know. 

5. Not remembering what you know. 

6. Not knowing you don't know. 

Return to step 2. 

This is an exciting time for those 

involved in the field of DTV engineer- 

ing. So much is undefined, yet so 

many things are possible. Now is the 

time to prepare yourself to meet the 

challenges of new technologies and 

unexplored possibilities. 

Steve Bauder is chief engineer for Wisconsin 
Public Television /Radio's WHWC -TV /FM in 
Menomonie, WI 
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nimated or still logos 

ared on standard PC 

and imported using 
tel Media Conversion 
ftware and Ethernet 

SqueIejtack transitions 
of live -video, Stills or 
animations for dynamic 
junetw,ns 

Digital or analogue style clocks designed by your graphics 
department and created using Oxtel Clock Builder software, 
synchronised (or offset) to station timecode 

Powerful master control 
In a channel- zapping world, you need to brand your station; to stand out from the crowd and 
keep viewers coming back. Oxtel plc provides a suite of products to suit your application, whether 
that's a highly automated low- budget channel or a prestige sports, film or news channel. 

for automated... 

Imagestore - Oxtel's unique I RU Imagestore product houses 
all the power you need for digital master control - no matter 
how demanding. Imagestore provides switching, mixing and two 
layers of keying from external sources or internally stored 
logos, animations and station -clocks. With the enhanced 
memory option, Imagestore even functions as a powerful slide - 
file store and Imagestore's Squeezy DVE option allows squeeze - 
back reveals of video or pre -prepared graphics, logos or stills. 

And we haven't forgotten audio. Imagestore's Easysound option 
provides full -group embedded -audio mixing. AES mixing and 
provision for two voice -over inputs. voice -overs can even be 
stored within the unit on hard drive for fully automated 
channels with the Easyplay option. Imagestore is fully automation 
friendly and is supported by all major automation vendors. 

oxte I 
NDN 

compatible 

find out more 

on the web 

www.oxtel.com 

...and manual environments. 

Presmaster - Presmaster is Oxtel's new presentation, master 
control concept. The Presmaster panel combines a compact 
control surface with highly ergonomic, intuitive operation. 
But here's the difference, one Presmaster panel can control 
up to 200 Imagestores! So you can provide the look and 
flexibility that only human intervention can give you, but share 
it between a group of otherwise highly automated channels. 

In a channel - 
zapping world, 
you need to be 
outstanding at 
an operational 
cost you can 
afford. Choose 
Oxtel and be 
the envy of your 
rivals. 
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New Products & 

Field Resort 

Snell & Wilcox's ShakeOut: A new approach to wobbly pictures 
BY PAUL HANIFAN 

Much advanced technology has been 

thrown at the problems of televi- 
sion broadcasting: standards conver- 
sion, HD up- and downconversion, dig- 
itization, encoding and decoding 
(MPEG or otherwise). It's rare, these 

days, to find a product that offers a 

genuinely new approach to a problem. 
ShakeOut is just such a product. 

In broadcasting, there are some 
things so innate, so everyday, that 
they are taken as almost inherent, 
such as shaky pictures. ShakeOut 
has been designed specifically to 
overcome the problem of subject 
unsteadiness in a TV picture. 
ShakeOut's purpose is to provide 
rock- steady pictures without the 
need for expensive camera bases. 
More to the point, it gives the 
director a choice: a shaky picture 
if shaky pictures are required, 
steady pictures if shaking is just 
going to be a nuisance. 

A few crucial points: ShakeOut is 

not a tracking system. If you want to 
shoot a shuttle heading into space 

from Florida, ShakeOut will not 
cause the camera to follow its path 
upwards. It is neither a mechanical 
system nor a feedback control sys- 

tem. ShakeOut solves picture insta- 
bility problems purely by electronic 
analysis of the input video. It puts 
no limitations on lenses and requires 
no modifications to cameras. Shake - 

Out provides users with a one -box, 
single -pass solution to these prob- 
lems and is designed to fit into an 

existing infrastructure with mini- 
mal disruption. It works in real time 
with a delay of just two frames and 
a minimum of user adjustments. 

Because it operates by analysis of the 

incoming video signal, ShakeOut has 

one outstanding advantage over cam- 

era -based systems: it works as well 
with pre- recorded material as it will 

ShakeOut 

I 

r 

I 

Caption 
Generator 

ShakeOut eliminates the problem of high I 

pass through a sophisticated, online box to 
unsteadiness. 

with live action. So, how does it work? 

Transmission 
output 

Key 

Unsteady pictures 

Steady pictures 

evels of unwelcome camera shake with one 
provide stable, viewable pictures free from any 

Ph.0 phase correlation 
At the heart of ShakeOut is Ph.0 - 

the unique Snell & Wilcox phase corre- 
lation motion estimation technology 

For anyequipment that seeks to iden- 

tify and quantify movement, motion 
analysis is vital. Phase correlation is an 

advanced motion estimation technique. 
Developed by Snell & Wilcox, Ph.0 
operates on a unique and powerfully 
effective principle, using an advanced 

mathematical technique based on fa- 

miliar Fourier transforms methods. 
The Fourier transform is vital to the 

concept of phase correlation. In the 

one -dimensional example shown, a line 

of luminance - which in the digital 
domain consists of a series of samples - is a function of brightness with 
respect to distance across the screen. 

The Fourier transform converts tin. 
function into a spectrum of spatial fre- 

quencies (units of cycles per picture 
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width) and phases. 

In addition to its accuracy, phase cor- 

relation has a number of unique benefits 

that make it the most powerful and 

advanced motion estimation technique 
for real -time processing of television 
pictures. Phase correlation is, for exam- 

ple, immune to the effects of luminance 

variation, such as objects moving into 
shadow. It also has high noise immunity. 
This allows ShakeOut to work with 
archive or amateur shot video. 

The detected camera motion, over a 

period of time, is analyzed to identify 

whether the motion is wanted, in the case 

of a zoom, pan or tilt, or unwanted as in 

camera shake. This allows ShakeOut to 

calculate an unsteadiness correction vec- 

tor, with both horizontal and vertical 

components, to subpixel accuracy. 

Measuring unsteadiness 
Ph.0 provides vectors that describe 

the motion within blocks of the picture. 
Within each block, up to three motions 
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No problem. 
Just logon to Rocket NetworkTM 

Our Internet Recording Studios 
make it easy to work with anyone, 
anywhere, anytime. You use the 
audio software you already know 
to achieve the professional -quality 
sound your projects demand. With 
everyone working at the same time, 
you'll make your deadline. And the 
creative possibilities are endless. 

Internet Recording Studios store 
the master version of your project 
online, allowing your team to listen 
and contribute to it with any 
RocketPowerTM audio software. 
Because it supports all formats of 
digital audio, you don't waste time 
with file conversion. Plus, you don't 
have to buy new hardware. 

With Internet Recording Studios 
you can: 

Share digital 
audio and MIDI 
(even between 
different appli- 
cations) 

Control access 
to your studio 
and store your 
projects securely online 

Compress files with QDesign 
and MP3 CODECs (optional) 

Communicate via chat and 
instant messaging 

Register by 2/29/00 at 

www.rocketnetwork.com 
and get a 

FREE 

Professional 

Upgrade 
(S29.95 value) 

Use source code: RNA 
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may be detected, each detected to 
an accuracy of 1/32 of a pixel. In 
ShakeOut, the unsteadiness process 
is in two parts. 

The first stage - global vector selec- 

tion - involves preprocessing to re- 

move blocks from plain areas. The 
phase correlation process gives not only 
up to three vectors accurate to 1/32 of 
a pixel from each of 80 blocks in the 
screen, it also gives information pro- 
portional to the confidence in the accu- 
racy and dominance of the measured 
vectors within the blocks. From this 
information, it is possible to immediate- 
ly reject vectors derived from plain ar- 

eas such as sky, deep shadows, etc., on 

the basis that these will yield noisy or 
inaccurate vectors. 

The dominant vector from each of the 
remaining valid blocks is fed into a 

two- dimensional histogram function. 
The resulting histogram will give clues 
as to the motion characteristics of the 
input video. 

Finding the unsteadiness 

Unsteadiness correction is performed 
by moving the picture in the opposite 
direction to the calculated unsteadi- 
ness factor, so that objects once again 
line up in the correct place. 

In order to prevent blanking from en- 

Compact and easy to configure. ShakeOut will provide clear and stable images from he 

most unsteady sources so that pictures from OB locations are as watchable as those from 
studio cameras. 

terlacing and picture resizing in a single 

process, it is easier to think of the 
process as two separate operations. 

It is possible to treat each field sepa- 
rately but, because each field only con- 
tains half of the TV lines, half the 
vertical bandwidth immediately will be 

lost and the signal will have become 
spatially aliased. Overscanning only 
seeks to magnify this resolution loss. 

The filter response of a temporal - 
spatial filter is only optimal if the adja- 

Because it operates by analysis of the incoming 

video signal, ShakeOut has one outstanding 

advantage over camera -based systems: it will 

work as well with prerecorded material as it will 

with live action. 

tering the active picture area, ShakeOut 
overscans the picture slightly, typically 
by about five percent to eight percent. 
This enables the unit to have a degree of 
freedom to move the picture without 
introducing border artifacts. The pic- 

ture can be moved horizontally and 
vertically within the boundary set by the 
overscan ratio to subpixel accuracy. 

ShakeOut uses motion -compensated, 
temporal spatial interpolation aper- 
tures to maintain vertical bandwidth 
and to reduce alias artifacts such as 
interlace twitter. 

Although ShakeOut performs de -in- 

cent fields are aligned spatially with the 
current field, as in a static scene. 

A sequence containing unsteadiness, 
however, represents a special case. In 

effect, this is a sequence- containing 
movement that must be corrected and 
viewed as a static scene. The viewing 
eye therefore expects the picture to be 

as sharp and clear as if the original 
image had been stable. 

When a standard linear spatial -tem- 
poral filter is applied to a sequence, the 
unsteadiness will cause the temporal 
samples to become misaligned. This 
can, in some cases, accentuate the ef- 
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fects of line structure and interlace 
twitter produced by the spatial filter. It 

is thus necessary to use a motion -com- 
pensated filter aperture to align the 
temporal fields, in order to produce the 
optimal filter response. 

Snell & Wilcox has used propri- 
etary techniques in temporal filter- 
ing in high- definition upconversion, 
aspect ratio conversion and standards 
conversion products. ShakeOut is 

capable of differentiating in real time 
between wanted motion and unwant- 
ed unsteadiness. The result is pic- 
tures as steady as those produced by 

studio cameras from OB sources un- 
der the most unfavorable conditions. 

ShakeOut also has a further benefit 
for the digital broadcaster. With digital 
transmission, available bandwidth is 

one of the broadcaster's most valuable 
assets, one to be used as frugally as 

picture quality considerations allow. 
In stabilizing the picture, ShakeOut 

naturally removes a large amount of 
unwanted motion. Without ShakeOut, 
this motion will be encoded by the 

compression system, resulting in a band- 
width demand far higher than that 
required for a clean signal. In addition 
to providing the viewer with stable, 
viewable pictures, ShakeOut also pro- 
vides significant bit -rate savings for 
MPEG- encoded systems. 

For more information on Snell & 
Wilcox's ShakeOut, circle 492 on the 
Free Info Card. 

Paul Hanifan is a business and technology writer 
for Snell & Wilcox . 
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New Products Reviews 

Interra's Surveyor: The electronic quality assurance 
assistant for DVD 
BY PAUL COLLINS 

DVD production is increasing each 

month. The home entertainment 
industry continues to embrace this emerg- 

ing standard and there has been dramatic 

growth in the corporate and museum 

exhibit categories. This sharp uprise in 

activity has forced all parties involved in 

the DVD production process to take an 

even closer look at an issue that has no 

clear -cut resolution: Who is responsible 

when check discs - or even the finished 

product - come back with links that lead 

to nowhere, chapters that crash one 

player but not another, or scenes that 
become so pixilated, it looks as if you 

are watching the digital disintegra- 
tion of life itself? More important, 
can this be avoided altogether? 

When these common DVD issues arise, 

where does the blame - and financial 

responsibility - lie? Does the customer, 

in a worst -case scenario, take action 

against the production house that devel- 

oped the title? The makers of the author- 

ing software? The maker of the check 

disc? The replication house churning out 

the finished product? What about the 

media makers? 

Until recently, production /authoring 
houses were very limited in the resources 

available to check the DVD specifications 

they followed during the authoring pro- 

cess. Now, as the industry matures, qual- 

ity assurance tools are emerging. 

In answer to some of these DVD 
production needs, Interra Digital Vid- 
eo Technologies Inc., based in San 

Jose, CA, has created a software pack- 

age named Surveyor (for Windows 
98, Windows 95 and Windows NT 
4.0 +). This is a comprehensive DVD 
analysis tool that provides preventive 
maintenance and quality control dur- 

ing the DVD authoring process. 

The goal of Surveyor is the improve- 

ment in productivity for DVD title 

DVD Authoring - Mastering 

Assembly Definition Disc Imag, 
of of Generation 

Video Navigation; 
Objects Paths 

!NPEG VOB 
Dolby Digit.' WO 

VII Disc lnrgr 
Zero Directory 

D4r !mop 

Interra's Surveyor: DVD Authoring and Mastering process 

producers. The need for such a tool is 

necessitated by a number of factors: 

the complexity of adhering to intricate 

DVD industry specifications; masking 

of the complexity of error -free DVD 
assembly by authoring software that 

seeks to make the user interface as 

simple as possible; the expensive na- 

ture of untangling problems once the 

DVD check -disk stage has been reached. 

Surveyor's seamless integration into 

the DVD production process can side- 

step costly and expensive DVD pro- 
duction nightmares by identifying 
problems at every stage of construct- 
ing a DVD title. With its error detec- 

tion, trouble- shooting and quality as- 

surance capabilities, Surveyor is an 

indispensable tool designed to meet 

the production needs of authoring and 

pre -mastering professionals. 
While the software is easy to use, it is 

rich in features that allow a systematic 

means to inspect all data elements in 

the DVD assembly process. Interra 
engineered this program so that it can 

analyze DVD disk images, zero Direc- 

tory structure, titles (VTS), multiplexed 
VOBs, Program Chains (PGCs) and 

elementary video and audio streams in 

such a way that it can test for compli- 
ance with MPEG -I, MPEG -2 and Dol- 

by Digital components of the DVD - 
video specifications. 
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Additionally, the software has the abil- 

ity to perform its diagnostics and specify 

necessary repairs largely unattended while 

its second -by- second status display pro- 

vides DVD technicians with detailed in- 

formation about the integrity of the DVD 

data and structure. To run the Surveyor 

programs, the user simply opens a DVD 
data object, assigns it to a project, selects 

a test template and begins the analysis. 

The user may set new test parameters for 

the files, apply a previously defined test 

template, or do nothing and allow the 

default test to function automatically. 

During the authoring of DVD titles, 

the most effective use of the quality 
control functions of the software comes 

through its seamless integration during 
the concurrent DVD assembly process. 

This allows the constituent elements 

a DVD title to be the 
ed at several 

and pre -mas,, `aRes 

researchers foÿ4R p fthPrr¡ 
locating errors that eels 44th Pct 0 
production washe thep1.°61e "ter ''1 
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Daily ENG operations are in jeopardy. The 2 
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mandated spectrum reallocation will narrow the 
band and increase congestion. 

NSI triple band systems open up more lanes for 
ENG traffic. Operating at 2, 7 and 13 GHz, our equip- 
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Interra's Surveyor: The electronic quality assurance 
assistant for DVD 
BY PAUL COLLINS 

LiVD production is increasing each 

month. The home entertainment 
industry continues to embrace this emerg- 

ing standard and there has been dramatic 

growth in the corporate and museum 

exhibit categories. This sharp uprise in 

activity has forced all parties involved in 

the DVD production process to take an 

even closer look at an issue that has no 

clear -cut resolution: Who is responsible 

when check discs - or even the finished 

product -come back with links that lead 

to nowhere, chapters that crash one 

player but not another, or scenes that 
become so pixilated, it looks as if you 
are watching the digital disintegra- 
tion of life itself? More important, 
can this be avoided altogether? 

When these common DVD issues arise, 

where does the blame - and financial 

responsibility - lie? Does the customer, 

in a worst -case scenario, take action 

against the production house that devel- 

oped the title? The makers of the author- 

ing software? The maker of the check 

disc? The replication house churning out 

the finished product? What about the 

media makers? 

Until recently, production /authoring 
houses were very limited in the resources 

available to check the DVD specifications 

they followed during the authoring pro- 

cess. Now, as the industry matures, qual- 

ity assurance tools are emerging. 

In answer to some of these DVD 
production needs, Interra Digital Vid- 
eo Technologies Inc., based in San 

Jose, CA, has created a software pack- 
age named Surveyor (for Windows 
98, Windows 95 and Windows NT 
4.0 +). This is a comprehensive DVD 
analysis tool that provides preventive 
maintenance and quality control dur- 
ing the DVD authoring process. 

The goal of Surveyor is the improve- 
ment in productivity for DVD title 

Interra's Surveyor: DVD Authoring and Mastering process 

producers. The need for such a tool is 

necessitated by a number of factors: 

the complexity of adhering to intricate 
DVD industry specifications; masking 

of the complexity of error -free DVD 
assembly by authoring software that 
seeks to make the user interface as 

simple as possible; the expensive na- 

ture of untangling problems once the 

DVD check -disk stage has been reached. 

Surveyor's seamless integration into 
the DVD production process can side- 

step costly and expensive DVD pro- 
duction nightmares by identifying 
problems at every stage of construct- 
ing a DVD title. With its error detec- 

tion, trouble- shooting and quality as- 

surance capabilities, Surveyor is an 

indispensable tool designed to meet 

the production needs of authoring and 

pre -mastering professionals. 
While the software is easy to use, it is 

rich in features that allow a systematic 

means to inspect all data elements in 

the DVD assembly process. Interra 
engineered this program so that it can 

analyze DVD disk images, zero Direc- 
tory structure, titles (VTS), multiplexed 
VOBs, Program Chains (PGCs) and 

elementary video and audio streams in 

such a way that it can test for compli- 
ance with MPEG-1, MPEG -2 and Dol- 
by Digital components of the DVD - 
video specifications. 
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Additionally, the software has the abil- 

ity to perform its diagnostics and specify 

necessary repairs largely unattended while 

its second -by- second status display pro- 

vides DVD technicians with detailed in- 

formation about the integrity of the DVD 
data and structure. To run the Surveyor 

programs, the user simply opens a DVD 
data object, assigns it to a project, selects 

a test template and begins the analysis. 

The user may set new test parameters for 

the files, apply a previously defined test 

template, or do nothing and allow the 

default test to function automatically. 

During the authoring of DVD titles, 

the most effective use of the quality 
control functions of the software comes 

through its seamless integration during 
the concurrent DVD assembly process. 

This allows the constituent elements of 
a DVD title to be checked and correct- 
ed at several stages of the authoring 
and pre- mastering process. Interra's 
researchers found that the problem of 
locating errors in the latter stages of 
production was one of the more com- 
mon and expensive difficulties DVD 
authors encounter. Thus, the software 
was planned to help authors identify 
and then correct those potential 
troubles early on in a systematic way. 

Interra's research into the needs of 
DVD professionals also led to th 
software being designed to allow 
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the flexible use of its program elements at any stage of the 
DVD production process. This allows problems to be 
identified early on so that intricate backtracking of errors 
is avoided. 

The software works by analyzing the data in the DVD 

data structures according to DVD video standard specifi- 

cations. It is a file analysis system that can select a file 

residing on any mounted drive and then perform a suite of 
checks on the data objects. 

Integrating quality control into this complex DVD produc- 
tion process as described optimizes the process and assures 
increased throughput in the DVD authoring environment só 

that undetected errors do not cause production delays. It 

also reduces additional costs that ultimately affect the effi- 

ciency and bottom line profits for the DVD producer. 

Surveyor's specific features 
A powerful feature of the software's quality control tools i 

flexibility. The software can be used at any stage of th 

production process to highlight problems with any specific dat 
element in the DVD title. Surveyor's designers constructed th 

program for versatility so that its tools can be used by differ 

DVD professionals for distinct tests relevant to specific areas o 
responsibility. For instance, the software is used early on to test 

the video and audio contents encoding, while at the other end o 
the production process, the DVD disk mastering facility can 

the software to check the entirety of the DVD title. 

The detailed testing provided by the software lets 

producers check a wide variety of data object structures fo 

conformance with the DVD specifications. For example, 

software checks that VOBs and VTS - the complex interlea 

video, audio, still frames and instruction elements of a DVD titi 

- conform to DVD specs. 

After studying the needs of DVD producers, Interra determin 

that the following elements would he important features to 

include in the software: comprehensive report capabilities] 

dynamic status display, stream viewer, offline processin 

customizable test templates, project identification, built -in de, 

multiplexing and Dolby digital decoding, adjustable error seve.,.,.t1¡ 

settings, copy protection verifications and error location point 

With these functions all in place, Surveyor software offers 

simple -to -use, but highly effective, housekeeping tool that off 

essential quality analysis for DVD professionals who want 

peace of mind that was previously unavailable due to a lack 

tools for quality assurance. In this way, Surveyor pays for itsel 

many times over through its timesaving content analysis ani 
problem prevention abilities. 

Finally, as this young industry struggles with understanding th 

intricacies of DVD specifications and how they translate in the rea 

world, the emergence of an electronic quality assurance assistant 

can help the industry to generate the kind of quality discs that wi 

build confidence in the DVD format. And, for authors, engineer. 

and reproduction houses it means one less obstacle to overcome 

Interra's website, www.interra -video.com, provides more detai 

on other DVD products. 
For more information on Interra's Surveyor, circle 490 on th 

Free Info Card. 

Paul Collins is director of marketing for Interra Digital Video' 
Technologies. 
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New Products & 

Audio -Technica's AT895 DeltaBeam Adaptive -array 
Microphone Systems 
BY BOB GREEN 

Every broadcast professional is aware 
of the ubiquitous "shotgun" micro- 

phone; its undisputed utility in various 

audio production applications is well 

established. Likewise, a closely related 

tool, the combination parabolic dish/ 

long -range mic, is a staple for sporting 
events and remote news reporting. These 

specialized microphones have their 
strengths, as well as weaknesses. Now 
there is an alternative microphone tech- 

nology that offers superior performance 
and improved operating versatility for 
many audio acquisition situations: the 

Audio -Technica AT895 Adaptive -array 
Microphone. This is a new tool that can 

take its place in the sound engineer's 

production toolbox (and conceivably 
replace the shotgun mic and parabolic 
dish in many circumstances). 

AT895 Adaptive -array Microphone 
Systems incorporate a revolutionary 
DSP- controlled five -element microphone 
array that provides adaptive directional 
audio acquisition. The output of the 

array is manipulated 
and filtered by acous- 

tical, analog and dig- 

ital means to enhance 

the pickup of a sound 

source from a desired 

direction (relative to 
unwanted background 
noise or interference), 
providing signal can- 

cellation of up to an 

Audlo-Technica's AT895 Adaptive -array Microphone with cable. 

dient MicroLine condenser interfer- 
ence tube element, with four addition- 
al cardioid elements mounted in a co- 

planar diamond configuration, plus 

five mic preamps. The five discrete 

amplified signals are sent down a 

special 6- conductor detachable shield- 

ed cable to the companion Control 
Pack. The Control Pack provides pow- 

level ( -23 dBV). 

Using Delta Beam technology - a 

groundbreaking optimization of acous- 

tic, analog and digital design - the 

system substantially reduces back- 

ground acoustic interference while of- 
fering improved sensitivity, increased 

pickup distance and higher gain -be- 

fore- feedback when compared to cur- 
rently available profession- 

The AT895 is a new tool that can take its al mic technology. The DSP 

algorithm used in the AT895 

place in the sound engineer's production is tailored to adjust itself so 

that the microphone's abil- 

ity to reject noise is not 
dependent upon its physical 

toolbox (and conceivably replace the 

shotgun mic and parabolic dish in many size, as is the case with a 

shotgun. Therefore, it is able 

circumstances). 

impressive 80dB. Al- 
though primarily designed for long - 
range sound pick up, the AT895 func- 

tions equally well for handheld inter- 

view use in high -noise environments. 
The AT895 system comprises two 

basic components: the AT895 micro- 
phone and the AT895CP Control Pack. 

The mic is an all- analog design incor- 
porating A -T's well -known line + gra- 

ey digital signal processing and control 

for the system. It features a three -position 

switch that selects from three discrete 

operating modes, a filter switch with flat, 

high -pass and band -pass settings, a mon- 

itor headphone jack with volume control, 

an LCD battery indicator and a power 

switch with indicator. The analog signal's 

output from the Control Pack is at mic 
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to reject off -axis noise as 

well at 200Hz as it does at 

2kHz. The AT895 features 

an impressive 80dB maximum off - 
axis rejection; compare this with a 

typical professional shotgun mic's best 

off -axis rejection of around 30dB. This 

unique capability of DeltaBeam tech- 

nology provides a useful tool for dis- 

criminating specific sources in high - 

noise environments. A comparison of 
tests for acceptance angles reveals 
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that the AT895 can offer 
an extremely narrow 20 
degrees (from 200Hz to 
2kHz), while a typical 
shotgun can normally 
achieve only about a 60 

degree beamwidth. This 
laser -like performance is 

a substantial improve- 
ment over the conventional technolo- 
gy of current field audio- acquisition 
components and techniques. 

In addition, DeltaBeam technology 
offers reduced susceptibility to me- 

chanical noise, wind noise and "rack- 
ing" - the undesirable effect of am- 
plitude and phase changes that re- 

sults from even the slightest move- 
ment of a long -range mic. The new 
design also minimizes the audibility 
of proximity effect as well as the 
nearfield effect on the low- frequency 
directionality of the array. 

Last but not least, the AT895 Mi- 
crophone, measuring only 14 inches 

long and weighing just 16 ounces, is 

easier to use than typical parabolic 
dish microphones and even some 

ungainly and long interference tube- 
m ics. 

Beneath the grille, the Audio -Technica AT895 Adaptive -array 
houses five discrete microphone elements. 

type shotgun 

122 

On the job, the AT895 offers three 

modes of polar pattern operation: a 

Full -field adaptive mode for the nar- 

rowest response angle; the Planar -adap- 

tive mode for a narrow pattern in only 
the vertical plane; and the Line + 

gradient mode for a wider pattern in 

less noisy environments. When using 

either one of the two adaptive modes, 

signals from the MicroLine element 
and either one or both pairs of the 

corrective cardioid elements are used. 

These signals are processed in the Con- 
trol Pack by both analog and digital 
means to provide continuously adapt- 
ing rejection of off -axis sounds. This 
means that, as the off -axis soundscape 

changes (either in intensity or direc- 
tionality), the microphone system 
compensates for those changes. Even 

off -axis wind noise is interpreted as 
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Microphone 

unwanted and is thus sup- 

pressed. In the nonadap- 
tive Line + Gradient 
Mode, only the signal 
from the MicroLine ele- 

ment is used. The four 
cardioid elements and the 

adaptive circuitry are still 
functioning; however, the 

correcting signals are not applied to 
the central element's signal. 

AT895 power sources can be from an 

AC Adapter using an industry- standard 4- 

pin XLR connection, an Anton -Bauer or 
similar type 12 -14V battery source, or 
three 9V batteries in a click -on battery 

housing that snaps onto the Control Pack 

for completely self -contained operation. 

The AT895 is available as the AT895/11K 

Remote Kit for field use and as the AT895/ 
MK Mount Kit for studio and fixed- instal- 

lation applications. The remote kit in- 

cludes the AT895 Microphone, the 

AT895CP Control Pack, click -on battery 

housing, pistol -grip shock mount, zeppe- 

lin -type windscreen, special 6- conductor 

shielded cable (ten feet long) and a carrying 

case. In addition to offering the same 

AT895 Mic and Control Pack, the AT895/ 

MK Mount Kit includes a shock -mount 
stand clamp with 5/8 -inch 27 threaded 

stud, a multi -input AC power supply with 
120V WC detachable power cord and an 

extra -long, six -conductor shielded cable 

(25 feet). A conversion kit for adding 

necessary components to turn a mount kit 
version into a remote one is available as an 

option, as well as a kit for mounting the 

AT895 Mic to a Fisher boom. All compo- 

nents of the AT895 systems are available 

individually for system enhancement or 
"field spares." 

In addition to its obvious uses for broad- 

casters, the new AT895 will undoubtedly 

find practical uses in other difficult audio 

acquisition applications including film/ 
video, surveillance and specialized field 

recording. Regardless of the specific appli- 

cation, the substantial performance bene- 

fits of this unique adaptive array technolo- 

gy will unequivocally make the acquisi- 

tion of sound sources in less- than -ideal 

circumstances much easier and will result in 

substantially improved audio quality. 

For more information on Audio- Techni- 

ca's AT895, circle 491 on the Free Info 

Card. 

Bob Green is an engineering supervisor at 
Audio -Technica U.S., Inc. 
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HD Vision and WRAL roll out HD production mobile 
BY CHARLES PANTUSO AND SUSAN DAHLIN 

HDV -5, the HDTV production truck 
for the new millennium, recently 

hit the road offering HDTV production 
to local broadcast stations at an afford- 
able rate. 

The HDTV production mobile is a 

joint venture between WRAL Digital, 
owned by Capitol Broadcasting Com- 
pany, Inc. (CBC), DTV Resources, Inc., 

owned by Leis Industries Limited, and 
HD VISION, Inc. HDV -5's initial project 
was coverage of the first live NCAA 
college basketball tournament in HD, 
the "Food Lion MVP Classic." The 
tournament was produced and broad- 
cast in 1080i HDTV by Harris Broad- 
cast Communications Division, WRAL 
Digital and RAYCOM Sports and was 
offered nationwide at no cost to all 

television stations currently broadcast- 
ing in HDTV. 

In an effort to speed the transition to 
digital, members of the NATPE/HDTV 
consortium share HDTV program mate- 
rial between stations. The addition of 
the new production mobile affords 
those same stations an opportunity to 
produce more HDTV programming. 
Consortium members receive attrac- 
tive rates - comparable to the cost of 
an NTSC truck. The consortium is 

made up of a variety of DTV stations 
across the country. 

It is hoped that other HDTV stations 
will take advantage of the mobile and 
provide viewers with more digital pro- 
gramming to watch. HDV -5 is one of 
four HDTV mobiles in the U.S. current- 
ly available for rent. 

Available equipment 
I he truck conks equipped with four 

Sony HDC -700 studio cameras with 
Canon 65x1 lenses and four Sony 
HDC -750 portable cameras with Can- 
on 18x1 lenses. The mobile is pre - 
wired for 12 cameras, with additional 
cameras rented when required. Vinten 

Vector -70s and Vector - 
700s support the HDC - 
700s and Vinten Vision - 
22s, and Sachtler Vid- 
eo-80s are provided for 
the handhelds. 

HDV -5 normally rolls 

with four Sony HDW -500 
HDCAM- format record- 

ers. HD VISION can sup- 

ply two additional HD- 
CAM recorders and four 
Panasonic HDDS record- 
ers if requested. Three Ash - 

Vale SM -2A dual -VTR 
slow -motion controllers 
are included in the stan- 

dard package. 
The mobile contains a 

Snell & Wilcox HD1024 
1 -1/2 ME production 
switcher with integrated 
still store, two DVEs, three 

keyers, three chroma key - 

ers, three expanded bor- 

der generators, seven col- 

or correctors and four po- 

sitionable frame buffers. 

A pair of Mackie 
Digital 8 -Bus (d8b) 
mixers are cascaded 
to provide 48 analog 
inputs, 48 digital inputs, digital and 
analog stereo and eight -channel sur- 
round outputs. On -board Dolby en- 
coding and decoding equipment sup- 
ports both AC -3 transmission com- 
pression and E -type production com- 
pression. 360 Systems Digicart and 
TCR -8 recorders provide for indus- 
try- standard two -channel playback, 
as well as discrete eight -channel 
stem handling for 5.1 surround mix- 
ing. Separate Multimax monitor pro- 
cessors for the production and audio 
control rooms provide complete con- 
trol of the monitoring environment 
from mono through stereo and 5.1 

Camera contol on HDV -5 is prewired for 12 cameras 
including four Sony HDC -700 studio cameras and four 
HDC -750 portables, with additional cameras rented when 
required. Photo courtesy WRAL -TV. 
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surround. M &K Professional moni- 
tor speakers, subwoofers and bass 
management are used in the mobile. 
The M &K speakers are driven by 

Bryston 4B and 8B power amplifi- 
ers. A Tascam DA98 provides for 
eight -channel recording, playback 
and layback using an industry -stan- 
dard format. The audio system is 

prewired for up to five additional 
DA -98 series machines, supporting 
up to 48 channels of on -board track- 
ing for music productions. RS -422 
controllable CD players and a cas- 
sette deck round out the audio capa- 
bilities of the mobile. 
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A Clearcom Matrix -3 Plus intercom 
system provides the communications hub 

for the mobile, which is fitted with ten 29- 

key LED display stations and ten nine- 

key LED display stations. Twenty drops 

of external RTS PL are supplied by four 
PS -31 power supplies and an SAP1626 

assignment panel. BP -325 belt -packs and 

Beyer DT -108 and DT -109 headsets round 

out the PL capabilities. 

The mobile has eight channels of 
powered IFB with RTS IFB beltpacks 
and Telex in -ear headsets. 

Video waveform monitoring is by 

Leader Instruments, selected for its real 

analog display, which is generally pref- 

erable for adjusting camera setup. Lead- 

er also supplies MASTER SD -SDI and 

HD -SDI test generators. 
All picture monitoring is full HD qual- 

ity, not downconverted for NTSC display 

or scan converted for flat panel computer 

display. This provides the best environ- 

ment for producers to evaluate actual HD 
images for framing and composition, and 

CRT monitors provide correct colorime- 

try, an area where current LCD flat panels 

fall short. All evaluation -grade monitors 

are the new Sony BVM -D multisync 
series, so the mobile can be upgraded to 

multistandard operation with a future 
camera upgrade. 

On -board graphics is done by the 
Collage (formerly Pixel- Power) Clar- 
ity-HD graphics system. The Clarity 
includes a built -in paint system, as 

well as a complete still- store. Its 
substantial on -board processing 

All picture monitoring in HDV -5 is full HD quality, allowing the director and TD to 
evaluate the framing, composition and overall image quality without making allowances 
for the shortcomings of LCD flat -panels or NTSC downconversion. Photo courtesy 
WRAL -TV. 

power supports dramatic real -time 
HD graphics transitions. 

The Snell & Wilcox HD1024 switch - 
er includes an integrated 32x20 HD- 
SDI routing switcher that provides all 
of the HD routing in the mobile un- 
der control of the Philips Jupiter con- 
trol system. Additional Philips Venus 

frames provide 96x96 AES routing, 
32x32 SD -SDI routing, 32x32 NTSC- 
video routing, 32x32 stereo analog 
audio routing, 32x32 timecode rout- 
ing and a 64 -port data router for 
machine control and downconvert- 
er-upconverter control delegation. 

Consortium members shoot and share content between stations in an effort to speed 
the transition to digital among consumers. as well as provide training in HD production. 
Widely popular programming, in this case NCAA basketball, makes this a good 
showcase for the benefits of HD. Photo courtesy WRAL -TV. 
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A complete Sony BVE -9100 editing 
system provides state -of- the -art linear 
editor control of the mobile's VTRs and 

audio recorders. 
Downconverted serial digital and 

NTSC outputs are provided for all 
cameras and VTRs, as well as all of the 

program feeds, which should facilitate 
easy integration with side -by -side SD 

shoots. For integration with other HD 
mobiles, copies of all HD signals are 

available at the I/O panel, as well as 

tally inputs to all of the cameras so that 
tally can be from an external source 

when appropriate. The programmable 
VASGO Limited Source ID and Tally 
system can be tailored to accommo- 
date any mix of internal and external 
tally, either on -air or iso, as required 
by the production. 

HDV -5 is usually booked for five - 

day periods, giving local stations an 

opportunity to tie in several events. 

For example, the first live HDTV pro- 
duction at WRAL -TV was scheduled 

around a football game, baseball game, 

concert in the park and cooking show, 

affording the station more mileage on 

the cost of the rental. It is recommend- 
ed that Consortium member stations 
should revisit the live events that are 

going on in their region (i.e., parades, 

sporting events and concerts) and look 
for tie -ins to promote HDTV. 

Charles Pantano is chief engineer, HD Vision. 
losan Dahlin is marketing director, WRAL 
iID. 
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' - . We just want to make our message loud and clear. 

tr Most knew us as ITS for our state -of- the -art exciter 

R+.1P. 

'WYA`' 

NOV, 

BURPS 

. retrofits. Now as ADC, we offer the highest power 

TOT transmitter on the market today. They are still 

built with the same standards that you came to 

expect: innovation, performance, and quality. From exciters to high 

power transmitters, from solid state to 10T, we can provide a solution 

for your application. Find out more about our innovative products 

and services by calling (724) 941 -1500 or visit our web site at 

www.adc.com/ broadcast / be 
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Transmitters: from tetrode to solid state 
BY DON MARKLEY 

The onset of DTV brought with it the 
promise of new and exciting devel- 

opments in all areas of television. Cam- 
eras would become even more exotic; 
the pocket protector crowd would de- 
velop even more elaborate and useful 

digital signal whiz -bangs; and new, ex- 
citing transmitters would bring us im- 

proved efficiency, unparalleled reliabil- 
ity and new, low prices. The first two 
have happened and the input ends of 
the transmitters have made really sig- 

nificant changes. The big output ends of 
the transmitters that we all love almost 
seem to be hogged down in a static 
state. 

When the transmitter folks first 
broke free from tetrodes, the four - 
cavity klystron seemed to be the pre- 
cursor of great things to come. That 
proved to be the case. The five -cavity 
klystron was a great move, accompa- 
nied by improvements in the older 
fours. This technology became pre- 
dominant in high -power systems. The 
efficiency was slowly improved 
through pulsars and the introduction 
of the gridded klystron. The industry 
then moved on through klystrodes 
and MSDC systems leading to the 
klystron du jour - the IOT. 
When DTV called for the produc- 

tion of another 1700 transmitters, 
the assumption was that the huge 
demand would produce a quantum 
leap in the development of high -pow- 
er amplifiers. Certainly, the current 
offerings of exciters demonstrate a 

significant improvement in the state 
of the art. However, the final ampli- 
fiers seem to be represented by a 

huge mass of IOTs, frosted with a 

thin coating of solid state systems 
and sprinkled with a scattering of 
diacrodes. 

The development of high -power sol- 
id -state transmitters is pushing against 
a barrier much like the speed of sound. 
The promise inherent in new technol- 
ogy such as silicon carbide devices 
has not come to fruition. The reasons 

are varied but are mainly controlled 
by cost. The more conventional sol- 
id -state devices work very well but 
are still limited for the higher pow- 
ers by cost. That seems to be the 
limiting factor holding the industry 
to the use of the IOT as the primary 

one side to he replaced by some pro- 
cessed sand when looking at average 
power output levels of 25kW or more. 
So far, the murmurings heard around 
the industry don't indicate such an 
onrushing development. 

The forward error correction in the 

The promise inherent in new technology such as 

silicon carbide devices has not come to fruition. 

amplifier type (again with a scatter- 
ing of Diacrodes). 

The big problem is fairly straight- 
forward. DTV requires a very linear 
amplifier. The current exciters are 
highly capable of correcting for dis- 
tortions that maybe introduced by an 
IOT. At least one manufacturer even 
corrects each IOT individually for 
maximum linearity of the total sys- 

tem. It simply is not practical to do 
that when the amplifier consists of a 

string of solid -state devices reaching 
from here to way over there. There- 
fore, those devices must he operated 
in a mode so linear that the precor- 
rection is limited to that which will 

apply to the sum of the devices. That 
means that they can't be pushed very 
hard, resulting in operating them at 
less than the maximum possible pow- 
er. That, in turn, means that more 
devices are needed for the required 
power output. 

Now for the good side. The current 
crop of amplifiers is great. The linear- 
ity of both the IOT and the diacrode 
offers excellent performance for DTV 
at an acceptable efficiency. The reli- 
ability of those systems approaches 
that of a concrete block with only 
minimal required adjustment. Perhaps 
part of the problem in developing 
new technology is that the existing 
technology works so well at an ac- 

ceptable cost. It is going to require a 

real breakthrough to move the old - 
fashioned, vacuum -based systems to 
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modern exciters offers excellent per- 
formance for DTV. The exciter, while 
extremely complex, has certainly de- 
veloped beautifully. The only nega- 
tive is that the station technician must 
plan on attending school for the par- 
ticular manufacturer in use. It isn't 
possible for a shade tree mechanic to 
repair these systems. One must think 
in ones and zeroes rather than in 

terms of 6H6s. While the reliability 
of modern systems is vastly improved 
when compared to equipment of even 
10 years ago, the repair of those sys- 

tems has become much more com- 
plex if taken beyond the expediency 
of swapping cards until it works. The 
stability of the modern systems with 
all of their digital circuitry is truly a 

wonder. On the other hand, if they 
start regurgitating bits on a moun- 
taintop in Montana at 3 a.m., you 
have a real problem. Don't worry, 
this problem can be dealt with but it 

is absolutely necessary to get the train- 
ing to move from strictly analog to 
digital systems. We have survived the 
change from all- vacuum tubes to to- 
tally solid -state equipment and from 
monochrome to color. We will prob- 
ably survive the total conversion to 
digital, although I'd worry about that 
technician on the mountaintop who 
has to listen to telephone menus that 
lead only to voice mail. 

Don Markley is president of Markley and 
Associates, Peoria, IL. 
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Technolo. In Transition 

Transmitters: By the numbers 

NTSC Transmitters 
Company Model Power Range Band Efficiency Amplifier Cooling method Free 

Into t 
Acrodyne Renaissance Series 30kW -240kW (peak 

visual. 10% aural 
UHF Not Provided Diacrode Air/Water 401 

ARS30 /2 (Adjacent 30kW UHF Not Provided Diacrode Air/Water 402 

Ch. Tech.) 

ARS60 /4 60kW UHF Not Provided Diacrode Air/Water 403 

Broadband Solid State 5kW (average) UHF Not Provided Bi -polar Air 404 

(NH500 Series) 

Broadband Solid State 
(NH6000 Series) 

40kW (peak visual, 
10% aural) 

UHF Not Provided LDMOS Liquid 405 

VHF Sold State 
(NM500 Series) 

20kW (peak visual, 
10% aural) 

VHF Not Provided MOSFET Air 406 

TR Series (Solid State) 5kW (peak visual, 
10% aural) 

UHF Not Provided Bi -polar Air 407 

TR Series (Tetrode) 5kW to 25kW (peak 
visual. 10% aural) 

UHF Not Provided Tetrode Air/Water 408 

TL Series (Solid State) 2kW (peak visual. UHF or VHF Not Provided Bi -polar Air 409 

10% aural) 

TRU /1OKDM 10kW UHF Not Provided Diacrode Air 410 

ADC Broadcast Systems Visionary Series 20kW - 420kW UHF Consult factory IOT (one to six) Air or Water /Glycol 411 

Innovator Series 5kW - 120kW UHF Consult factory Solid State -LIMOS Air or Water 412 

800 Series 10W - 6kW UHF Consult factory Solid State -BJT Air 413 

840A 10kW UHF Consult factory Diacrode Air 414 

300/400 Series 10W-1kW VHF Consult factory Solid State -FET Air 415 

Advanced Broadcast Syst. ABS- TC40IXM(A) 30 -60kW UHF 40 °6 ® black: 71% avg. lOT Water /Air 416 

ABS- TC701XM 70 -280kW UHF 42% @ black; 71% avg. lOT Water 417 

ABS- TC20I1 MA 20kW UHF 41% @ black: 72% avg. lOT Air 418 

ABS- TC30IXMA 30 -60kW UHF 43% 4) black: 72% avg. IOT Air 419 

Comark 10X 10kw -300kW UHF 73% @ 150kW IOT (1-6) Air or Water 420 

Optimum 500W - 60kW VHF 45 ° °® 30kW Solid State Air or Water 421 

Ultimate 500W - 60kW UHF 45 %@ 30kW Solid State Air or Water 422 

Continental Electronics SpectraStar 700D Series 1kW 40kW UHFNHF 25% LDMOS /UHF: Air 423 
MOSFETNHF 

Larcan M Series 10W - 6kW VHF Varies with power Solid State Air 424 

MX & XLS 1W - 2kW VHF /UHF Varies with power Solid State Air 425 

HDR 10kW to 120kW UHF Varies with power IOT Air/Water 426 

DTV Transmitters 
Acrodyne 

ADC Broadcast Systems 

Advanced Broadcast Syst. 

Comark 

Renaissance Series 

ARS30 /2 

ARS60 /4 

NV500 Series 

NV6000 Series 

AuD Series (Solid State) 

AuD -50 

Visionary DT Series 

Innovator Series 

DT800 Series 

0T840A 

ABS- TCD40IXMA 

ABS- TCD50IXMA 

ABS- TCD70IXM 

ABS- TCD1301XM 

Advantage Series 

1 kW -100kW 

2kW 

4kW 

5kW 

10kW 

2kW 

4-5kW 

12.5kW - 180kW 

2.5kW - 60kW 

5W to 3kW 

10kW 

10.5 -21kW average 

13.7- 27.5kW average 

19 -38kW average 

35 -140kW average 

10 -100kW 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

Not Provided 

Not Provided 

Not Provided 

Not Provided 

Not Provided 

Not Provided 

Not Provided 

Consult factory 

Consult factory 

Consult factory 

Consult factory 

46% avg. 

48% avg. 

45% avg. 

46% avg. 

Consult factory 

Diacrode 

Diacrode 

Diacrode 

Bi -polar 

LOMOS 

Tetrode 

Diacrode 

lOT (one to six) 

Solid State - LDMOS 

Solid State BJT 

Diacrode 

107 

IOT 

lOT 

IOT 

IOT 

DCX 10 -100kw UHF Consult factory lOT 

Optimum 125W -15kW VHF Consult factory Solid State 

Ultimate 125W -15kW UHF Consult factory Solid State 

Continental Electronics SpectraStar 7000 Series 1kW -40kW UHFNHF 25% LOMOS/UHF: 
MOSFETNHF 

EMCEE TTU2500HD 2.5kW UHF Not Provided LIMOS Solid State 
Driver Tetrode PA 

Harris DCD200L1 5kW UHF 30kW maximum Solid State -LIMOS 

DCD4OPL2 10kW UHF 60kW maximum Solid State -LDMOS 

DCD6OPL3 15kW UHF 90kW maximum Solid State -LDMOS 

DCD8OPL4 20kW UHF 120kW maximum Solid State -LIMOS 

DCD100PL5 25kW UHF 150kW maximum Solid State -LIMOS 

Itelco V Series 1W-100kW VHF /UHF Varies Solid State, tetrode. lOT 

LARCAN Landmark 8kW-100kW UHF Varies with power Solid State /107 

MD Series 1W-10kW VHF Varies with power Solid State 

Lo -Power 100W-5kW UHF Varies with power Solid State 

Air/ater 
Air/Water 

Air/Water 

Air 

Liquid 

AirWater 

Air 

Air or Water /Glycol 

Air or Water 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Water 

Water 

Air 

Air or Water 

Air or Water 

Air or Water 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air /Liquid 

Air/Water 

Air 

Air 

427 

428 

429 

430 

431 

432 

433 

434 

435 

436 

437 

438 

439 

440 

441 

442 

443 

445 

446 

447 

448 

449 

450 

451 

452 

453 

454 

455 

456 

457 

For more information on these products circle the corresponding number on the Free Info Card. 
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New Technology...Broadband Solid State Transmitters...Brilliant! 

Completely Scalable...Brilliant! 

High Power, Highly Flexible...Brilliant! 

For Diverse Needs, a Full Spectrum of Choices...Brilliant! 

And New Products Under Development for the Digital Future...Brilliant! 

ACRODYNE Industries, Inc. 
www.acrodyne.com 1 516 Township Line Road I Blue Bell Pennsylvania 19422 1 800.523.2596 1 215.542.7000 I Fax: 215.540.5837 I Emall: acroinfo @acrodyne.com 

High Power Diacrode/ 
New Technology 

Broadband Solid State 

Tetrode 

Solid State 

Spectrum of UHF Choices 

ACRODYNE 
Worldclass. Worldwide. 
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New Products 

HD graphics -to -video -out 
solution 
SGI Onyx2: this video solution combines the 3D graphics 

capabilities of Silicon Graphics' Onyx2 workstation with 
real -time digital HD output, allowing broadcasters to 
generate graphics in HDTV formats for virtual sets, 

template graphics and real -time character generation; 

650- 960 -1980; fax: 650 -933 -0819; www.sgi.com /go/ 
broadband 

Circle (463) on Free Info Card 

Automatic mirroring software 
Grass Valley Group Profile InSync: this software 
provides failure protection using a high -speed Fibre 

Channel network to automatically synchronize the 
content of any two Profile XP Media Platforms or Profile 

PDR200 /300/400 digital video servers; supports JPEG, 

MPEG, DVCPro and HDTV formats; 800 -998 -3588; 800- 

547 -8949; fax: 503 -627 -7275; www.grassvalleygroup.com 
Circle (464) on Free Info Card 

EMCEE Broadband Wireless Access Transmitter 
Accessory: this DS transmitter can be used inter- 

changeably as a single channel transmitter for video 

distribution and supercell Broadband Wireless 

Access (BWA) applications or as a broadband 
multichannel transmitter for distributed architecture 
BWA and moderate power video distribution in 

both analog and digital formats; 800 -233 -6193; 570- 

443 -9575; fax: 570 -443 -9257; www.emceebrd.com 
Circle (465) on Free Into Card 

Equipment leasing program 
Tektronix eQuip Finance: this leasing program offers a 

wide variety of lease types to match the total solution to 
each customer's specific equipment and financial needs; 

the program also allows cost -saving bundling of mainte- 

nance agreements, software and integration; 800 -426- 

2200; 503 -627 -7111; fax: 503 -222 -1542; www.tekronix.com 
Circle (466) on Free Info Card 

Web streaming solution 
Pinnacle StreamGenie: this new portable webcasting 

solution streams live video program over the Internet; 
designed to leverage emerging broadband on the 
Internet using next generation codecs and servers such as 

RealProducer7 and RealServer7 from RealNetworks that 
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will broadcast quality video over the Internet; 650 -526- 

1600; fax: 650 -526 -1601; www.pinnaclesys.com 
Circle (467) on Free Info Card 
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Mastering and editing 
software 
Digital Audio Research CD Mastering and Fine Edit: 
the CD Mastering facility can be accessed from within the 
OMR8's internal editing software; it enables tracks to be 

prepared for mastering with the OMR8 controlling the 

CD -R burning process; the Fine Edit function allows two 
alternative takes to be viewed side by side and edited at 

waveform level with high -resolution zoom; +44 1372 

742848; fax: +44(0)1372 743532; www.dar.uk.com 
Circle (468) on Free Into Card 

Windows NT workstation 
Intergraph Zx10 ViZual Workstation: this work- 

station offers 64-bit PCI buses - all wide, dual - 

independent -for maximum throughput and future 
64-bit technologies; features Intel Pentium III proces- 

sors 733/133MHz; has up to 8GB of PC133 ECC 

SDRAM for reliable memory; 800 -763 -0242; 205 -730- 

2000; fax: 205 -730 -6445; www.integraph.com /ics 

Circle (469) on Free Info Card 

Nonlinear editing software 
Fast Multimedia 601 PrintDVD: this software option 
offers professional editing with the use of MPEG -2 with 
DVD applications and is now possible within the modular 
concept of the 601 system; the DVD -compatible data 

streams created by 601 PrintDVD can be played directly 

into 601 -DVDVirtuoso and DVDConductor; 800 -249 -FAST; 

425 -354 -2002; fax: 425 -354 -2005; 

www.fastmultimedia.com 
Circle (470) on Free Into Card 

DTV demodulators and 
decoders 
Thomcast /Comark ATSC Professional Demodulator: 
this demodulator can be used at cable headends to 
receive broadcast ATSC DTV signals for insertion into local 

cable systems; it can be used in conjunction with other 
THOMCAST products such as the Amber remultiplexer; 
when paired with Zenith's ATSC Professional Demodula- 

tor, will product HDTV pictures on a variety of monitors 

from the most inexpensive computer monitors to a full 

16.9, 1920x1080HDTV display; 413- 569 -0116; fax: 413 -569- 

0679; thomcastcom.com 
Circle (471) on Free Info Card 
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EditorsHet .com 
e rt, ec ogy and Süsiness of Film & Video Editing 

Updated Daily 

News Features Jobs 

Creative Planet Network 
Circle (177) on Free Into Card 
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MPEG -2 interface converters 
and processors 
Thomcast /Comark Turquoise: this interface converter 
and processor performs multi- interface signal conversion 
and handles multiple interface standards, including DVB - 

PI ASI, DVB -PI SPI LVDS & ECL, DVB 551, SMPTE 310M and 

M25; allows for a genlock input signal such as GPS for 
maximum stability of the output signals; performs 
transport stream processing with packet format conver- 

sion and input /output bit rate adaptation based on 

stuffing packet and restamping management; succeeds 

the THOMCAST D6002 family and includes all of the 
D6002 functions; 413 -569 -0116; fax: 413 -569 -0679; 

thomcastcom.com 
Circle (472) on Free Info Card 

MPEG -2 transport 
stream server 
Viewgraphics DTVxstream: this server combines 
MediaPump XL technology with the Hewlett Packard 

NetServer LPr 2RU rackmount PC server; provides a 

bidirectional DVB -ASI, DVB -LVDS or DHEI interface that 
handles high bandwidth bi- directional multiplexing and 

demultiplexing stream processing, clean -cut splicing, table 
generation and transmission and supports bit -rates over 
150Mb /s; 650 -903 -4900; fax: 650 -969 -6388; 

www.viewgraphics.com 
Circle (473) on Free Info Card 
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Single- and double -ear 
headsets 
Clear -Corn Systems CC -95 and CC -260: these headsets 

are designed for intercom applications; feature custom 

foam -filled ear cushions that provide acoustic isolation in 

moderate noise level environments; the flexible boom 
arm features a specially designed, noise -canceling 

microphone; 510 -496 -6666; fax: 510 -496 -6699; 

www.clearcom.com 

Circle (474) on Free Info Card 

Video /Audio fiber optic 
multiplexer 
Multidyne DVM -2000: this 12 -bit video and 24-bit audio 
fiber optic multiplexed offers state -of- the -art perfor- 
mance exceeding RS250C short -haul and broadcast 

specifications; will support one video, up to 6 audio and 

data channels; the transmitter and receiver modules plug 
into a 10-channel frame with redundant power supplies 

are available as stand -alone units; 800 -4TV -TEST; 516 -671- 

7278; fax: 516 -671 -3362; www.multidyne.com 

Circle (475) on Free Into Card 

NT real time, 3D virtual set 
solution 
Accom ELSET Live: ELSET Live -NT is a 3D virtual set 

system that features live video I /O, Distance Key and 

Infinite Blue Box. The system can incorporate live video 
panels or tectuyres into scenes with camera position 
information. System allows camera operator to control 
both camera and virtual set during production; 650 -328- 

3818; fax: 650 -327 -2511; www.accom.com 

Circle (476) on Free Into Card 
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WORLD TELEVISION FORUM 

Take the high ground. Book your seat now. 
1 -5 June 2000 
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MODEL CGC -4000 
COLOR GRAPHICS CONVERTER 

. INPUT POP, , ' 

TERMINí1TION <HI- 
T T 

You're looking at the best autosync 
Adeo scan converters available anywhere. 
r1ny one of these units can turn your 
'sigh- resolution desktop workstation, 
PC or Mac presentations into broadcast - 
ivality videos. 

he 9700XL is built for professionals who 
equire the highest quality output 
mages, an expanded feature set, and 
he flexibility to control all aspects of 
he scan conversion process. 

-he Iii CGC -4000 is built to provide 
he high image quality of our top- of -the- 
ine units at an extremely affordable 
)rice. 

The 9400JR provides high image quality 
and reliable performance at an 

entry level price. 

All of these models are ideally suited to 
;upport presentation, visualization, 
:AD /CAM, animation, aerospace, medical 
maging, simulation, training, marketing, 
:ommercial video, and broadcast 
applications. 

01999 Folsom Research, Inc. All ri :hts reserved. 

Computer -to -Video 

Our scan converters feature *: 

Broadcast -Quality NTSC /PAL Output 

Full 24 -bit Digital Signal Processing 

True Autosync Operation 

Dynamic Pan & Zoom 

Optional SDI Output (Dl) 

Betacam, S -Video (Y /C) Outputs 

Auto & User -Selectable Filtering 

RS -232 Interface 

15 -pin Connector for PC Applications 

Full 3 -year Warranty 

Enhance your image, put a Folsom Video 
Scan Converter to work for your next 
application. To get information, 
see a free demonstration, or to order, 
call us or visit us online at: 
www.folsom.com. 

Some features apply to certain models only. 

Folsom 
R E S E A R C H 

Enhance Your Image 
1 -888 -414 -SCAN 

tel 916.859.2500 fax 916.859.2515 
11101-A Trade Center Drive Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

Circle (178) on Free Info Card 
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Digital newsgatherinç. 
system 
Adaptive Broadband MRC CodeRunner.2: this 

digital newsgathering system features applications 
for news operations facing narrower channels or 
potential digital transmissions, including COFDM, 

QPSK, 16QAM and FSK modulation techniques; 
initial model operates in 2HGz band; digital opera- 

tion provides 6Watts for DOFDM, QPSK operation; 
978 -671 -5700; fax: 978 -671 -5903; 

www.adaptivebroadband.com 

Circle (477) on Free Into Card 

Graphics and character 
systems generators 
Collage Graphics Software Version 2.0: this software 
includes new animation effects, increased support for 
networking and enhancements designed to satisfy dual - 

channel requirements for on -air applications; 561 -395- 

4000; fax: 561 -395 -4065; www.pixelpower.com 

Circle (478) on Free Into Card 

Frame synchronizer 
Crystal Vision SYN102: this frame synchronizer 
features two operational modes - synchronizer and 

delay line; a remote freeze function can be used in 

either; has both horizontal and vertical output 
timing adjustment, with a full two fields of adjust- 
ment; +44 1223 506 515; fax: +44 1223 506 514; 

www.crystalvis.com 

Circle (479) on Free Into Card 

Digital audio workstation 
SADiE Cedar DeThump: this digital audio workstation, 
the newest member of the Cedar family, complements 

the SADiE Cedar DeNoise and DeClick plug -ins; is de- 

signed to remove low frequency energy bursts from an 

acoustic signal; uses the data surrounding the thump to 
build a picture of what the low frequency signal data 

should have been prior to the thump; 615- 327 -1140; fax: 

615- 327 -1699; www.sadie.com 

Circle (480) on Free Into Card 

BUILT TO TAKE IT 
3141-510 PRO VIDEO TRIPOD SYSTEM 

LI' 

This hard working, no- nonsense, 

pro-video combo consists of our 

advanced 510 video head and proven 

3141 two -stage tripod. The 510 head provides 

smooth, 3 -step drag control; a zero freewheel 

setting; return-to- center variable balance 

spring adjustment: 360° pan; and 

+757-70° tin. Designed for cameras 

weighing up to 19 lbs. (510 head) or 

23 lbs. (510 -10 head). The tripod is 

made of lightweight, high -tensile 

aluminum alloy and special synthetic 

composites, and is up to 30% 

lighter than ordinary, all- aluminum 

tripods, with no loss of strength 

or stability! For more information, 

see your dealer, contact us or visit 

our web site. 

Boron Photo Corp., 565 East Crescent Avenue. Ramsey. NJ 07416.050E 

12011818.9500 Fmk 2011818.9177 e mail mto4"`bo9enphoto corn web wvnv bngenphoto corn 

L4-Y J ; bogen 
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Automatic mixer 
Shure Brothers SCM410: this 
four -channel automatic mixer is 

suited for smaller installed and 

transportable systems; has many 

of the performance attributes of 
Shure's eight -channel SCM810 

mixer pulled into half of a rack 

space; features include adjust- 
able low -pass filters (25Hz to 
320Hz), high frequency shelving 

filters for each channel, four 
balanced XLR inputs, a single 

balanced XLR output, an 

unbalanced RCA auxiliary -level 

output, and a peak output 
limiter and master output level 

control; 800- 25- SHURE; 847 -866- 

2200; fax: 847 -866 -2279; 

www.shure.com 
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Pentium and Dual Pentium' Ill BX CompactPCl solutions 

Zeus- Your 
Complete 

CompactPCl° 
Solution 
Provider 

Polaris CompactPCl" 
Processor Board 

G16 CompactPCl°" 
System Enclosure 

l 'odd- Wide Sales/Support 

"Our experienced and knowledgeable sales staff provides you 
with partnership -oriented support services throughout the life 
of your program, starting from the first phone call you place 

with us." 

il odd ( lass 1.11;:m1 rur 
"Our award -winning mechanical and electrical design engineers 

provide you with the technical expertise you need. We offer 
complete customization services, from the simple addition of a 

logo to the design of a completely new, proprietary system." 

Quality 
"We ensure that all products meet strict quality standards. After 
all, the success of our business depends on the success of yours." 

tlana fui (urine 1. i rr/ /rare 
"Our manufacturing capabilities enable you to exceed your goals. 

We supply you with high quality products that are delivered when 
you need them." 

One -Stop Solution 
"As a founder of PICMG, we helped define the CompactPCl 
product specification, and as the premier industrial PC designer of 
CPU boards, backplanes, and enclosures, we guarantee your 
applications the highest level of optimization." 

H.11O 
Support 

888-307-7892 

IBus, Inc. 

9174 Sky Park Court San Diego, CA 92123 
toll free: 888- 307 -7892 tel: 858 -974 -8400 fax: 858 -268 -7863 email: sales @ibus.com 

W` tilt 
1 -13ÚS, 1114 C_ 

www.ibus.com www.ibus.com www.ibus.com www.ibus.com 
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Distribution matrix 
AutoPatch Epica -256: this matrix switcher is aimed at 
applications that require large growth capability; features 
modular architecture allowing designers to start as small 

as 16 inputs by 16 outputs and scale the system up to a 

full 256 x 256 per signal type in the field; ultra wideband 
bandwidth specifications are 300 +MHz in a fully loaded 
condition; 800 -622 -0246; 509 -235 -2636; fax: 509 -235 -2646; 

www.autopatch.com 

Circle (482) on Free Info Card 

Digital Video Exciter 
LNR Communications Digital video exciter: this DVE 

occupies only one rack unit of height, creating a light- 
weight, highly 
portable 
system ideal 
for digital 
satellite news 
gathering applications as 

well as hub uplinks, teleports and flyaway stations; fully 
MPEG -2 /DVB compliant, end -to-end solution (video in/ 
RF /out), plug and play replacements for existing analog 
equipment; supports PAL and NTSC formats; 888 -LNR- 

7858; 516 -273 -7111; fax: 516 -761 -5454; www.lnr.com 
Circle (483) on Free Info Card 

Enhanced videographics software 
Inscriber VMP Studio: an enhanced version of Inscriber's 
Video Media Producer software product for the Chyron 
Duet platform; tightly integrated creation, display and 

management product; includes an online CG, digital still 

store, Xtreme motion effects software and alpha -aware 
paint capabilities; uses the fast NT platform and real -time 
Open GL graphics capabilities of the Chyron Duet; 800- 

363 -3400; 519 -570 -9111; fax: 519 -570 -9140; 

www.inscriber.com 
Circle (484) on Free Info Card 

Patching system 
ADC Telecommunications Uni Patch RS-422: this patch - 

by -exception system has the combination of AES compli- 
ance with a reliable RS -422 patching 
interface and modular design; a 

normalled switching system built for 
30,000 insertion /withdrawal 
durability and 10-pin switching; 
features gold -plated long cantilever 
beam springs and grade FR-4 

printed circuit boards; 800 -366 -3891; 

612- 938 -8080; fax: 612 -946 -3292; 

www.adc.com 

We've been 
listening... 
to your request for a nitrogen 
pressurization system that 

Meets the requirements of today's 
demanding new technologies. 
Is competively priced with typical air dryers. 
Is small, compact and easily installed. 

Our response... the DSN2. 

Litton 
Life Support 

1- 800 -548 -8662 
Website: www.littonls.com 
Email: nbuckhahn @littonls.com 
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Updated product 
guide 
Neutrik Product Guide: this new 
product guide includes colorful 
product features, part numbers, 
specifications and technical data; 
the table of contents lists the 
product lines using color coding to 
coordinate each product line with its 

page in the catalog; lists approxi- 
mately 550 model numbers, includ- 
ing XLR circular and panel mount 
connectors, micro and miniature 
industrial connectors, AC power 
connectors and various accessories; 

732 -901 -9488; fax: 732- 901 -9608; 

www.neutrikusa.com 
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The Channel 
Management System 
that grows with you 

Mindpack: management 
solution for all lV . anons r, 

Whether you're a small TV station or a multinational 

broadcasting company, reliable, cost -effective channel 

management is essential. Mindpack is a convenient, 

scaleable channel management system that grows as you 

grow - from single channel to multi- channel operations. And 

at a price you can afford. 

Mindpack has been specially designed to cater for networks 

and channels broadcasting on analogue and digital platforms. 

maOmindpm.cum www.mindpm.ann 

It comprises full rights management, including budget 

modeling and finance, a media library, and planning and 

presentation scheduling, in one fully -integrated package. 

And all of this with the reliability that comes from years of 

fine -tuning to meet the demands of today's TV stations. 

So when your business is head and shoulders above the rest, 

Mindpack will always be there to support you. 

mindport'Imct 
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Re- writable CD -RW discs 
HHB Communications CDRW80 and CDRW74: these 

discs feature wide power margins, ensuring compatibility 
with a wide range of professional CD recorders, while a 

Silver- Indium -Antimony - Tellurium phase change recording 

material delivers more than 1000 erase /record cycles and 

a secure archival life in excess of 100 years; 310 -319 -1111; 

fax: 310 -319 -1311; www.hhb.co.uk 

Circle (487) on Free Into Card 

Commercial -grade CD players 
Marantz PMD330, 331 and 340: these CD players are 

able to play CD -RW discs recorded on CD -RW compatible 

recorders; models offer a high -performance CD mecha- 

nism and state -of- the -art signal processing technology, a 

multifunction programmable cue button that enables 

precise control of playback and a 10 -digit keypad to 
access up to 99 tracks; also offers A -B point audio 

loop playback, audible frame -by -frame search control, 

single -tack play, index searching and 21 preset functions; 

each model includes RCA analog outputs, digital (SPDIF 

format) coaxial output and RC5 remote input /output; 
732 -901 -9488; fax: 732- 901 -9608 ; www.neutrikusa.com 

Circle (488) on Free Into Card 

iteist SA*Ww4i 
Tranceivers 
AMP Inc. Gigabit MT -RJ Transceiver: 
this second -generation MT-R.1 

transceiver is for Gigabit 

bvsCSC -z1 
CLOSED CAPTION BRIDGE 

RETAINS LINE 21 DURING TIME COMPRESSION 

Shorten program length without destroying 
closed captioning and V -chip data 

No special software, external encoders/ 
decoders or time code equipment required 

Accepts tape speeds of 10% faster or 
slower than normal while retaining perfect 
picture -to- captioning synchronization 

Everything you need in one chassis, 
for only $5200.00 

broadcast video systems corp. 
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8 

Ph(905)764 -1584 Fax(905)764 -7438 E -mail: bvs @bvs.on.ca 
Website: www.bvs.on.ca 
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Ethernet, Fibre Channel and 

ATM OC -12 applications. 
Operating at speeds up to 1.25Gb/ 

s, the multimode transceivers use low -cost, 

short -wavelength vertical- cavity surface - 

emitting laser (VCSELs) and meet the require- 

ments of IEEE 802.3z for 1000Base -SX Gigabit 

Ethernet. The transceivers have a reach of 

550 meters over 50/125 -um fiber or 275 

meters over 62.5/125 -um fiber without the 

use of mode -conditioning cables; 800 -293- 

4284; fax: 717- 986 -7575; www.amp.com 

Circle (458) on Free Into Card 

Universal format 
converter 
Panasonic AJ- UFC1800: this 

format converter enables 

broadcasters to convert TV 

signals between any two user -selectable 

ATSC -DTV formats; is a self- contained unit; 

800 -528 -8601; 323 -436 -3500; fax: 323 -436- 

3660; www.panasonic.com /broadcast 
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AES3 -ID. Digital signals are automatically 
identified. Integral power supply. 

Reader Service Card # 169 

WARD -BECK SYSTEMS 

STANDS ALONt 
Legendary design 

Legendary quality 

Legendary construction 

AFFORDABLE BY COMMITMENT' 

IMPEG -2 NLE with 
IDVD output 
Fast Multimedia 
601 Uncom- 
pressed, Version 
2.1: this nonlin- 
.ar editing 
ystem features YUV 
olor space rather than RGB 

olor space for uncompressed 
. ideo; this version extends 601's 
liverse range of application 
reas to encompass advanced 
nimations and demanding 
ompositing; 800- 249 -FAST; 425- 
54 -2002; fax: 425- 354 -2005; 
rww.fastmultimedia.com 
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.: ompositing and ;peciel effects 
software 

Avid Media Illusion 
version 6.0: this 
( Dm positing 
sistem features 
new animation 

nd graph editors 
that replace previous curves with 
riore flexible bezier curves for 

E diting effect and composite 
:parameters; node cloning 
provides the ability to quickly 
< id easily create multiple clones 

f a single process node, 
lowing changes made to a 

r articular parameter, or an 
itire process of any one node 

t ) be automatically updated to 
I the associated clones; 800 - 

S 19 -AVID; 978 -640 -6789; fax: 
S78-851-0418; www.avid.com 
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Paint and nimation system 
Avid Avid MATA- 
DOR: this graphics 
s ,stem is a 

r' :solution- 
i- dependent 2 -D 

p:lint and anima - 
ti.)n system used extensively for 
rctoscoping, digital matte 
painting, animation and broad - 
c, st design; 800 -949 -AVID; 978- 
6 -0 -6789; fax: 978 -851 -0418; 
v, row.avid.com 
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8200 Series Rackmount Frames and Cards 

;: 

AMS4 Audio Monitor System 
High performance made affordable. Four 
selectable inputs may be balanced analog 
stereo, balanced AES3 or unbalanced 

The strategic modular solution for distribution 
and conversion of digital and analog audio and 
video signals. Models allow for up to 10 or 
12 cards plus two power supplies. 
Interchangeable I/O terminations suit most 
applications. 

Reader Service Card # 170 

MEW 
SMS4 4- Channel Stereo Metering System 
Display the levels of any combination of four 
digital (AES /EBU) and /or analog audio signals 
simultaneously. Each stereo meter pair 
comprises two 18 segment LED level displays 
and a digital audio LOCK indicator. Automatic 
digital input recognition and circuit selection. 
Integral power supply. 

Reader Service Card # 171 

P0011 Digital Audio Meter 
This unit features a dual channel, 20 segment 
LED level display along with 8 signal status LED 
indicators. Aural monitor outputs, headset or 
speaker, are provided. Available with 11052 
balanced input on an XLR3(F) connector, or 
7552 unbalanced input on a BNC connector. 

Reader Service Card # 172 

ABB -1 Audio Bit Buddy TM 

Portable, battery powered system for moni- 
toring both digital (AES /EBU, S /PDIF) and 
analog signals. Digital input monitors sampling 
frequencies from 30kHz to 50kHz automatically 
Reader Service Card # 173 

ABS -1 Audio Bit Spitter 
This ABB -1 companion product generates 
an AES /EBU or stereo analog test tone 
(400Hz or 1 kHz). Digital signals are at 
32, 44.1 or 48kHz sampling rates or may 
be referenced to an external source. 
Various signal levels may be selected. 

Reader Service Card # 174 

(wBB) 

P0013 Dual D to A Concerter 
This AES /EBU digital to analog converter 
is available in 7552 and 11052 versions. 
Reclocking circuitry and selectable cable 
equalization. 

Reader Service Card # 175 

MP Meter Panels 
Up to 4 LED illuminated meters can be 
contained in a high quality rack panel. 
Choose from VU, PPM or phase 
correlation meters. Integral power supply. 

Reader Service Card # 176 

WARD -BECK SYSTEMS LTD. 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M1B 2K4 

TEL: (416) 335 -5999 FAX: (416) 335 -5202 TOLL FREE 1- 800 -771 -2556 
website: www.ward -beck.com e -mail: wbsltd @istar.ca www.americanradiohistory.com
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Business Wire 

Business highlights from broadcast and production 
BY SANDRA FERGUSON. EDITORIAL ASSISTANT 

ADC recently signed a $20 million 
agreement to acquire NVISION. 

NTV Berlin, a broadcast station con- 

trolled by CNN, is now on air with Peak 

Broadcast Systems' graphics software. 

The Grass Valley Group delivered a 

1024x1024 and a 1024x128 Series 7000 

system to the operations center of Echo - 

Star. Trinity Broadcasting will use the 

Profile PRO series of video disk record- 

ers for time delay and spot insertion 
applications. 

Panasonic and The Post Group an- 

nounced a long -term agreement to devel- 

op new digital post production processes 

for the television and film communities. 

Iowa State University recently pur- 
chased six Hitachi Z -3000W digital 16:9 

switchable cameras as part of its one 

million dollar investment in DTV gear. 

JVC announced that Tennessee's PBS 

affiliate, WTCI -TV, purchased its D -9 

line. The Outdoor Channel, based in 

Temecula, CA, recently invested in D- 

9 equipment. 

Continental Electronics Corp. an- 

nounced a business unit dedicated to its 

advanced solid state digital TV trans- 
mitter and dual -mode, third- genera- 

tion modulation systems. 

Harris recently completed installa- 
tion of 53 DPS- 470AVs at the Ohio 
Education Telecommunications Cen- 

ter. Audio Broadcast Group recently 

became part of Harris' broadcast com- 
munications division in Mason, OH. 

Standard Communications announced 

that it entered into a product delivery 
agreement with Charter Communica- 
tions. Beginning January 2000, Stan- 

dard will ship STRATUM integrated 

network modulators, satellite receivers 

and stereo generators throughout se- 

lected Charter systems. 

Soundproof Studios in Los Angeles 

ordered a Euphonix System 5 digital 
mixing console. Deluxe Toronto recent - 

ly installed a dual operator System 5. 

Accom was selected by Panasonic to 
provide 22 Dveous Digital Effects sys- 

tems for the 2000 Summer Olympics in 

Sydney. Panasonic selected GeneSys to 
provide system integration services for 
broadcasting systems during the 2000 

Games. 

Snell & Wilcox's Test Card M (TCM) 
DVB- European standard -and ATSC - U.S. standard - test streams can 

now be played on Adherent's AD951 -II 

Stream Player, AD952 -II Stream Ana- 

lyzer, AD953 -II Stream Station, AD991 

Stream Source and MSP100. 
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The Chicago Digital Broadcast Com- 

mittee chose Dielectric to design the 

antenna complex that will top what will 
become the world's tallest building. 

WNJU, Telemundo New York, chose 

Vibrint's NewsEdit to replace all of its 

cuts -only tape editing bays. Illinois - 
based ABC affiliate WSIL -TV3 pur- 
chased Vibrint's FeedClip, NewsEdit 
and NewsQue. 

The Standard, a resource for news 

and information on the Internet econo- 

my, is using Virage Interactive services 

to provide video search capability to its 

recent Net Returns 2000 conference. 

Tektronix announced the opening of 
the Measurement Store on its website. 

Tektronix recently announced a new 

OEM partnership agreement with Me- 
dia DVX. 

Rohde & Schwarz and Acrodyne an- 

nounced an agreement to market each 

organization's products in the U.S. and 

Europe. Acrodyne entered into a long- 

term strategic agreement for the devel- 

opment, sale and manufacture of digi- 
tal technology in Asia. 

Devlin Design Group recently de- 

signed a new set and newsroom for 
Tulsa's ABC affiliate, KTUL -TV. 

Sheffield Audio Video Productions is 

the first U.S. company to install a Solid 

State Logic Axiom -MT digital multi- 
track console in a remote truck. 

Chelmsford, United Kingdom -based 

EEV is to be renamed Marconi Applied 
Technologies. 

DIRECTRIX recently opened a 57,000 - 

square -foot digital playback, storage and 

transmission facility in Northvale, NJ. 

Digital Vision recently opened a new 

office in Toronto. 

1 

1 
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N O S H O T . N O STORY. 
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Microwave ENG Reliability that is Second to None. 

Analog Today, Digital Tomorrow! 

Nucomm introduces the first Digital 
Ready ENG microwave systems 
available now for immediate 
implementation. 

These highly reliable systems pass all 
Digital modulation formats including 
the highly publicized COFDM. 

Nucomm radios offer unlimited 
flexibility. Through the use of the front 
panel "Smart Display" you can 
reconfigure the digital -ready radios 
(i.e. Channel Plan, Power Levels, ASC, 

Deviation, etc). This is perfect for the 
FCC's proposed change to the 2 GHz 
BAS Band. 

Nucomm's family of ENG digital -ready 
radios are available now for your digital 
migration. They include the tripod or 
the truck mounted PT /RX6 transmitter 
and receiver, MMPT6 Mast mount truck 
system and the CR6 central receiver 
All radios are frequency agile. 

Going digital? 
We're ready when you are! 

Call us now for more information. 

Circle (136) on Free Info Card 
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Microwave Solutions for the Digital Rge'" 

Phone: 908 -852 -3700 Fax: 908 -813 -0399 
www.nucomm.com 
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Orad announced the opening of its 

Midwest regional office in Arlington, 
TX. 

Richland TOWERS is scheduled to 
begin construction of a 1,682 -foot AGL 
supertower in the Orlando area. 

Fleetwood Mac's Mick Fleetwood 
recently chose HHB's Circle 5 monitor- 
ing system for a special project. 

Xyratex recently acquired a majority 
interest in San Diego -based Logic Inno- 
vations. 

PixelPower announced the formation 
of Collage Graphics Inc. 

Gerling & Associates was awarded a 

contract to construct three remote TV 
vehicles for the Canadian Broadcast 
Corp. 

People 

Leitch appointed 
Terry A. Canning as 

vice president of 
marketing 

Sony recently ap- 

pointed Alec Sha- 

piro as its vice pres- 

ident of marketing 
communications. 

electronic cinema. 

Bob Landingham 
recently joined 
Videotek as region- 
al sales manager. 

Screen Shot 

Sony named Rob- 
ert Ashcroft senior 
vice president of 

Acrodyne named James Kurimay as 

its director of world wide technical 
support. 

Consumer Electronics Association 
promoted Ralph Justus to vice presi- 

dent of technology and standards. 

Mark S. Richer was recently named 

executive director of the Advanced Tele- 

vision Systems Committee. 

Nightly Business Report to 
update look with Quantel's 
Moving PictureBox 

Nightly Business Report chose 

Quantel's Moving PictureBox as its 

solution to create a new, more vibrant 

visual identity for the program as it 

enters 2000. The popular program has 

a long history with Quantel still store 

technology. 

The Moving PictureBox system 

provides all the key features for live 

on -air presentations, including dual 

video outputs with dual moving keys, 

on- the -fly re- sizing of stills and clips, 

simultaneous independent recording 

and clip- to-clip dissolves. Standard 

storage is 30 minutes of DVCPRO50 

video storage/ 10,000 frames of non - 

compressed stills. 

Screen Shot 
Westcoast Video Productions shoots A Day in the Dirt 
with Ikegami and Fujinon 

Westcast Video Productions just completed shooting A Day in the Dirt bike race in 

Palmdale, CA, for Youtopi Films. In this annual event where industry professionals, 

including celebrities and 

stuntmen, came to race on 

a three -mile motor cross 

course, WVP participated 

by capturing this action 

on tape. 

WVP's crew spent an 

entire day laying 10,000 

feet of cable between 
practice races. WVP used 

a combination of 12 studio 

and hand -held Ikegami 

HL -59 digital cameras, some 

with Fujinon 55X studio 

zoom lenses. Two camcorders were used for the interviews in the pits. To get the 

riders' point of view, two cigar-size video cameras were mounted inside the racers' 

helmets. A helicopter was also used to capture aerial shots of the race. 
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to Rome and Venice. Call Travel Network now for current holiday packa 

74e GALLERY 
MATCH 

IT!! 
HENRY ENGINEERING 
503 Key Vista Dove 
Sierra Madre. CA 91024 USA 
TEL (626) 355-3656 FAX (626) 355-0077 
FAX -on- Demand Doc e102 (626) 355 -4210 
http://www.henryeng.com 

ciíiiiiiiiiiiiii - 

7tuinmatch is the "one -way 
Matchbox" that's perfect for 
matching unbalanced CD players 
and other "play -only" devices. 
There are four channels of -l0 to +4 
conversion, so you can match two 
stereo CD players with one 
1Winmatch! Direct -coupled 
circuitry and lots of headroom for 
absolute sonic transparency. 

H E N R Y 
ENGINEERING 

We Build Solutions. 

Circle (161) on Free Info Card 

Promote your company and /or product. 
Advertise in 

74e GALLERY 

Design and Mix a Cable Channel with 
Revolutionary Multimedia insertion Technology! 

CURRENT 
TEMPERATUÏS multiple s olobldows lar -` 

MPEG -2 on log video 
Berlin 28° 

Cairo 36° 

Dallas 32° 

Geneva 24" 

Johannesburg 25' 

London 29' 

Los Angeles 31° 

Munich 28° 

New York City 27° 

Nice 26° 

Paris 24° 

Q°,. C.°...vern 

M 

graphic overlay with transpored 

fuq1114E',NE/AtS 

Concurrent display of analog video input and 
MPEG -2 video in scalable, movable windows 

Scalable, 24 -bit graphics overlays with 256 
levels of transparency 

Back -to -back MPEG audio /video playback 
with genlock for seamless ad insertion 

Hardware -assisted scrolling and crawling of 
multiple graphics windows 

NTSC /PAL composite video support, 
optional S -video 
support svi 

1 
SPECIALIZED TECHNOLOGY GROUP 

horizontally crawling text or graphics 

Single -slot PCI card Supports multiple boards in a single system Windows NT 4.0 support 

1)VICI - The Professional Broadcast, Multi -Source Video and Graphics Mixer 
1-888-478-2687 

mvpsalese3dfacorn 
www.slbslg.com 
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tN 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

420 9th Ave. 
Between 33rd & 34th Streets 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

Store and Mail Order Hours: 
Sun. 10 -S, Mon. thru Thurs. 9 -7 

Fri. 9 -1, Sat. Closed 

For Orders Call: 

800-947-9928 
212- 444 -5028 

or FAX (24 Hours): 

800 -947 -9003 
212- 444 -5001 

On the Web: 

www. bh pho to vid eo. corn 
We Ship Worldwide 

r a.,i -/Lr-..ItiFVm .s_ 
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PHOTO - VIDEO PRO AUDIO 

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE" 
FOR ORDERS CALL: 

800 -947 -9928 8 
212 -444 -5028 

OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

00- 947 -9003 
212- 444 -5001 

Store & Mail Order Hours: 
Sunday 10 -5 

Monday thru Thursday 9 -7 
Friday 9 -1 Saturday Closed 

On the Web: http: //www.bhphotovideo.com 

420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) New York, N.Y. 10001 

L4 SONY 
DSR -200A 3 -CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder 

(n tlomg a compact and light:.eigh' bud, .will, the superior pic'ure g,:..1:, 
IP (Digital Signal Processing) and the DVCAM lormat. the DSR -200A v. 

Ica) acgmsition tool for video journalists. event and wedding videogra- 
.. stringers and production houses. 500 lines of horizontal resolution. 
/ or 32kHz digital audio. three hour record time. and minimum Mumma- 
it 3 lau is only the beginning. Other features include 16:9/4.3 capability. 

ly Shot. high resolution 1 -inch viewfinder. time code operation. 
1 ale superimposition and an IEEE-1394 interface too direct digital out- 
lifers full automatic as well as manual control of focus. nis. gain. white balance and shutter speed. 
able servo 10X optical power zoom lens goes from Stores Photo. Date/Time. Shutter Speed. Iris. Gain and 
to 59mm in 1.7 to 24 seconds. The manual zoom F -stop tor easy recall. Sod you have to re- shoot. you 
:i r is continuously variable right up to where the know your original settings for every scene and frame. 
l l 20X zoom kicks in. Records Drop/Non -Drop Frame time code. Time code can 
y s Super Steady Shot reduces high frequency camera be read either as RC time code or as SMPTE time code 
ii without compromising image quality. SteadyShol Has a large 1 -inch 88W viewfinder with 550 lines of 

horizontal and vertical motion sensors that allow it resolution for easy focusing even in low contrast light - 
uk accurately while zooming. moving (even shooting ing situations. Separate information sub panel displays 

i a car). and shooting in low fight conditions time code. battery time. tape remaining and other cam - 
digital effects including audio and video lade. over- corder functions without cluttering up the viewfinder 
and Slow Shutter. Records 16- bitJ48kHz audio on one stereo track or 
moods and manual focus. iris. shutter. gain and 12-biV32kHz with two pairs of stereo tracks (Lt /R 1. 
e balance. Iris is adjustable in 12 levels from Ft .6 L2 /R2), so you can add stereo music or narration. 
11. shutter from 1/4 to 1 /10000 of a second In 12 One-point stereo electrel condenser mic for clear stereo 
s. Gain from -3dB lo .18dB in 8 steps separation Directivity can be selected Iron) 0 °. 90° 8 120° 
o Pattern indicator, bull -in ND filter. Automatic 8 manual (20 -step) audio level record con - 
lom Preset function lets you preset. store and recall trots Monitor audio with headphones or from the LCD 
cm settings for color intensity. white balance panel which has an active VU meter 
Or or reddish). sharpness and brightness. XLR input connectors for macs and audio equipment. 

DSR -20/40 DVCAM Player /Recorders 
)SA-2e drill USHi -u are versalue UVLAM VOW. 0.411 Long.,: clins '.is doit .i .. /wit ut co, eiurnl hiiClions for 
(long. playback and snnple editing. They feature Auto Repeat Playback. Power -On Recording /Playback multiple 
ine control interfaces and i Link (IEEE1394) Input and output And. of course. they offer the stunning image and 
1 quality inherent to the DVCAM format 

/.LINK Iton or the first index point. the DSR -20140 automat, 
/ both offer i.LINK I IIEEE1394) input and output rally rewinds the tape. then starts playing back the seg- 
idition, in the "Digital dubbing including TC Copy ment again. 

tri He. full information of video. audio and time code of They are capable of searching for Index Points. which 
or original tape can be copied to another tape are recorded on the tape as "in- point" marks every time 

rially useful when making working copies of the a recording starts. They can also search for photo data 
i al recorded on a DVCAM cassette by the DSR - 

Inputs and Outputs 200A/3001PD -100. or where the recording date has 
provide a full range of analog video inputs and been changed 

i.ls for Integration into current analog -based sys- Reference Input 
They both offer composite and S -Video External sync input enables synchronized playback with 

boutput while the DSR -40 (only) otters a compo- other VCRs. Especially important in A/B Roll configura- 
output as well The DSR -20 is equipped with ana- lions In addition the DSR -40 only allows adjustment 
iridio inputs and outputs IRGA). the DSR-40 with of li-sync and SC phase via the menu. 

- inputs and XLR -balanced output. These connec- Control S Interface 
on combination with their iLINK interlace allow a The DSR -20 /DSR -40 have a Control S input allowing 

oth transition to an all digital system on the future control via the optional DSRM -20 Remote Control. 
Record/Playback Functions The DSR -20 adds a Control S output connector allow- 

.1 colic repeat function for repeated playback After mg two or more (up to 50) DSR -20s to be daisy- 
- h ng either the end of the tape. the first blank por- chained and controlled from one DSRM -20. 

DSR20 Only 
DS13-20 can be powered by AC or DC In addition fo Control L. the DSR -20 also Incorporates 
Fped with Control L interface. the DSR -20 can per- an RS -232 interface for remote control of basic VCR 

t. i simple Time Code -based editing when connected functions from a PC. 
tc o -nuttier DSR -20 or other similarly equipped Supplied with the RMT -DS20 Wireless Remote for con - 
VC s/cameras. trol of basic VCR functions 

DSR-40 Only 
Eq peed with an RS -422A interface. the DSR -40 can per- controlled either manually or via its RS-422A interface. 
too 't as the editing player in AlB roll or cut editing system The DSR -40 is not equipped with a synchronization capabd- 
It . Iun has a simple recording function which can be ay. the editing accuracy is performed by pre -roll and play 

DSR -30 Dvcilw Digital vcR 
The SR -30 is an industrial grade DVCAM VCR that can be used for 

ing. playback and editing. DV standard 4:1.1 sampling digital 
orient recording with a 5.1 compression rabo provides spectacu- p 
lure quality and multi-generation performance. II has a Control L 
ce for editing with other Control L based recorders such as the 
'LOA DVCAM Camcorder or another DSR -30 It also has a con- 
s auto repeat playback function making it ideal for kiosks and 
mint of information displays. Other features include high quality 
audio. IEEE -1394 Digital interface and external timer recording. The DSR -30 can accept both Mini and Standard 
A cassettes for up to 184 minutes of recording time. and can playback consumer DV tapes as well. 
ids PCM digital audio at either 48kHz 116 -bit 2 Built -in control tray has a jog /shuttle dial. VCR and edit 
,el) or at 32kHz (12 -bit 4 channel) function buttons The jog/shuttle dial allows picture 
lied with Control L. capable of SMPTE Time Code search at c1/5 to 15X normal speed and controls not 
f accurate editing even without an edit controller only the DSR -30 but also a player hooked up through 
m editing functions include assemble and separate its LANG interface 
.Ind audio insert . DV InrOut 

I 
IEEE 1394) for digital dubbing of video. 

parching tor either an Index point or Photo Data audio and data ID with no loss in quality 
did by the DSR -200A camcorder. the DSR -30 Analog audio and video input/outputs make it fully 
it ally cuts the time usually required for editing. compatible with non -digital equipment. Playback corn - 
ISR -30 can record up to 135 Index points on the patibiliy with consumer DV tapes allows you to work 
rite Memory thanks to its 16K bits capability with footage recorded on consumer -grade equipment. 
i lock ensures audio is fully synchronized with the Tapes recorded In the DSR -30 are also compatible with 
for absolute precision when doing an insert edit. Sony's high -end DVCAM VCR's. 

Panasonic 
Broadcast & Television Systems 

AG -EZ 1 3 -CCD Digital Video Camcorder 
. gddl rcwrdiiig delivers 500 lines al Inedunlai rector 
non with no noise. (S/N ratio is 54dB1. 
10:1 power and 20'1 digital zoom lens. Both zooms are 
adjustable on four speeds 13.5 -15 sec. 1 

For extreme 
close-ups the lens can locus up to t!4 "from the sutler! 
Audio is also digital. using PCM (Pulse Code Modu- 
lahon) for quality that rivals CDs. Choose between two - 

channel 16 -bit recording or Iwo sets of 12-bit stereo 
with the second set reserved for uses such as narration 
Huge 1 5' 180.000 pixel color viewfinder provides 400 
lines of resolution and displays all automatic and manu- 
al functions on demand 
Variable speed shutter from 1/60-118000 of a second 
Built -in SMPTE time code generator 
Digital Electronic Image Stabilizer (DEIS) compensates for 
pttery mAegesnerialy when the digdai znnr is empined 

Digtai cucul( .,I 
Photo -Sn, 
lets you 
record a 

stn) -frame 

for six sec- 

onds while audio 

continues as normal. $1695 
290 VIII pictures can be recorded on a single 30- minute tape. 

Three ways to easily find previously recorded scenes: 
- TopScan plays back the first few seconds of each seg- 

ment. providing a handy way to review an entire tape. 
- Record /Review rewinds the camcorder and plays the 

last 10 seconds of the last recorded scene 
- Indexing encodes the first s:ene shot on a given day. to 

gmrkl'/ fond the starting point of each day's shooting 

ONYDSR -300 
3 -CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder 

The inuut advanced DVCAM camcorder. 'he incredibly atfoeilable DSR -300 
incorporates three 12 -inch CCDS. DSP digital technology and is the only one - 
piece camcorder in its class with 100% total digital transfer between the cameo,, 
section and the VCR section. 
High Performance: 

Three 1.2 -inch 410.000 pixel PowerHAD CCDS provide with a wide dynamo -.uiye al 
high quality acquisition with Increased sensitivity plus contrast 
"FIT like" reduced vertical smear of -11008. Black Stretch and Compress: Emphasizes the contrast 
Delivers high quality. artifact -free images Offers an out- in dark areas of the picture without any color changes 
standing 800 lines of horizontal resolution. a sensitivity that would require color correction in the editing 
of Ft 1 at 2000 lux and a true minimum illumination of process. 
0 5 Ica It also features an advanced LSI Digital Signal Digital Functions: 
Processor the same one used by the DXC -D30) for a Very similar to the DSR -1, the VCR section includes 
high SIN ratio of 62dB SetupLog FreezeMix and EditSearch functions. 
Hyper Gain mode using DPR (dual pixel readout) allows SetupLog automatically records status of the camera 
shooting in extremely low light with virtually no noise. settings onto the DVCAM ]assette throughout the 

Digital Signal Processing: shooting process. FreezeMie and EditSearch allow you 
Skin Tone Detail and Correction- Offers a more natural to search for a certain scene and retake d necessary by 
appearance by smoothing details in the picture A lea- superimposing the recorder, image to the live image in 
lure normally found in much higher priced cameras. the viewfinder. 
Skin Tone Detail and Correction reduces and controls ClipLink logging is also available using the optional 
wrinkles on the selected skin area without changing the DSBK -301 interface board. 7fipLink records index pic- 
other areas of the image tures on the tape as well as shot list data. logging 
TruEye and DvnaLatitude- Just like m the DOC -030. this funrtinn ireel time code. take and OK/NG (No 
le.itury ollow.r the e.nnera to repro(: natural colors . r m1 nmhon. 

.JVC GY-DV500 
1/2 -inch 3 -CCD Professional DV Camcorder 

The vmrid s Ins' DV cdinwrder designed limn Ine ground tip cue prulessiunal 
ENG work. the GY -DV500 combines the convenience and cost -effectiveness of 
Mini DV with the performance and features you need. It incorporate three 12- 
inch 380.000 pixel IT CCDS for superior picture performance )equivalent 
to 750 lines of resolution) superb sensitivity of F11 at 2000 lux and min- 
imum illumination of 0.75 lux lisien model Ruggedly constructed with 
a rigid deecast magnesium housing providing the durability profession- 
als crave. the GY- DV500s compact design and light weight (lesss than 
11 lbs fully loaded) makes it extremely portable Additional features like the menu dial 
and Super Scene Finder assure ease-of -use and shooting flexibility. while the IEEE1394 and RS -232 interface allow 
integration into various non -linear and post-production systems. A professional camcorder in every sense. the com- 
pact. lightweight GY-DV500 redefines acquisition for corporate. educational cable and broaicast production. as well as 
wedding vrdeography and multimedia applications 

Proleulonal Specifications 
Applies JVC's DSP with advanced 14 -bit video processing 
to bring out more natural details. eliminate spot noise. 
accurately reproduce dark areas. and restore color infor- 
mation in dark areas 
CODs are equipped With advanced circuitry to virtually 
eliminate vertical smear when shooting bright lights in a 

dark room. Ensures efficient light conversion with a sensi- 
Molly of F11 at 2000 lux 
CCD Detect Correction function evaluates while defects 
with the lens closed and then stores their addresses in 
memory When the camera Is turned on. the data is sent to 
the DSP for storage and real -time correction 
Black Stretch /Compress function ensures accurate repro- 
duction of black areas on the screen Advanced color 
matrix circuits give even difficult images a very natural 
appearance. 
Multi- stream parallel digital pipeline processing at 40 MHz 
creates an ultra- smooth gamma curve calculated using a 

true log scale algorithm. The result is a dynamic range of 
600% to accurately reproduce fine details and colors in 
shadows or highlights 

Professional Performance 
Multi -zone iris weighting system gives priority to objects 
at the central and lower portions of the peclure for accu- 
rate auto exposure under any condition. even A a bright 
subject mows into the picture. 

Adjustable gamma for adjusting the -reel- of the picture 
according to taste Adjustable detail frequency for setting 
picture sharpness for a bolder Or finer look. 
Viewfinder status display use, characters and menus to 
diplay selected information. ircluding audio indicator tape 
and battery remaining time. VSR operation and warning 
indicators. Camera settings and setup parameters can also 
be checked at a glance A built -in menu dial lets you quick- 
ly navigate through the vrewt nder menu 
Highlight Chroma Processing maintains color saturation in 
highlights The result is natuna color reproduction. even in 
bright highlight portions of the picture 
Smooth Transition mode ensures a smooth transition with 
no lump in color or light level taking place when manually 
changing gain or white balance settings 

Professional Audio 
To complement its superior vote.) performance. the GY- 
DV500 offers outstanding digcal PCM sound. You can 
choose between two 16 -bit 4E -kHz channels or two 12 -bit 
32 -kHz channels with a dynamic range of 85 dB. 
In addition to camera mounted mic. has two XLR -bal - 
attced audio inputs with 46v phantom power and manu- 
al audio control. Phantom power can be switched off 
when not on use. 
Side- mounted speaker lets you monitor audio in playback 
and recording modes without headphones The speaker 
also delivers audible warnings 

SEVEN DAY CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO, 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800 -947 -9928 800 -947 -9003 
212- 444 -5028 212- 444 -5001 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE 

On the Web: http: / /www.bhphotovideo.com 

anlvtiauer 
HyTRON 50 Battery 

Wr,ymng a mere 31 uz .88u gran. - 

neroi - enough to operate a tom» 

hours the HyTRON 50 is the rm., 
m the industry 

Made possible by recent advancements a 

mall¡ designed Ion the mobile computing al 
nickel metal hydride cells Thal provide the tier - 
Oi any rechargeable cylindrical cell available nigh p' 

tmrmer assarnd lhrcnah the mien-moo el Anto', B.r, 

In addilnln remaining battery capacity informal.. n availel.l 
of n' CD display on each battery and in the wew .tn i, 

tar broadcast Z. uiolessmnal camcorders 
a limiter prevents potentially damaging ovens 

QUAD 2702/2401 
Four- Position Power /Chargers s 

C-- _ _.,.-4-_ 
VIDEO SK 

Steadicam Video SK2 
gating the same 
onnchples as its 
Oscar and Emmy 

Steadicam 
the Video 5K 2 

lined for cameras 
u( horn 9 -19 lbs. 

a-e compact and 
rnplea. the coin - 

.52 system -sled. 
,r arm and vest- 

s a mere 21 lbs 
neatly into the 

..0 a car 
i no is easier than 
pal a single battery operates botti camera and 

re am In tact. the SK2 is the only Steadicam simple 
c to be operated without workshop training A corn- 

instructional video Will have you up and lull- 
, hours. But make no mistake. the lightweight Video 

..edorms like a true heavyweight. 
on the move effortlessly. without cranes. booms Or 

The sled - mounted monitor otters a crystal -dear 

e so you. eyes are no longer glued to your camera's 
ce And with the weight spread comfortably over 

'orso you can shoot On the run. climbing shads or 
m a moving vehicle. With one smooth tracking 'loin 

what used to require five or six setups An 

al low -mode bracket can further enhance you, ere- 
Whether you shoot commercials. industrials or 

-pentanes. the SK2 lets you offer more flexibility that 
'etore If you can imagine a shot, you can shoot rt 

,tthciently. more economically and more creatively 
pith any other other equipment 

V -16 AND V -20 
Camera Stabilization Systems 

16 and V -20 allot: 
walk. run. go up 

aim stairs. shoot 
'-roving vehicles and 
,ver uneven terrain 

.t any camera insta- 
v shake The V -16 
yes cameras weigh- 

t 10 to 20 pounds 
le V -20 from 15 to 
lids They are both 
t lot shooting the 

ultra- smooth 
-eta shots that take 

audience s and 
s breath away - 

' Phy adding high pro 
value In ever, scene Whether you are shooting 

s f tcumentanes music videos. 
' hues the Glidecant "V series 

Tripods and 
f saehtler Fluid Heads 

DV Systems -Digital Support for Every Budget 

Iaallunn ;,; aasr ,rI 11.. 

DV2 System 
' Ile smallest head of the Sachte^ i leo- 

sachtler Touch and Go quick release 

.ath automatic camera lock and safety 

-an drop protection 
rte step of dynamic counterbalance 

' nctronless leak proof fluid damping with 
fie levels of drag 

. hratronless vertical Ihonzonlal brakes 

Bmlt,n bubble for horizontal leveling 
. ; -.d DA 75 Long 

i'' SP 75 

This system 10210) consists W: 
Fluid hi a,l tnipnd (DA 751. 

Moor salt :,1 ,51 

DV4XD System 
Same as the DV4 PLUS - 
(N4%D System Al o) consists of: 

DV4 System 
Shinto iro nlcc plate 
Touch and Go quick release with automat.. 
camera lock and safely lever drop protect. 
One step of dynamic caunlerbalance 
frictionless leak proof Iluid damping with 
one levels 01 drag 
VrhratlonlesS vertical hontOnlal brakes 

Built in bubble for horizontal leveling 
Stogie some 75 anti tuna tnpnd DA 75 

111/4 System (0410) consists oft 

p 

DV8 System 
Sanie as 0V6 PLUS - ' load capa 

D118 System )0810) consists ol: 
Rued Head mU' fil 'wing Tr mod IDA ¡Si floor spreader (SP 75) 

DV12 
na,,,r springer ,bP of Same as DWI PLUS - Great Load Capacity fns 1000. tripods 

15" and 17" On Camera Prompters 
The 15'' and 17- On Camera prompter is the industry standard and designed for use with 

any camera for any application The high contrast high resolution monitor created by OTV 

is the result of stale of the art components and design The monitor permits a much greater 

degree of till because of its cutaway feature. Its VPS Eyeline feature superimposes copy 

Over the camera lens. enabling the reader to maintain maximum eye-to-eye contact It s 

easy and comfortable to read OTV 's On Camera prompter will make sure the talent has 

clear access to the prompter. The 17 model has a viewing area of 123 sq. inches. 39'. 
more than the 15 model The IF On Camera prompter i5 also available in a free standing 

pedestal model which can be utilized both in the studio and in remote situations. 

MVP -12 
The MVP-12 incorporates OTV s latest design technology tot 

studio and EFP prompting. The MVP -12 features the most 

advanced circuitry fora prompter of this size Fully self-con- 
tamed. it offers high brightness and high resolution that 

ensures unmatched ease 01 readability for the sneaker The 

MVP -12 is powered by AC or DC current oh ' - i "' - 

MVP -9 Min 
The MVP -9 mini videoprompter is designed lui use .:dh 
smaller cameras and small spaces The sanie level of pertor- 

mance is achieved as the lamer CAI r .sud units but in a 

smaller configuration that .s e - AC or DC current has 

above) Created lot the ne:: 9 irr,tllee Irihter 

type NP -1 or Anton Bauer 13.14 voll batteries allowing on- 

location as well as studio promptntg. It neighs only 19 lbs 

including the quick release toiler plate for last mounting and 

balancing. Below the lens mounting is utilized resulting ideal 

,punter balaua na ter ease ^I operation 

i Videoprompter 
dolmas Ille rivP 9 .:erg!, olmi, IF 1.21bs and both the 

monitor and camera mount sel up quickly and easily. As with 

the Other units the VPS Eyehne feature assures maximum eye 

contact with lens while easily raeding the swat II packs up 

very tightly. making it easy to take anywhere 

SONY 
PVW- 2600 /PVW- 2650 /PVW -2800 

Betacam SP Pro Series 
Whenever versatility and no carnal n. - 

choice Legendary .ehabddy and cpniprel'ens, supp' to' 's n.a -- n, '" is ..:,di 
hished the PVW series as me standard in broadcast and post production The PVW 

Series includes the PVW -2600 Player. PVW -2650 Player with Dynamic Tracking and the 

PVW'2800 Editing Recorder They feature built-in TBCs. LTC VITC time code operation 

and RS -422 serial interface They also offer composite S -Video and component video 

inputs and outputs Most important they are built for heavy. every day duty 

Built-in TBC 's and digital dropout compensation assure con- Two types of compo- 

sistent picture performance. Remote TBC adjustment can nett] connection three BNC connectors or a Betacam 12 -pin 

be done using the optional BVR-50 TBC Remote Control dub connector They have composite and S-Video signals as 

The PVW -2600. PVW-2650 and PVW -2800 (generates as well. 

'.yell) read VITCt LTC time code as well as User Bits. Ext'Int PVW-2650 Only 
time code. RegeniPreset. Of Rec-Rum Free -Run selections Dynamic Tracking (DTI playback from -1 to .3 times 
Built-in character generator displays lime code or CTL data. normal speed 
Sel -up menu tel presetting many functional parameters. PVW-2800 Only 
Two longitudinal audio channels vuth Dolby C- hype NR Built -in comprehensive editing tacmtres. 

Recognizable nirm, h rte pictures at up to 24% normal Dynamic Motion Control with memo, provides slow 

speed in tamed :.' ',cerne. Color at speeds up to 10% motion editing capability 

800 SERIES UHF WIRELESS 
MICROPHONE SYSTEMS 

Consisting of h handneIll and b.. PA, ;'oust tiers met Jeterent 
receivers. Sony s UHF is recognized as the outstanding Wireless mmc sys- 

tem for professional applications Operating in the 800 MHz sand range 

they are barely affected by external noise and ntlede.ence They incorpo- 
rate a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) synthesized control system that makes it 

easy to choose from up to 282 operating frequencies. and With the use of 

Sony's pre-programmed channel plan. it is simple to choose the correct 

operating frequencies for simultaneous multi-channel operation. 
Additional features. like space diversity reception LCD indicators reliable 

and sophisticated circuit technology ensure low noise wide dynanuc 

range. and extremely stable signal transmission and reception Ideal for 
hrnadramrnn crahnnc tam oroductron facilities and ENG work 

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES 

1 

Professional Grade VIN 
2.39 2.39 PG'120 2.79 

Broadcast Grade VHS Box 

BGR'3I 3.29 3.99 BGR -120 4.49 

144715 S -VHS Double Coated 

51,3 6.69 7 49 St 120 7.69 

M221 Hi 8 Double Coated 

Metal Particles Metal óaprated 
P6300r,, 4.99 7.B 
P660HMt 6.29 10.19 

P6120HMP 829 t -.1/ IMF 13.09 

M3215P Metal Betaura (Baal 

055 11.99 r 
12.49 205 12.99 

305 14.99 74.95 90r 39.96 

OP121 Duc PRO 

12M ,Algid 7 .49 8.79 33M 

63M 19.99 ' H a a 

941 30.99 ''11 

maxell 

10.99 
22.50 
39.99 

11i8 Metal Particle OM) 
P6-120 %RM 6.99 

Broadcast Quality Hi8 Metal Particle 

P6-30 HM BC 5.39 " oli 6.09 

Kim HM B.. 7.99 

P I PLUS VHS 

T-30 0. 1.69 1.99 T90 Pws 2.09 

T-1.^.. 2.19 . 2.69 

HB%tPLUS VHS IBaa) 

HGXT-60 PL 2.69 ,01120Plus 2.99 

HG%T-160P'. 199 

BO Broadcast Quality/ VHS (hit) 
T-30 BO . 3.89 . 5.99 T420 BO 5.99 

BO Prolessronal S-VBS pe ha) 
ST-31 BO 6.79 St-62 BO 6.99 

ST-126 BO 7.45 ST182 BO 13.99 

Bebcam SP 

830MSp 13.49 .i ,- n 19.99 BOW, çP 

Panasonic 
Mini DV Tape 

AY DVM-30 
AY DVM-60 1.99 

AWDVM80 1299 
OVCPRO 

AJ-1,12M tMewi...n 6.99 
AJ-1,33M 11.19 

Al-P66L Harg, 20.99 
AJP126L 

SONY 

29.95 

ea 5.99 
, ea 7.49 

20.95 

9.99 
19.49 
29.99 
38.95 

10.8 Professional Metal Video Campes 
P630 HMP% 4.59 06 30 HMfs 7.99 

P6-60 HMP% 6.49 06 -60 MAX 10.99 

P6- 120HMP% 8.49 P6'12O1-1Mfk 14.99 

PR Series Professional Grade VILS 

ivr 2.39 - 2.59 T.r2OPR 2.79 

PM Sertes Premier Grade Professional VMS 

3.99 

BA Series Premier Hi -Grade Broadcast VBS can Boa) 

T -3CBA 3.59 -' 3.99 T ^OBA 4.79 

MO Master Quality S'VHS On Boa) 

MOST i 7.49 . 7.79 MOST !J 7.99 

ORS 3/0" U-malrc Broadcast Standard (In Boa) 

KCS' 8.69 :ì BRS 'nmu 8.99 

KCA' 8.19 KCA20 IRS 8.69 

RCA Lt F- 9.60 BCA'60 BRS 13.39 

MIR 3 /4" u -mata 1,1.40 -1 Miste (In Bog 

KC5.10 %BR ui 8.79 NCS20 %BR ".'n 10.59 

KCA-10 %BR 9.29 sCA 20 %BR 10.69 

KCA'3O %BR 11.99 ., r'" %BR 15.69 

KW 3.4" U -matic SP Broadcast (M Boll 
KSPS10 " 9.59 nn it 09 

ese to 10.09 ' - 
11.59 

ASP e 12.99 ' 16.99 

BCT Metal Betacam SP Broadcast Master (Box) 

BCT - 12.29 E,11CCt1wo 13.09 

OCT . `ahb 13.29 BCT -30M Isma.'' 13.99 
ea 13.49 

BCT : 18.99 ' r miSIL 21.99 

BCT - 27.95 

Mini DV Tape 

03/M- 30E 
%r, 1299 CM -60E %M v: Chirp 17.99 

DVM-30E0 r, 
, 11.99 DVM 60E% "810 Chip 13.99 

DVM 30PR 'i 7.99 '':'M'60PR' No Chip 9.99 

Full Sha DV Tape with Memory Chip 

DV- 120MEki 24.99 26.99 

POV Belles Professional OVCAM Tape 

16.99 

PDV 1StML 44.95 .NolN 
ar os . ninR4N 

16,25 
15.99 
37.99 
24.95 
äa95 

Minimum Shipping USA (Escept AK 8 HI) 56.95, Bp to 1 Ib. Add 754 for each additional lb. For ins. add 504 per $100. © 1999 BAH Photo Video. Prices are valid nab)ect to supplier prices. Not mumosihil for typographical amyl. 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

800 221 -5743 212 239 -7765 
OR FAX 24 HOURS: 

:00 947 -2215.212 239 -7549 

IDEO and PRO AUDIO 'and 

New Address: 
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

WI ENG camera technolog, 
Iasi and faster. delivering eker hi z 

er I )rmance in ever small bod- 
ies f as been increasingly dil- 
1 for lens manufacturers to 

me quality while keeping 
rid weight to a nnmmum 
ecently With Aspheric 
c logy IA12) Fulinon has suc- 
d in manufacturing superior giro'. 
that are both smaller and lighter ;n.m rinses of con - 

n al spherical design From the widest angle lo the 
s telephoto. Funnier s broadcast hand -held style lenses 

1 wprallvl +rl leht a, ".and performance. In fact. they are 
superb they will reshape your 

can perform 

ì1 FUJINON ENG LENSES 

y 

Fujinon's broadcast hand-held lenses feature the very lat- 
est in optical and mechanical design. and manufacturing 
techniques. New (BC (Electron Beam Coatlngl reduces 
flare and improves contrast. while AT2 Asphenc 
Technology improves corner resolution and reduces chro- 
matic abberalion. And all except the 36:1 Super Telephoto 
offer the exclusive "V- Grip - and Quick Zoom. 

Al5X8EVM Standard Zoom Lens 
- m a compact package. offers AT?. 

. k Zoom and the 'J Grip 7495.95 

A20X8EVM 
Standard /Telephoto Zoom Lens 

L ulll terries adduioual luual length :Ali AT? ewer focus, 
Quick Zoom and the V- Grip'... 11.499.95 

C /HI 1rgOI uI PC -CODI & PC Scribe 
Text and Graphics Generator and Video Titling Software 

nc 10I incorporates a broadcast quality encoder and a vide bandwidth 
keyer for the highest quality. realtime video character generation 
kphics display. A video graphics software engine running under 
ors 95/NT. PC Scribe otters a new approach and cost effective 
an for composing Mies and graphics that is ideal for video produc 
'td display applications Combined, their a total solution for real- 
haracter generation with the quality ':nn eu.r t him Ch. inn 

PC -CODI Hardware: l-wall111. 
rantiahased displays Display ar..1 .' 

Irian 10 nanosecond effective pu,i m,r,' mmhrre 

moron color selections Fast, reanune operations 
reeler Logo and PC% Image transparency 

. dale edges. border. drop shadow and offset 
position and lustily control of character and row 

m definable intercharacter spacing (squeeze 8 expand) 
rule roll/crawl speeds Automatic character kerning 
m definable tat/template fields 
did backgrounds of variable sizes and transparency 
a'are controlled video timing 

11111; 
User definable - 

read effects playback, wipes. pushes, fades 
NTSC or PAL sync generator with genlock 
Board addressab ity for multi -channel applications 
Auto display sequencing Local message, page memory 
Preview output wits safe- tdle;cursomenu overlay 
Composite and S -video input with auto-genlock select 

PC- Scribe Software: 
rt er of fonts is virtually unlimited Also supports most 
national language character sets Fonts load instantly 
time level of anti- abasing applied is selectable, 
st a wide range of character attributes. Wide choice of 
position tools 
a ters. words. rows and fields can color flash 
aster rolls. crawls and reveal modes Speed is selec- 

and can be auto timed wits pauses. Messages can be 
tally advanced or put Into sequences along with page 
,(lions. 

Multiple preview windows can be displayed simultaneously 
Transitions ellecls include. cut, lade. push. wipe. reveal. 
peel. zoom. matrix. wipe, spiral, split weave and alter 
Import elements to build graphics. This includes OLE 
objects. ilhFINIT! RGBA and TGA with alpha channel Scribe 
also imports and exports TIFF. JPEG. PCX, TGA. BMP. GIP. 
Cl n ASCII. IMG. 561. PICT and EPS formats 

PC -COD( and PC- Scribe Bundle 2995.001 

TRUEVISION/AVjd 
IE rofessional Video Production Workstation 

(Crating the award -winning TARGA 1000 rodeo card and Avid MC %press NT non -linear editing software. this lolly- confmg- 
v nkstation meets the needs of production prolessmonals. corporate communicators. educators and Internet authors 

TARGA 1000 Features: 
ARGA 1000 delivers high processing speed for video and audio ellecls. titling and composting. Capture edit and play - 
cll- molioo. full- resolution 60 fields per second digital video with fully synchronized CD-quality audio 

q ressron can be adjusted on the fly to optimize for Genlock using separate sync input for working in proles - 

if quality and.or minimum storage space Has coigns- signal video sudes 
ir S "video inputs /outputs Also available with compo- Audio is digitized at 44 tKHZ or 48KHZ sampling rates for 
mpuVOutput TARGA 1000 PRO) professional quality stereo sound Delivers perfectly syn- 

chronized audio and video 

MCXpress Features: 
Ival tool for video and multimedia producers who require predictable protect throughput and high -quality results when 
'i f video and digital media for training. promotional marketing material. local television and cable commercials. CD -ROM 
mtnrneVmtranet distribution Based on Avid s industry- leading technology. it combines a robust editing functionality with a 
r I coed interface Offers inleoration with third-parts Windows applications professional editing features. powerful media 

I l ' I n i " Hl cts a c r r ' " r ' Cr,'-, multiple output of -n- -eluding so you save time 
r r Iss a he ' -ma projects 

TARGA 1000/MCXpress Turnkey Systems: 
IC -watt. 6 -Bay full tower ATX chassis 
-r tium AT% motherboard with 512K cache 
Alum Ill- 450 MHz Processor 
trox Millenium II AGP 4MB WRAM display card 
'E MB Ions 168 -Pin (DIMM) S -DRAM 
M 10GB IDE System Drive 
agate Barracuda External 9.1GB SCSI -3 ultra -wide capture drive 
fuptec AHA-2940U2W Ultra Wide SCSI -3 controller card 
a: CD -532e 32% EIDE internal CD -ROM drive 3.5" Poppy drive 

te c- Lansing ACS -48 3 -piece deluxe speaker system 
ewsonfc G771 17 "(1280 x 1024) monitor (0.27mm dot pitch) 
izrosoff MS Mouse Focus 2001A keyboard 
m MCXpress for Windows NT Windows NT 4.0 operating system 
aiyision TARGA 1000 or 1000 Pro Video Capture Card 

w r TARGA 1000 85995.00 
If r TARGA 1000 Pro (component inpuVOalput) 86495.00 

COR POR 

BH 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

Ir 
KNOX VIDEO 

RS4x4 /8x8/ 16x 16/ 1 6x8/ 1 2x2 
Video /Audio Matrix Routing Switchers 

Knox S family of high performance r ',,Ì: _C. nq switchers are 
Batik. easy-to-use and very affordable Housed In an ultra-thnr 
mount chasms they accept and route Ion Ilw vertical mler:al 
tually any video signal including off-the -aft and non- timeba, 
corrected video They also route balanced or unbalanced stereo 
audio The audio follows the video or you can route the audio sep- 
arately (breakaway audio) Each 01 the switchers otters manual 
control via front panel operation They can also be controlled 
remotely by a PC. a Knox RS Remote Controller. or by a Knox 
Remote Keypad via then 05"232 poi. Front panel LEDs indicale the current routed pattern at 
all limes Knox switchers are ideal for applications such as studio -feed control and switcher Inpcl con- 
trol, plus they have an internal timer allowing timed sequence of patterns for surveillance applrations as well 

Accept and routes virtually any one -volt NTSC or PAL video 
signal input to any or all video outputs. 
Accept and mute two -volt mono or stereo unbalanced 
audio inputs to any or all audio outputs 
Video and audio inputs Can be routed independently they 
don't need to have the same destination 
Can store and recall preset cross -porn patterns (Not avail" 
able on RS12x2 ) 

Front panel key -pad operation for easy manual operation 
Can also be controlled via RS-232 interface with optional 
RS Remote Controller or Remote Keypad. 
f ion) panel LED indicators display the present routing pat- 
terns at all tildes. 
An internal battery remembers and restores the current 
pattern in case of power failure 

internal vertical interval switching firmware allows on-air 
switching 
Housed in a thin profile rackrlount f' chassis 
Also except the RS12x2 are available in S -Video versions 
with'wlthout audio. 
Models RS16x8 and R516xfì are also available in 
RGBlcomponenl version 
With optional Remote Video Readout. the RS16x8 and 
RS16x16 can display active mutes on a monitor at remote 
locations. via a composite signal from a BNC connector on 
the rear panel 
The RS4x4. 058x8 and RS16.16 are also available with 
balanced stereo audio. They operate at 660 ohms and han- 
dle the full range of balanced audio up to .4 dB with peo- 
tessional quick- connect, set'ticking. bare-wire connectors 

LEADER 
Manufacturing test and measuremrn.' - rite! instruments 
is the standard which others are nie,e..rnn aa,un.t _'r n .,..o a and 
most important -cost effectiveness 

5860C 5850C 
WAVEFORM MONITOR VECTORSCOPE 

A two -input wavetor rim rio11/1 tee'Ouuó'mtUmes 
IH. IV 2H. 2V. 1 &Ow and 2V mag hme bases as well 
as vertical amplifier response choices of flat, IRE (low 
Pass). chroma and DIF'STEP The latter facilitates 
easy checks of luminance linearity using the staircase 
signal A PI% MON output jack feeds observed (A or 
BI signals lo a picture monitor. and the unit accepts 
an external sync reference Built-in calibrator and oie 
oft control of the DC restorer is also provided 

I lei deal companion tom the 
5860C. the 5850C adds 
simultaneous side -by -side 
waveform and vector monitor- 
mg Featured is an electronically'genera!ed vector scale that precludes 
the need for lussy centering adjustments and eases phase Asst. 
mess from relatively long viewing distances Provision is made for 
selecting the phase reference from either A or B inputs or a separate 
external liming reference 

5100 4- Channel Component / Composite WAVEFORM 
The 5100 handles three channels of component signals. plus a lourth channel for composite sig -mats um mixed component 
composite facmties Features are overlaid and parade waveform displays component vector displays and automatic bow -he or 
"shark fin" displays for timing checks Menu -driven options select formal 1525160. 62550. and '125'60 HDTV( lull line -select 
vector calibration, preset front p.1111'1 setups anml more 0 "- Ser000 Iead'rui e' scan rates Ime -seer Pt preset numbers. trigger 
source cursor time and von, 

51 00D Digital Waveform/Vectorscope 
The 5100D can work in component digital as well as , 

,r rq facilities land mixed ope'ahonst It provides compre- 
hensive waveform vector timing and picture munit remi, . IF Menu driven Control functions extend familiar waveform 
observations Into highly specialized areas and include lord ca.mr,owll control. the ability to show or blank SAV /EAV signals in 
both the waveform and picture, the ability to monitor digital signals in GBR Or YCbCr form. lines elect with an adjustable vein - 
dov) memory storage of test setups with the ability lo provide on- screen labels. Ileible cursor measurements automatic 
525,60 and 625 50 operation and much much mote 

5870 Waveform/Vectorscope w/SCH and Line Select 
A two -channel Wavelorm'ector monitor. the microprocessor -run 5870 permits overlaid v.aletomm and vector displays. 
as well as overlaid A and B inputs for precision amplitude and timing /phase matching. Use nl decoded R -Y allows rela- 
tively high -resolution DG and DP measurements. The 5870 adds a precision SCH measuren ent with on- screen numerical 
readout of error with an analog display of SCH error over field and line times. Full- raster line select is also lectured with 
on- screen readout of selected lines, a strobe on the PIA MON output signal to highlight the ;elected line, and presets for 
up to nine lines for routine checks 

5872A Combination Waveform Vectorscope 
All the operating advantages of the 5870. except SCH is deleted (line select retained I. making it Jed! for satellite work. 

5864A Waveform Monitor 
A two-input waveform monitor that oilers full monitoring 
tacdllles for cameras. VCRs and video transmission links The 
5864A offers front panel selection of A or B inputs, the choice 
of 2H or 2V display with sweep magnification and flat fre- 
quency response or the insertion of an IRE filter In addition, 
a switchable gain boost of %4 magnifies setup to 30 IRE 
units and a dashed gratmcure line al 30 units on screen facdl- 
tales easy setting of master pedestal Intensity and focus are 
fixed and automatic for optimum display. Supplied with an 
instruction manual and DC power cable 

5854 Vectorscope 
A dual channel compact vectorscope. the 5854 provides pre- 
own checkout of camera encoders and camera balance. as 
well as the means for precise penlock adjustments for two or 
more video sources. Front panel controls choose between A 
and B inputs for display and between A and B for decoder rei- 
erence Gain is fixed or variable . with Iront panel controls for 
gain and phase adjustments A gain boost of 5% fadilmtales 
precise camera balance adlustmnents in the field Supplied 
with a DC power cable 

Designed for EFP and ENG (electronic field production and electronic news gathering) operations they feature compact size, 
light weight and 12 V DC power operation Thus full monitoring facilities can be carried into the 'lela and powered from NP -1 

batteries. battery belts and vehicle power Careful thought has been given to the reduction of opt ralmng controls to facilitate the 
maximum in monitoring options with the operating simplicity demanded in field work 

OU TS WELCOME 
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Evertz HDTV Tool Box 
Everything you need 

HDTV D to A Converter 7730DAC -HD 

HDTV Progressive Format Translator 7732PFT -HD 

HD Fiber to Coax Converter 7705E0 -HD 

HD Coax to Fiber Converter 77050E -HD 

HD Test Generator 7750TG -HD 
- all standards including 1080P 24 

HD Audio Embedder 7720AE -HD 
- 

2 single ended AES channels 

HD Audio De- embedder 7720AD -HD 
- 2 single ended AES channels 

HD Monitoring Downconverter 7710MD 
confidence monitoring of HD on NTSC SDI monitors 

HD Distribution Amplifiers 7700DA -HD 
- 19.4 Mb /s -»1.5 Gb /s 

3RU Mounting Frame the Evertz Multi 7700FR 
- 15 slots 

www com 
Tel: 905.335.3700 
Far: 905.335.3573 

Circle (163) on Free Into Card 

"NAME YOUR OWN PRICE 
ON DUPLICATIONS" 

AUDIO -VIDEO CD -ROM DVD DISK 
a,, oll,lnm 

WWW.QUOTEIT.COM 
The First On -Line 

Name Your Own Price Web Site" 

Professional Patching Systems 
Audio/ Video/ Data Patchbays/ Patch Cords 

Harnesses/ Panels/ Cable Asemblies 8 Accessories 
Leading manufacturer.. Fines? Quality Superior Service 

Toll Free: (877) 500 -8142 
Fax (818) 500 -7062 

web bbywww bm,ee corn Bittree PO Bor 3764 Glendale. CA 91221-0764 

Fiber Optics & DAs 
SDI HDTV Video Audio Data 

Digital distribution and fiber optic transport 
from 10 M to 1.5 Gbps. 
10 by 1 Serial Digital Routing Switcher 
12 Bit Composite Video and 24 Bit Audio Fiber 
Optic Transport System for Broadcast, STL, 
Head -end & Back -haul feeds available with 
Tactical Fiber 
Video & Audio Automatic Gain, EQ & Chroma 
DAs for constant levels. 

MULTIDYNE 
web www.multidyne.com 
email info @multidyne.com 

1- (800) -4TV -TEST Fax 1- (516)- 671 -3362 

Please CALL or VISIT our WEB SITE 
for product information 

D.L. MARKLEY 
8. Associates, Inc. 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
2104 West Moss Ave. 
Peoria. Illinois 61604 

Phone (309) 673 -7511 FAX (309) 673 -8128 
www.dlmarkley.com 

Member AFCCE 

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

TL(.NNOLOGV I MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 

BRAD GILMER 
PRESIDENT 2207 R,N,:..eTm U,. 

GA 30345 ATLANTA 
414 9952 

AM 

MAIL b9MrMMI can 

For Sale 

PH: 423-585-5827 
FAX: 423. 585 -5831 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 
E- MAIL. whispere ICS.cOm 

WEB SITE: 
www.whisperroom.com 

116 S. Sugar Hollow Road 
Mornslown, Tennessee 37813 

Vocal Booths 
Broadcast Booths 

etc... 

AcousticsFirst 
mbrber. ee 888. 765.2900 Num 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http: / /www.acousticsfirst.com 
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NETCOM 
STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING 

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO 
ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES 

I 'ABLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RA 
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES 

(201)837 -8424 
FAX 2bU 8:n.11384 

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E 
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER, 
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV 

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork 
2684 State Route 60 RD l 

Loudonville, OH 44842 
419 -994 -3849 FAX 419 -994 -5419 

TEST PATTERN SOURCES 
SMPTE Bar & 12 Char. ID: 

$269.00 
Digital Pattern Generation, Front Panel 

Setup. Comp. and S -Video Out.uts 

Toll Free: 888 -435 -7221 
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For Sale 

Unique Ways To Interface Audio 
GMZ Electronics 

P(. Boards for Modifrmions & Stand Alone Hook C'p. 

Your Idea S Work Beier with G.F/Z!! 

JdM back-The Mme 

Sens oPro to Pro Hoffer .. - 
UFO lnerrumCard 
48\'n( Phantom Suoalr 

sASUCSUIater ir 

Mixer Imemsnd Duffer 

1)-A I lo b nm 1r ee Wnnl 
Adenri.e( able EQ. mint -w 

17310 314.13. 

Drop by ,be Web Sae' xww.puck. 

TV TRANSMITTER FOR SALE: RCA TT25 
FL CH3 25KW INCLUDES VSB, AURAL & 
VISUAL HARMONIC FILTERS, SPARE EX- 
CITER & MODULATOR, NEW SPARE 
BLOWER MOTER & NUMEROUS NEW 
SPARE PARTS. AVAILABLE APRIL 2000 
CONTACT ROD REID PH. (705) 734-3300 
FAX (705) 733 -0302 E -MAIL 
rod r @thenewvr.com 

O 
z 

z 

z 

16024 Central Commerce Dr., 
Austin, TX 78660 

Z 1-888-422-8600 
O FAX: (512) 670 -4390 8 

BROADCAST PRODUCTS/ 
et s I I, 

BECK 

AESIO Digital /Audio Converter Panel 
Provides simple conversion between 110 ohm and 

75 ohm audio signals transformer coupled. BNC 

connectors for 75 ohm coaxconnections. Removeoble 

terminal block connectors for 110 ohm paired audio 

cable. 32 positions. Two mckunits (3.51.$1,245 

op, :- p#01.: 
- - 

TBC -RMT - TBC Remote Control Unit 
Remote control of up to 3 TBC's. For use with DC, 

Panasonic and Sony. Purchased with 1, 2, or 3 

modules. With 3 modules $960 
e ..- CZT13 CI1LW 

SCR -4X8 -Serial Machine Control Router - 

Input /Output Twelve rear mounted 0B9-F connec- 

tors (four controllers, eight devices). EIA RS -422 send 

and receive. Controls: Twelve lighted pushbuttons 

for channel assignment $1,080 iiii.? í 
SCP -10- Serial 422 Patch Panel 10x 10 

passive non -normalling serial data patch panel. 

Two rack units high. Legend strips and 10 patch 

cords included $400 

Circle (203) on Free Info Card 

S T U D I O 

EXCHANGE 
www.studio-exchange.com 

Phone -818 -840 -1351 
Fax -818 -840 -1354 

Broadcast Video Equipment -NEW & USED 
- Experts in System Integration - 

Buy Sell Trade 

Sony Products Specialists! 

List V -Bay 
Auction 

On -line 

Store 

SONY 
Circle (200) on Free Info Card 

Shopping for Equipment . 
Before you pay too much ... check www.digibid.com 

The Internet Auction Marketplace 
Best Deals On the Planet! 

Circle (201) on Free Info Card 

Services 

Are You Exposed? 
Premium Cable Satellite Space 

Fully Protected 

GE SAT(OM ( -3 Full time DigiCipher -Il digital channels 

Fully protected & non -preemptable 

Located at 131 W.L. 

E.O.L. 2004 

Uplinking, playback, editing, and duplication services available 

Call Doug Greene at 303- 784 -8809 
or E -Mail at dgreene @jic.com 

Circle (202) on Free Into Card 
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Help Wanted 

cN1 
THE WORLD'S NEWS LEADER 

ENGINEERS 
Turner Broadcasting System has career opportunities for ex- 
perienced television engineers. These career positions de- 
mand an extensive background in equipment maintenance, 
digital video and audio, and knowledge of computer systems 
and networks. Please mail or fax your resume and cover 
letter to: 

Jim Brown, Assistant Vice President of Engineering Services 
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. 

One CNN Center P.O. Box 105366 
Atlanta, GA 30348 -5366 

Fax: 404- 827 -1835 Phone: 404 -827 -1638 

TBS is an equal opportunity employer 

Recipe for Success 

You'll Find Exciting Opportunities at Food Network! 
Responsibilities: Maintain through periodic overhaul and emergency repair (troubleshooting) the 

broadcast equipment of the network including cameras, VTR's switchers, special effects units, 

character generators and monitors. 

Requirements: 2 year electronic technical school or equivalent, 3 years experience in broadcast and 

production and post production industries, flexible shift schedule. 

We offer a competitive salary, excellent benefits and a great working environment. 

Fax resume with salary requirements to: 

SR, (212) 398-0850 Or Email: humanresources @foodtv.com 

Visit us at www.foodtv.com 

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING: Tribune 
Broadcasting's WXIN/WXIN-DT, the Fox affili- 
ate in Indianapolis, is an exceptionally main- 
tained technical facility seeldng an exceptional 
leader to oversee all technical planning, in- 

stallation, and maintenance of studio and field 
equipment and NTSC and DTV transmitters. 
Requirements include functional experience 
in digital technology, computers, microwave 
systems, and broadcast related equipment; 
knowledge of FCC rules and regulations; three 
or more years of successful supervisory ex- 

perience; with a college degree and SBE certi- 
fication preferred. Mail resume, salary history 
and cover letter, noting desired position and 
referral source, immediately to: Human Re- 

sources, WXIN -TV. 1440 N. Meridian St., India- 

napolis, IN 46202-2305 EOE. 

TELEVISION ENGINEER: Post -production 
facility in Austin, TX has an immediate need 
for an individual with at least 2 yrs experi- 
ence in servicing BetaSP tape machines. 
Component level troubleshooting of audio. 
video, and digital equipment is also re- 
quired. Please send résumé with salary re- 

quirements to: 501 Group, 501 N. IH -35, Aus- 
tin, TX 78702 attn: Bill Kalenda EOE 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Digital WXIN- 
TV a Tribune Broadcasting Station has an 

immediate opening for a Maintenance En- 

gineer. The successful candidate will have 
strong hands-on maintenance experience in 
digital technology, computers, microwave 
systems, and broadcast -related equipment. 
Knowledge of FCC rules and regulations. A 
minimum of three years experience in TV 
Engineering. Good people and communica- 
tion skills a must. College degree and SBE 

certification preferred. Mail resume, salary 
history and cover letter, noting desired 
position and referral source, immediately 
to: Human Resources, WXIN -TV, 1440 N. 

Meridian St., Indianapolis, IN 46202 -2305. No 

phone calls please. EOE. 

to gear 
your product or 

service in the 

ing Classifieds! 
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The National Digital Television Center - 

LA has an opening for the following posi- 
tions: HPA Maintenance Engineer: Job 
duties include, but are not limited to: main- 
tenance on all HPA & transmission facili- 
ties, and maintaining compression &encod- 
ers for satellite transmission of signals. 
Successful candidate must have: ability to 
install & wire RF equipment, identify, un- 
derstand & resolve system problems, and 
a knowledge of C /ku band satellite & com- 
pression techniques. Two years of electron- 
ics training is preferred, however equiva- 
lent experience will also be considered. 
Production Engineer. Responsible for con- 
structing and maintaining studios for pro- 
duction, edit facilities, & master control in 
a multi-channel TV facility. Duties include: 
install, maintain, and repair all types of au- 
dio & video equipment to include: profes- 
sional audio mixers, analog & digital pro- 
duction switches, routers, intercom sys- 
tems. cameras & other associated prod 
equip. Min. Qualifications: Associates de- 
gree in electronics or its equivalent. 3 plus 
years of broadcast video & audio equip 
operation & repair exp. Exp in maintenance 
& repair of multiple format broadcast video 
tape machines. An interview, drug test & 
background check req'd for successful can- 
didate. Please fax resume to 310 -2074128, 
attn: HR or email thibrndtcla.com Please 

no phone calls. 

WBTV, a pioneer CBS affiliate in Charlotte, 
is looking for an experienced Broadcast 
Project Engineer. The qualified applicant 
must be able to conceive, design, and man- 
age engineering projects. Good installation 
skills are a must. Also, the applicant must 
be skilled in all areas of broadcast mainte- 
nance. This includes broadcast VTR's, 
switchers, cameras, terminal equipment. 
and ENG RF equipment. Duties will require 
component level troubleshooting and re- 

placement. FCC license and SBE certifica- 
tion a plus. Minimum 5 - 7 years experi- 
ence. Please send resume and salary his- 
tory to: Human Resources, Jefferson -Pilot 
Communications, 1 Julian Price Place, Char- 
lotte, NC 28208, Fax: 704 -3-74- 3626, E -mail: 
Scloud @ipc.corm (EEO) 

RF DESIGN ENGINEER: Design and de- 
velopment of Video and low (less than 100 

MHZ) RF Frequency Division Multiplexing 
TV Camera Control Systems. Experience: 
3 to 5 years of analog circuit design. Spe- 

cial Requirements: Analog RF and video 
experience. Broad knowledge of broad- 
cast, communication and audio /video 
systems. Inquiries: Please respond: 
www.telemetricsinc.com. 
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Help Wanted 
A LARGE TV STATION IN THE SOUTH- 
WEST is seeking an exp. RF Supervisor 
to manage, maintain and operate RF sites, 
equipment and installs. Project manage 
DTV /NTSC xmitter, line and antenna re- 
moval, install and operation. Supervise RF 
Engineers. Assist in developing and imple- 
menting Capital and Op budgets. Candi- 
date must have 2 yrs coil /tech. Deg., in 
elecs. Min. 5 yrs broadcast equipment 
maint exp. FCC General RT Lic. SBE certi- 
fication pref. Must be able to maintain 
xmitter, translators; sat receive equip- 
ment, lift /carry 701bs. OT, weekends, 
travel and holidays req. Know computer 
config. related to broadcast sys. Must 
work with all departs to support all eng. 
functions. Work in a fast paced environ- 
ment on multiple projects. EOE /M /F /D/V. 
Competitive wages /benefits and a great 
place to work. Qualified applicants send 
resume and salary history to: Personal/ 
Confidential, Classified Ad Coordinator, 
Broadcast Engineer Dept 797, 9800 
Metcalf Ave, Overland Park, KS 66212- 
2216. 

BROADCAST ENGINEER: Are you look- 
ing for an opportunity to grow and learn 
in a brand new, state-of-the-art technical 
facility? You could be on our team sup- 
porting and maintaining automation sys- 
tems, servers, routers, switchers, related 
cabling, and eng field gear. Broadcast or 
related equipment maintenance experi- 
ence is required along with technical 
school, college degree or the equivalent 
experience. Ability to develop a working 
knowledge of NT and UNIX operating sys- 
tems is necessary and operational knowl- 
edge of microwave, satellite, fiber sys- 
tems, and automation software is a plus. 
Be a part of the future of local television 
news in our new, digital facility in desir- 
able Austin, Texas. Fax your resume to- 
day to: Human Resources, News 8 Aus- 
tin, 12012 N. MoPac Expwy., Austin, TX 
78758; Fax: 512 -485 -6186. We are an equal 
opportunity employer M /F /V /D. 

CHIEF ENGINEER WOKR, Rochester, New 
York, is seeking a professional with a BA, BS 
or combination of equivalent work experi- 
ence. FCC General Class License and SBE Cer- 
tification desirable. Must be computer liter- 
ate with knowledge of most operating sys- 
tems. Successful candidate will be responsible 
for all engineering/plant functions. Resume to 
Human Resources ENG, WOKR -7V, PO Box 
20555, Rochester, NY 14602-0555. WOKR -TV 

is an EEO employer. Minorities and women 
encouraged to apply. 

Wired to the World 
As a global leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of 
sophisticated audio. wireless and multimedia communications 
products, Telex Communications, Inc. has the distinct ability to 
provide the career challenge you desire, and the support network 
of an industry leader. With 26 locations worldwide, we are renowned 
for developing leading -edge technologies that became industry 
standards. Our diverse portfolio of products support a range of 
industries, from entertainment, broadcasting and education to 
computer, aviation, and government markets. We currently seek 
talented, creative professionals to join us as: 

REGIONAL SALES MANAGER - 
Dallas, TX (Mountain Territory) and 

Atlanta, GA (Atlantic Territory) 
Your ability to establish and foster solid relationships with broad- 
cast, entertainment and industrial markets is essential for this high - 
profile position. Key areas of focus involve securing new and 
current accounts, and the planning and implementation of market- 
ing efforts and sales goals /strategies. Regional travel within assigned 
territory is involved. Individual will be home based. 

MARKET DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
You will oversee advertising/marketing, sales promotion, dealer training 
and new product development/implementation for Intercom Products. 
You will also work with domestic and international sales depart- 
ments to coordinate marketing efforts. A bachelor's degree in 

marketing, business or a related field is required (MBA is desired) 
along with 5 -7 years' marketing or product management experience 
in a similar industry, and a proven sales record. 

We offer highly competitive salaries commensurate with experience, 
excellent benefits, and an environment that recognizes and encour- 
ages your talents. For a rewarding career with a fast -growing 
company, please forward your resume via one of the following 
channels: Interested candidates should submit resumes and 
salary requirements indicating position of interest to: 

TELEX 
9600 Aldrich Avenue South 

Minneapolis, MN 55420 
Fax: 612- 887 -9145 

Email: deb.corteau @telex.com 
EOE M. FiD/V 

www.telex.com 
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Help Wanted 

THE 
WEATHER 
CHANNEL 

THE WEATHER CHANNEL, Atlanta, GA, is looking to add 

the following Broadcast Engineering positions to our team: 

Sr. Digital Video Engineer - Seasoned Broadcast Engineer 

to provide expert information on audiovisual standards, 

technologies, open digital television systems, as well as 

other implementations and applications based on MPEG -1, 2, 

JPEG, M -JPEG, DV and ITU -T standards for broadcast studio production and post 

production. SDTV and HDTV experience is a plus. Individuals must have both 

strategic and hands on expertise, 10 years industry experience. 

Broadcast Project Engineer - Project management, technical engineering support, 

vendor and customer management, and developing engineering standards. 5 -7 

years related broadcast industry experience required. 

Looking for a bright and sunny future? Come work with us. Please Email 

Resumes to Jobs @weather.com, or fax attn: HR to 770/226 -2959, and reference 

"Engineering BC" in subject of response. Visit our web site at Http: / /www.weather.com 

for more information. 

WE PLACE ENGINEERS 
Employer Paid Fees. 
20 Years personalized & 

confidential nfidenn tial servicce. (\ 
All USA States & Canada 

MAIL & FAX: 

KEYSTONE INT'L., INC. 
Dime Bank , 49 S. Main St. Pittston, PA 18640 USA 

Phone (570) 655-7143 Fax (570) 654-5765 
website keystoneint.com 

We respond to all 

Employee & Employer Inquiries 
ALAN CORNISH i MARK KELLY .. 

FNGINEERE 1G MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN: 
JOB #92399 WSYX/WrfE in Columbus, Ohio has 

an immediate opening for an Engineering Main- 
tenance Technician. Duties include maintenance 
of all broadcast and related equipment includ- 
ing switchers, DVC Pro VTR's, ENG/EFP equip- 
ment, VHF and UHF transmitters, etc. College 
degree and 2-3 years of broadcast equipment 
maintenance preferred. Experience with PC's es- 

pecially with NetWare and Windows NT a defi- 
nite plus. Qualified applicants should send re- 

sume and cover letter to: WSYX/W1TE -TV, P.O. 

Box 718, Columbus, Ohio 43216, ATTN: Human 
Resources. Please state referral source and job 
number on resume. No phone calls please. 
Women and minorities are encouraged to ap- 

ply. Preemployment drug testing. EOE M/F/D 

FT STUDIO TECHNICIAN: Formal school- 
ing in Electronics Theory. 5 years experi- 
ence in Broadcast TV bench technician. 
Send resume to: KOB -TV, Job #32 -99, 4 

Broadcast Plaza, SW, Albuquerque, NM 
87104. EOE /M -F. 

HARBOUR MARINE SYSTEMS, worldwide 
leader in Broadcast and CATV on board 
cruise ships has immediate openings for a 

Broadcast Television Engineer and Techni- 
cian. Proficiency in analog and digital broad- 
cast and editing systems, satellite down- 
links, and CATV distribution is required. The 
position is based in Miami, FL. Send resume 
with salary history /requirements to Urbano 
Menendez, Technical Manager by fax 
305.358.1235 or email 
urbano,menendez @hmsweb.com 

TV MICROWAVE TECHNICIAN: Arkansas Edu- 

cational Television Network, the PBS system 
serving Arkansas, seeks a RFtechnician to main- 
tain full power television transmitters and mi- 
crowave STL equipment. This position is based 
in Arkadelphia, Arkansas. Candidates should 
have formal education equivalent of a high 
school diploma; plus two years vocational or 
related training in electronics, plus two years 
experience in electronic repair and maintenance. 
Proven maintenance experience, ability to inde- 
pendently trouble shoot, knowledge of digital 
audio /video transmission equipment, and FCC 

general class license is desirable. Valid drivers 
license, minimum requirements for the state ve- 

hicle safety program, and extensive in -state 
travel required. Submit a State Application, cur- 
rent resume with cover letter, three professional 
references and salary history to: AFIN -Human 
Resources Supervisor, PO Box 1250, Conway, AR 

72033. Application review begins January 31, 

2000. AE1N is an AA/EO /ADA employer. Minori- 
ties, and Women are encouraged to apply. 

GET OUT OF THE SNOW! Join us in the 
nation's fastest -growing, most exciting 
market. Las Vegas network affiliate is look- 
ing for an experienced, talented MAINTE- 
NANCE ENGINEER to help us move into 
the digital world. We offer competitive pay 
and factory training, and a fast- paced /ex- 
citing work environment....all In a great 
place to live! Benefits include dental/ 
health /life Insurance and 401(k) plan. 
Please send resume to John Holland, Dir. 
of Engineering, KVBC, 1500 Foremaster 
Lane, Las Vegas, NV 89101. No Phone Calls 
Please. E.O.E. 

Make your ad 
stand out! 
Try color! 

Call Brian at 800 -896 -9939 

Advertising rates in Broadcast En- 
gineering are $14600 per column 
inch, per insertion, with frequency 
discounts available. There is a one 
inch minimum. 

Ads may also be purchased By- 
The -Word for $2.25 per word, per 
insertion. Initials and abbreviations 
count as full words. Minimum charge 
is $4500 per insertion. Frequency 
discounts and reader service num- 
bers not available for by- the -word 
classified space. 

To reserve your classified ad 
space, call Brian Huber at 

1- 800 -896 -9939 
or 913- 967 -1732 

Fax: 913- 967 -1735 
e -mail: 

brian_huber@intertec.com 

.,AI i www.broadcastengineering.co 
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Small markets get battered again 
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK 

When President Clinton signed the 
massive budget package that in- 

cluded the satellite provisions for local 

station carriage, he leveled the playing 
field for the two domestic satellite com- 
panies - and created a selling frenzy 
for the Christmas season. It has certain- 
ly been true that the greatest impedi- 
ment to breaking through the barriers of 
mass adoption for EchoStar and Hughes 

has been the question of local delivery. 

Most of us feel that cable has been playing 
with an unequal advantage and it is prob- 
ably right that moves toward fairness be 

made, but the changes themselves cause 

problems. 
Neither of these satellite broadcasters is 

in a position to offer coverage for all the 

U.S. markets. Informed guesses are that 
Dish Network will get to about 50 mar- 

kets while DirecTV will be limited to 
about 40. While both companies have 

been able to immediately offer a number 
of cities - mostly through the transmis- 

sion of a single network - there is a 

problem of sheer availability. Where a 

local market station is already available as 

a source, that city can be included quickly 
in the list - as soon as a retransmission 

agreement has been negotiated. 

The story doesn't end there, however. In 

wording which is a little like must -carry in 

nature, a satellite provider that offers one 

network station in a market must offer all 

the network stations in that market by the 

end of 2002. PBS coverage seems to be 

ignored. The real limitation to offering 

service is in the number of transponders in 

place now and those that can be in place 

by that 2002 date. EchoStar seems to be in 

a position of advantage there although 
that could change in two years. But if a 

market is offered in the next year with just 

one network station, what will happen at 

the end of the must -carry period? Will the 

company have to drop the market? Or 
will some other scenario arise that will 
allow everyone to wink and ignore it? 

These are interesting politics the two com- 

panies will have to play in and with. But 

as a viewer I would implore that there be 

no more additional compression to gain 

space for these extra services. 

The rush of consumers to buy DBS 

systems this last Christmas season was 

probably not because of a full under- 

standing by consumers about the number 
of network stations they would be able 

My major concern in all this is for the 

small market stations. They are already 
living on the brink; consolidators have 

already acquired some. And some of the 

consolidators have the same financing 
sources for their expansion - an indi- 
cation to me that the consolidators will 
themselves be consolidated, just as has 

happened so dramatically in radio. The 
pressure is already on small market 

In wording which is a little like must -carry in nature, 

a satellite provider that offers one network station in 

a market must offer all the network stations in that 

market by the end of 2002. 

receive immediately. And I don't under- 

stand where the satellite provision fits in 

with the legal mayhem of disconnecting 
ineligible viewers of the previous satellite 

network offerings. Are waivers still going 

to be needed by consumers not in the top 
markets? It doesn't seem to me that the 

legal situation has changed: If you can 

receive acceptable network services off - 
air you would be eligible to watch them 
from a satellite if your market is covered, 

but you wouldn't be eligible to receive 

signals from another market? 

The rout is probably on, however, and 

many tens of millions of customers will be 

eligible to receive networks from satellite; 

the cable companies will respond by roll- 
ing out fiber as quickly as they can with, 
probably, even more emphasis on the 

smaller markets where their battles will be 

easier. There will also be considerably 

more emphasis on additional services that 

they will be able to offer, although many 

people will still need to be convinced of 
the cable company's efficiency and reli- 

ability. The local telephone companies are 

generally not very imaginative and con- 

tinue to insist on selling bandwidth, but at 

least they are highly reliable. 
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stations to build a DTV presence to 
justify their licenses, and reduced adver- 
tising revenues will now compound that 
as consumers migrate to the satellite 
reception of programming that they are 

not generating. 
My only local station - 25 miles away 

but not receivable - is already a consol- 

idated station, using a satellite feed for 99 

percent of its output. The other one per- 

cent is made by what is an ever -changing 

staff of trainees who leave for larger sta- 

tions as soon as the opportunities arise. 

This poor station is really already on the 

brink. A few months ago it received an- 

other slam with the announcement that 

an FCC frequency auction had resulted in 

a direct competitor coming on the scene at 

a cost of over $300,000. I was talking to a 

rather naive young cameraperson at a civic 

event shortly after the announcement and 

the only concern was "which network will 
it be affiliated with ?" 

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant 
based on the West Coast. 

Send questions and comments to: 

paul_ mcgoldrick @intertec.com 
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SDC -831 
Serial Digital Video Corrector 

Avoid the Danger with Videotek 's Color Corrector/Legalizer 
4 

RGB legalization 
Encoded legalization /Vector Limiting 

Full proc amp controls 
100 memories with 1000 transitions (real time) 

Auto color balano 
Split view of input and processed video 

Video range adjusts up to 800% 
Picture Crop 
Built -in test signals 
Black, Gamma, and White controls for R.G, and 
Curves function for black, gray, and white slope 
Control up to 30 units with one panel 
Key input 
Wash and Sepia 
Time code input 
Inverted Luma gain 
Editor interface available 

The SDC -831 Digital Color Corrector /Legalizer 
guarantees perfect pictures every time for high - 
quality digitairideo. The 16 -bit processing 
provides the highest resolution and most 
transparent processing available in its class. The 
feature- packed 831 is the most powerful tool for 
color correction and legal on. 

fo avoid the danger of g ing lost in color 
space, find out more about the Videotek family of 
color (correctors by visiting our web site at 

B www.videotek.com or calling 1- 800 - 800 -5719 to 
talk with a sales engineer. 

Premium Quality, Intelligent Design, 
Total Value...That's Videotek. 

E VIDEOTEKTM 

Five Year Warranty 
A Zero Defects Company ISO-9001 Certified 

243 Shoemaker Road. Pottstown, PA 19464 Toll Free: (800) 800 -5719 (610) 327 -2292 Fax: (610) 327 -9295 
Visit us on the Worldwide Web: www.videotek.com 

Circle (102) on Free Info Card 
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No need to trash 

your analog equipment. 

Video Recorder 

Analog -- Analog 
Video Video 
with I m 
Audo Audio 

SDI with Il . SDI wNi 
AES qudo M _ AES 

Recycle it for your digital environment 

with Leitch's multiformat synchronizer. 

Protect your analog investment by interfacing analog equipment with Leitch's DFS -3005 multiformat 

synchronizer. Designed for hybrid conversion and synchronization in the broadcast, production, mobile, 

teleport and telco environments, the DFS -3005 lets you manage multiple signal formats within your 

facility. Input a digital combined video and audio signal, for example, and the DFS outputs an analog 

signal for VTR recording. When you're ready for playout simply run the VTR's analog output again through 

the DFS -3005, and you're back in the digital domain. What's more, you can have simultaneous conversions 

and the convenience of local or remote control and networking capability. Composite, component or serial 

digital video plus analog or AES/EBU audio -Leitch's DFS -3005 multiformat synchronizer handles them all! 

Learn more about recycling analog equipment by calling (800) 231-9673 4>Q zoontaiettditucerma. 
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International /Canada +1 (416) 445 -9640, (800) 387 -0233 USA. East +1 (757) 548-2300, (800) 231-9673, USA. West +1 (818/888) 843- 7004 Europe +44 (0) 1483 -591000 

Hong Kong +(852) 2776 -0628 Japan +81 (3) 5423 -3631 Australia +61 (2) 9939- 3355 Latin America +1 (305) 591 -0611 Brazil +55 (11) 867 -0218 
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